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ABSTRACT 

This project analyzes the ways that Louis May Alcott portrays authors in several texts, 

including Hospital Sketches (1863), “Enigmas” (1864), “Psyche’s Art” (1868), Little 

Women (1868), A Modern Mephistopheles (1877), and Diana and Persis (1878).  An 

examination of prevailing contemporary theories of authorship reveals that Alcott’s 

interest in authorship (as shown through her experiences as a writer and the author figures 

she depicts within her writing) cannot be adequately analyzed under any of the existing 

theoretical frameworks because the theories neglect to consider markers of racial, sexual, 

cultural, and class-based difference.  Being a female author in nineteenth-century 

America was, for Alcott, a preoccupation.  Thus much of her writing features 

representations of authors.  For Alcott, as well as many of her female contemporaries, the 

question “What does it mean to be an author?” cannot be considered without also asking, 

“What does it mean to be a woman?” and “How can an author be represented in a text?”  

Alcott’s treatment of these questions in her writing was her attempt to create a dialogue 

between herself, other writers, and her reading public. By studying Alcott’s author 

figures, I advance a model of authorship that highlights issues of gender and multiplicity; 

in this way my work has applications to other authors who have been excluded by 

normative definitions of authorship. The concept of “mutable authorship,” a model that 

more accurately incorporates Alcott’s treatment of authorship, is the product of several 

different literary, historical, and feminist theoretical lenses.  This dissertation works 

through the different structuring figures that Alcott uses to represent the author, 

beginning with the semi-autobiographical first-person narrator and moving to the more 
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metaphorical figures of the artist and the performer. The discussion culminates with the 

exploration of adaptation and collaboration in the three Hollywood feature films of 

Alcott’s best-known work, Little Women, and several recent texts that respond directly to 

Alcott’s work. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

WHAT IS AN AUTHOR? 

1. The Story of an Author: Life and Community 

 Louisa May Alcott was the only female author included in the 1893 Parker 

Brothers game Authors, a card game resembling Go Fish in which players try to collect 

all of the cards pertaining to the works of a particular author.  Alcott was in prestigious—

albeit masculine—company: the other authors included in the set were Mark Twain, 

Charles Dickens, William Shakespeare, William Thackeray, Robert Louis Stevenson, 

James Fennimore Cooper, Washington Irving, Nathaniel Hawthorne, Henry Longfellow, 

Sir Walter Scott, Sir Alfred Lord Tennyson, and Edgar Allan Poe.  While there are now 

several new versions of the card game including an American Women Authors game and 

a Children’s Authors game, the thirteen authors listed above are still included in the 

standard Authors game sold by U.S. Games Systems (U.S. Games).  Authors, then, 

preserves a moment in literary history in which an American list of the thirteen most 

prominent authors would include both Shakespeare and Alcott, a time in which Little 

Women and An Old Fashioned Girl might occupy the same hand as King Lear and Bleak 

House.  Before “being” a card in Authors, Alcott was most likely a player of the game, 

which was first produced in 1861 by G.M. Whipple and A.A. Smith.  In Little Women, 

published in 1868, Alcott mentions Authors as a game the March girls might play with 

their neighbor, Laurie, and his English friends (Little Women 106).1  Rather than play 

                                                
1 Further references to Little Women will be abbreviated LW. 
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Authors, the characters opt instead to play Rig-marole, a game of storytelling, where 

players take turns telling a story, adding their own stylistic and innovative plot 

developments.  By choosing Rig-marole over Authors, Alcott’s characters insist on being 

authors rather than playing with authors, even though Jo will later suggest playing 

Authors, as a way to “refresh our minds” (110).  Beyond providing an early example of 

effective product placement, the discussion of Authors in Little Women is like many 

conversations in Alcott’s body of writing that examine questions of authorship and the 

different ways of being and/or engaging with an author.  Alcott’s relationship to 

authorship and authorial identity was continually fraught.  That she was the only female 

author included in the 1893 game of Authors, given the visible presence of other women 

in literary publication of the time, marks her unique position both inside and outside a 

literary circle.2 

 In addition to being a prominent author in her time, Alcott was part of the 

dominant American literary circle of the period.  The small town of Concord, 

Massachusetts became an intellectual hub at mid-century.  The Alcotts lived near and 

were connected to Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, Margaret Fuller, and 

Nathaniel Hawthorne.  In such a community of philosophical and literary vanguard, it is 

unsurprising that the Alcott family, though immortalized as a good-hearted everyman 

family in Little Women and its sequels, was not really a traditional family.  Barbara 

Sicherman observes the oddity that “[Louisa May] Alcott, the product of an 
                                                
2 Notable female authors who were not included in the game in 1893 include George 
Eliot, Jane Austen, the Brontës, Susan Warner, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and E.D.E.N. 
Southworth.   
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unconventional upbringing, whose eccentric transcendentalist father self-consciously 

tested his child-rearing theories on his daughters, took them to live in a commune, and 

failed utterly as a breadwinner, should write what many contemporaries consider the 

definitive story of American family life” (254).  Novelist Perri Klass expresses the 

sentiment more bluntly: “It’s nonsense to think of the Alcotts as in any way proper, 

standard, normal people.  They were weirdos from start to finish” (218).  Admittedly, the 

Alcotts were far from mainstream.  Bronson Alcott, the father of Louisa May Alcott, was 

prominent in the Transcendental community of Concord.  John Matteson argues that 

Bronson Alcott was a profound intellectual and personal presence in the lives and work 

of his three neighbors, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and Nathaniel 

Hawthorne.  “Emerson, Thoreau, and Hawthorne all would have been great if they had 

never met Bronson Alcott,” Matteson writes, “But none of them would have been 

precisely the same” (6-7).  Bronson Alcott was an idealist, a dreamer, a philosopher, and 

a prolific writer.  Yet his writing was rarely read, other than by his closest friends and 

family.  In spite of his talent as an inspiring conversationalist, Bronson Alcott did not 

have many fans among his readers (Matteson 98-9).  He was a financial failure, and the 

family relied on the help of friends and relatives for support until the commercial success 

of Little Women in 1868 lifted Louisa May Alcott into the position as the financial 

provider for the household.  Abba Alcott (née Abigail May), wife to Bronson and mother 

to Louisa, was an unusual individual in her own right.  Aside from making the unlikely 

choice to marry Bronson Alcott (a man who was socially and economically her inferior) 

she was active in the Anti-Slavery Society and one of the nation’s earliest social workers 
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and employment agents. Abba Alcott was known for her “famous temper,” and she 

alienated many of her family’s friends including Nathaniel Hawthorne and Elizabeth 

Peabody (Cheever Louisa 24).   Of the Alcott daughters, Louisa May Alcott’s oldest 

sister had the most traditional life.  Anna Alcott married John Pratt in 1860, on the 

thirtieth anniversary of her parents’ marriage (Saxton 227).  She would give birth to two 

sons and outlive all of her siblings.  Elizabeth Alcott, Louisa May Alcott’s younger sister, 

died before reaching adulthood after painful bouts of illness that kept her “angry, fretful, 

and upset” (Saxton 207).  Her only relief came from the sedation of opium.  (Her death 

was much less picturesque than that of her fictional counterpart, Beth March.)  The 

youngest Alcott sister, May, with financial support from Louisa, spent much of her adult 

life in Europe, studying art.  At the age of thirty-eight she married the much younger 

Swiss businessman, Ernest Nieriker, and gave birth to a daughter, Lulu.  She died within 

two months of her delivery.  Had she lived, she would have provided Louisa May Alcott 

with a desired topic for her writing: the test case for the successful, married, female artist. 

 Although Louisa May Alcott was the family member who would receive the 

greatest public recognition as an author, all of the Alcotts were writers.  A significant 

amount of personal correspondence between family members—they frequently wrote 

each other letters and notes even when living in the same house—is extant, although 

many of the diaries and letters were destroyed.3  Bronson Alcott published a number of 

works during his day, to little acclaim.  May Alcott wrote and published a guidebook for 
                                                
3 See Louisa May Alcott Papers (MS AM 800.23), Louisa May Alcott Additional Papers 
(MS AM 2114), Louisa May Alcott Additional Papers (MS AM 1817), and Alcott Family 
Papers (MS AM 1130) at the Houghton Library of Harvard College. 
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artists called Studying Art Abroad and How to Do it Cheaply (1879) and also authored 

the unpublished novel manuscript, An Artist’s Holiday (1873).  All the members of the 

Alcott family kept journals, and Abba and Bronson frequently read their children’s 

journals and commented in them.  From her earliest experiences, Louisa May Alcott’s 

writing was deeply connected to personal and familial identity.  The family bonds were 

tried by multiple instances of poverty, physical and mental illness, and extremity, but 

surviving the challenges formed intimate familial relationships.4  

 Alcott’s career as an author was certainly motivated by her family, both because 

the Alcotts revered the practice of writing and because their poverty drove her to attempt 

to financially support the family by writing for publication (Stern Louisa xxiv).  Through 

writing Alcott distinguished herself from her family members and defined herself as an 

individual, an experience she found both thrilling and threatening.  Although she did not 

earn much money for her early publications, she began to supplement her income from 

sewing, teaching, and working as a companion with the publication of short stories.  In 

1859, she achieved the success of seeing one of her stories, “Love and Self-Love,” 

published in The Atlantic Monthly, one of the more prestigious and selective periodicals 

of the time.  In her journal, Alcott noted, “My first tale came out in the Atlantic & my pen 

began to pay” (Journals 96).5  In 1862, she won a $100 prize for a sensational story, 

                                                
4 As if to illustrate this intimacy, Louisa May Alcott and her father shared the same 
birthday (November 29) and died within two days of one another, Bronson at the age of 
eighty-eight and Louisa at the age of fifty-five. 
5 The Atlantic paid $50 for “Love and Self-Love” (Journals 96). 
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“Pauline’s Passion and Punishment.”6  At this point in her career, Alcott turned her 

literary focus to sensational literature; much of her writing in this style was published 

anonymously or under pseudonym.  By publishing under the name A.M. Barnard or 

anonymously, Alcott was able to support herself and her family without being publicly 

associated with a body of work that was, in her own words, “lurid” (qtd. in Stern Behind 

xxvi).  Alcott’s “blood and thunder tales” (Letters 79) are plot-driven texts that convey 

sentiments of anger, anxiety, and female agency.  These tales, some of which will be 

examined in the course of this study, feature strong female characters, gender ambiguity, 

sexuality, psychosis, violence, mistaken identity, crime, manipulation, and drug use.  

Unlike the majority of Alcott’s fiction for children, the sensational tales aim to thrill 

rather than to instruct.  Before the publication of Little Women in 1868, Alcott wrote and 

published several types of writing, some under her own name, and some under 

pseudonym.  With the extreme success of Little Women, however, Alcott became 

identified much more narrowly as a children’s author.  The continual demand (from both 

her readers and her publishers) for more children’s literature resulted in Alcott redirecting 

most of her authorial labor to producing this type of writing.  While Alcott enjoyed the 

financial comfort her writing for children generated, she often felt conflicted about 

embracing an authorial identity that required her to limit herself and her public 

presentation of herself.  Additionally, Ann Douglas has noted that as a private person 

Alcott often retreated from any public presentation of herself or her writing (“Mysteries” 

231).  Alcott grappled with conflicts between public and private expression through the 
                                                
6 This was a substantial prize considering the average annual salary for a female teacher 
at the time was $244 (National Almanac 422). 
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sustained exploration of the questions of authorship in her work.  Seeing her own identity 

as an author as problematic and complex, Alcott returned repeatedly to the trope of 

authorship in her writing.  Her fiction for adults and children focused on authors and 

authorship through the presentation of numerous author figures.  Through these author 

figures, Alcott articulated different forms of authorial identity; ultimately she suggests 

that authorship is and must be mutable.       

 

2.  The Evolving Story of a Mutable Author: Criticism and History 

 In 1942, fifty-four years after Alcott’s death, Leona Rostenberg discovered that 

“A.M. Barnard” was Louisa May Alcott.  The publication of the sensational tales 

previously credited to Barnard under Alcott’s name did not begin until the 1970s, 

however.  Rostenberg permanently altered the field of Alcott studies with the discovery 

of Alcott’s pseudonym. Why did it take so long for the discovery to happen, and once the 

discovery was made, why did it take so long to enter criticism, scholarship, and 

publishing? Answering these questions demands an examination of American critical 

tradition in addition to the historical and logistical details. Louisa May Alcott’s position 

in American literary history underwent a change in the years after her death.  She went 

from being the only woman in Authors to being an almost forgotten presence in the 

American literary tradition. Although Jane Addams read Alcott in her American literature 

class at Rockford Female Seminary in 1878 (Sicherman 256), by the time Rostenberg 

made her discovery, Alcott was no longer considered a central author of nineteenth-
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century American literature. Yet throughout Alcott’s decline in literary regard, Little 

Women was still being published, read, purchased, and adapted as a popular (if not 

necessarily literary) text.  Much in the same way that critical work by Carl van Doren, 

Lewis Mumford, and D.H. Lawrence changed Herman Melville’s position in American 

literary history—it essentially rescued Melville from literary obscurity in the twentieth 

century—Leona Rostenberg’s discovery rescued Alcott from being identified as only a 

children’s author, and later, as only a “girl’s” author. 

 Rostenberg made her 1942 finding with her business partner and lifetime 

companion, Madeleine B. Stern.  When Rostenberg’s dissertation was rejected by her 

chair at Columbia in 1939, she turned to a career in rare books.7   Print culture of the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was Rostenberg’s primary scholarly interest, but 

Stern worked on nineteenth-century American literature, and the two often shared 

research.  It was Stern who encouraged Rostenberg to go into business as a bookseller, 

and book collector Carroll Wilson advised Stern and Rostenberg to “discover [Alcott’s] 

pseudonym and the thrillers she wrote” (Rostenberg and Stern 122).8  They worked 

together to sift through the Alcott family papers.  The long-awaited discovery caused 

                                                
7 Rostenberg’s story, as a woman who was shut out of the academy and then welcomed 
back many years later, parallels some of the changing reactions by literary critics to 
Alcott’s work. In 1973, the body of scholarship Rostenberg had added to the field was 
accepted “in lieu” of the failed dissertation, and she was granted her Ph.D.  In other 
words, Columbia “reverse[d] itself” and accepted the previously rejected dissertation.  
See Rostenberg and Stern Old Books and Rare Friends 3,102, and photo insert.  
8Coincidentally continuing the numerical pattern of exceptionalism of the game of 
Authors, Louisa May Alcott was the only female author in Wilson’s collection of thirteen 
authors that included Emerson, Hawthorne, Trollope, and Hardy, among others 
(Rostenberg and Stern 121-2). 
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quite a stir when it happened, not only in the field of Alcott studies, but also in the 

Houghton Library where it was made: 

My wild warwhoop shattered the dignified silence of the manuscript room 
of Houghton Library.  Miss Jakeman stared reprovingly.  Mady dropped her 
pencil.  I scarcely believed my eyes.  I had fulfilled Carroll Wilson’s injunction.  
Now I knew the pseudonym.  I also knew the name of the publisher.  Mr. Elliot 
was surely the E. of Louisa Alcott’s diary. 

 After an intermission of congratulations, hilarity, and several cigarettes, 
we returned to our seats and I meticulously copied every word of every one of the 
batch of five letters written by J.R. Elliot to “Dear Miss Alcott.” (Rostenberg, qtd. 
in Rostenberg and Stern 123, italics original) 

This detail—the pseudonym—that had been sitting unnoticed in the Alcott papers at the 

Houghton Library, profoundly influenced the career and research trajectory of Madeleine 

Stern.  From here, Stern, again following the “injunction” of Carroll Wilson, applied for a 

Guggenheim fellowship and wrote what would become the first of many biographies to 

present Alcott as the author of thrillers as well as children’s literature. After writing the 

biography, 9 Stern went on to excavate Alcott’s potboilers from the archives, publishing 

several collections of Alcott’s thrillers.  The first of these collections, Behind a Mask: 

The Unknown Thrillers of Louisa May Alcott was published in 1975.  It was followed by 

                                                

9 Stern credits the publishing of Louisa May Alcott: A Biography to the presence of a 
footnote and a careful reader: “An annotation about me in an article. . . stated that I had 
just completed a biography of Louisa May Alcott.  The University of Oklahoma Press 
was just releasing a book by . . . Sandford Syler, entitled Marmee: The Mother of Little 
Women.  The Press’s director, . . . noted the footnote, realized the benefit of publishing a 
companion piece, and sent me a contract for Louisa May Alcott” (Stern Louisa xx).  This 
anecdote illustrates another example of the importance of detail-oriented readers (and 
some good fortune) in the development of contemporary Alcott scholarship. 
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number of other publications that Stern edited, and later co-edited with Joel Myerson and 

Daniel Shealy. 

 Unlike the Melville revival of the 1920s, which rather quickly elevated Melville 

to a position of canonical and high literary standing, the Alcott revival has been a much 

slower process with a less definite end. Stern took personal responsibility for the time gap 

in Alcott studies:  “There was good reason for this apparently inexplicable omission.  

Between 1950, when the Alcott biography appeared, and 1975, when I published the first 

collection of her thrillers, I was otherwise engaged” (Louisa xxi).  She was able to take 

such responsibility, because she was, for some time, the only scholar actively and 

publicly engaged in work on Alcott.10  The publication of Behind a Mask in 1975 shook 

critical and popular foundations.  Readers grasped the magnitude of Rostenberg’s 

discovery.  “The building blocks for reconstruction were at hand,” wrote Stern, as Alcott 

and Alcott studies were being reshaped (xxii).  This discovery would undo the critical 

practice of “reducing of Alcott to the author of a single text” (Keyser Little 20). Martha 

Saxton’s 1977 biography, Louisa May was an important development.  Saxton explored 

Alcott’s darker side in this biographical treatment.  Stern did not think highly of Saxton’s 

project, arguing that Saxton “envisioned [Alcott] as an undesirable character from one of 

her own thrillers” (xxii).  Yet feminist scholars were drawn to Saxton’s exploration of the 

sexuality and the sexual anxiety in the new and growing body of published Alcott fiction. 

In the 1970s critics were compelled to depict Alcott’s life and work in ways that 

                                                
10 Although she was involved with Stern’s research, on Alcott Rostenberg did not write 
or publish on the subject. 
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demonstrated its social and aesthetic complexity.  Rather than presenting Alcott as 

isolated and tangential, scholars focused on Alcott and others.  Madelon Bedell’s 1980 

The Alcotts: Biography of a Family presented the intertwined stories of Louisa May 

Alcott, her parents, and her siblings.  Bedell saw the “ability to live life with flair and a 

boldness of gesture” as an Alcott family trait, rather than one pertaining to Louisa May 

Alcott alone (xv).  Sarah Elbert’s 1987 A Hunger for Home also demonstrated particular 

interest in the Alcott family, and in Alcott’s relationship to her family and her intellectual 

and literary community.11  In addition to revealing Alcott’s desire to define herself in 

relation to others, these biographies indicate a scholarly impetus to find a place for Alcott 

in American literary history and the canon, two entities that were also rapidly evolving in 

this period. 

 Stern’s 1950 biography was published just prior to some of the early demands for 

an American feminist literary critical presence in the academy. While the academy had 

historically excluded many of the women writers who were popular and widely read in 

their day from the nineteenth-century American literary canon, a significant body of 

critical work addresses this omission.  In 1956, Helen Papashvily’s All the Happy 

Endings situated the cultural phenomenon of the successful professional American 

female author within the historical period of the nineteenth century. Papashvily shows 

that the field of authorship in the nineteenth century, a field that would eventually 

become the most popular and the most lucrative profession for women (Sicherman 256), 

                                                
11 This interest has not diminished in the twenty-first century.  See Matteson, Cheever, 
and Francis.  
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offered the female writer a forum in which she could speak, and even wage a “devious, 

subtle, undeclared war against men” (Papashvily 24).  Ann Douglas’ The Feminization of 

American Culture was published in 1977; the book analyzes the nineteenth-century print 

culture that emphasized and articulated gendered social expectations.  Sandra Gilbert and 

Susan Gubar’s The Madwoman in the Attic (1979) demonstrated nineteenth-century 

female authors’ reliance on depictions of angelic or monstrous female characters, types 

that are common in Alcott’s sensational literature.  Therefore the publication of Alcott’s 

sensational fiction coincided with a period of new interest in women authors.  This fueled 

the interest in later collections like Elaine Showalter’s Alternative Alcott in 1988 and 

Stern’s The Feminist Alcott in 1996.  

Earlier in the nineteenth century, writing for women authors was considered, as 

Nina Baym argued, a profession and a source of income, yet it was not necessarily 

viewed as a craft or a calling (32). Susan Coultrap-McQuin’s research later revealed that 

women were not only writing literature that was widely consumed in nineteenth-century 

America, but they were receiving substantial earnings from their writing.  Coultrap-

McQuin’s analysis was deeply rooted in an understanding of women’s material and 

economic conditions and necessities in the nineteenth century.  The material 

considerations of female authorship in the first half of the century gave rise to a 

conceptual shift in the postbellum period in which Alcott’s career accelerated.  The latter 

half of the nineteenth century indicated a move toward a new understanding of the female 

author/artist.  Anne Boyd examined this shift in a study that weaves together the careers 

and private lives of American women writers whose work was essential in forming a 
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concept of the female author as an artist.  Furthermore, Elizabeth Ammons argued that by 

the turn of the twentieth century, the most important and imitated writers were women 

and that this only becomes apparent when the women are “grouped” together as they are 

in her study.  This shift in the historical conception of the female author (from 

professional to artist) has often been overlooked in more generalized contemporary 

discussions of literature.  I see my project as an attempt to join Boyd in an effort to revive 

this conversation, a conversation that is as relevant now (if not more so) as it was forty 

years ago. 

 Even as the female writers of the nineteenth century began to receive more 

scholarly attention, several critics noticed an even stronger impulse to ignore or suppress 

nineteenth-century women’s work. Nina Baym and Jane Tompkins have suggested that 

the methods of reading and critical inquiry that were prevalent in the academy and 

literary circles would not allow the work of writers like Alcott, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, 

and Harriet Beecher Stowe to be treated as “literature.”  The fact that this writing was 

popular at its time of publication, compounded with the fact that the writers were female, 

has often relegated texts like Alcott’s masterful A Modern Mephistopheles to an obscure 

place in the study of nineteenth-century literature.  In spite of feminist critical 

interventions, a paradox in which nineteenth-century women’s writing may be seen as 

either historically and politically important (like Stowe’s work) or historically anomalous 

(like Dickinson’s work) continues. Either of the paradigms treat women’s work 

differently—as historic rather than literary—from the more traditionally canonical works 

of American literature, those written by male authors. Alcott’s place in a study of 
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American literature seems no more clearly defined in the twenty-first century than it was 

in the twentieth century.  Perhaps this is because the Alcott revival hasn’t happened; 

rather it is happening at this moment.  Alcott is now “being taught more and more” as the 

publication of scholarly editions of her work shows (Myerson).  At the base of my project 

is the belief that there is much to gain from considering Louisa May Alcott not solely as a 

popular or historical author, but as one who merits literary study as well. 

“The canon” has become an increasingly confusing concept, and one source of 

confusion lies in the distinction between popular and academic scholarship.  In the last 

decade, Alcott studies has been widely popularized by scholars writing to general 

audiences. In 2007, Susan Cheever published American Bloomsbury: Louisa May Alcott, 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, Margaret Fuller, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Henry David 

Thoreau: Their Lives, Their Loves, Their Work.  This study of the intellectual and 

personal lives of the Concord circle preceded John Matteson’s Eden’s Outcasts, a 2008 

Pulitzer prize-winning biography of Louisa May Alcott and Bronson Alcott. Daniel 

Shealy edited and reprinted the letters of Louisa May Alcott and her sister, May Alcott 

Nieriker in Little Women Abroad: The Alcott Sisters’ Letters from Europe: 1870-1871 in 

2008 as well.  Harriet Riesen’s biography The Woman Behind Little Women accompanied 

a documentary of the same title by Riesen and Nancy Porter in 2010.  In the same year, 

Cheever expanded her work on Alcott with her biography Louisa May Alcott: A Personal 

Biography, and Richard Francis published his account of the Alcotts’ failed 

Transcendental utopian community in Fruitlands.  Over the time span of less than a 

decade, Louisa May Alcott became a hot topic, at least among historians and biographers.  
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Many of these texts are published by non-academic presses and have reached a broad 

non-academic audience.  None of the works, with the possible exception of Cheever’s 

biography, is a text of literary criticism.  These books have, however, created an opening 

for new Alcott criticism.  It remains to be seen whether that criticism will begin to take 

place in the popular realm or whether it will continue to flourish primarily in the 

scholarly realm.  Perhaps critical literary conversations about Louisa May Alcott will 

bridge the popular/academic distinction, as Alcott’s work has done.  If projects like Susan 

Bailey’s Louisa May Alcott is My Passion blog and the Louisa May Alcott facebook 

group are any indication of the future of Alcott studies, then there may indeed be lively 

critical conversations happening in popular as well as more traditionally academic 

forums, where Louisa May Alcott has been an expanding subject of interest.  

Four recent critical studies of nineteenth-century women and/or authorship have 

explored Alcott and her work in ways that are relevant to this study: Mark Vásquez’ 

Authority and Reform (2003), Anne Boyd’s Writing for Immortality (2004), Susan 

Williams’ Reclaiming Authorship (2006), and Laura Laffrado’s Uncommon Women 

(2009).  I situate my project alongside these texts, as a complementary consideration of 

Alcott’s constructions of authorship. Vásquez is primarily interested in nineteenth-

century religious discourse.  Thus his reading of Alcott focuses on issues of self-sacrifice 

and self-cultivation through and within writing.  Boyd, Williams, and Laffrado all 

examine models of nineteenth-century female authorship, building on traditions of 

feminist literary criticism.  In each of these studies Alcott’s work is read in conversation 

with works by other nineteenth-century women writers, including Harriet Beecher Stowe, 
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Harriet Jacobs, Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Elizabeth Stoddard, Maria Cummins, and others.  

Boyd is interested in the shift from low (or lowly) writer to high artist, Williams 

examines competing and oppositional models of authorship, and Laffrado focuses on 

representations of gender and sexuality.12 In this project, I engage with all of these issues 

through close readings of several of Alcott’s texts.  I agree with Williams’ contention that 

“single-author studies of American women” are especially relevant and needed at this 

juncture in critical practice (11).  Although her own project is a study of multiple authors, 

she expresses concern about the lack of female single-author studies, advocating for 

projects like this one:  

[J]ust as feminist scholars were right to complain that the death of the author 
came before the birth of the female author, so too should we worry about the 
death of single-author and bibliographical studies just at the moment when they 
are most needed in the feminist project of recovery.  For the most part, women 
authors lack the authoritative textual and bibliographic information that has been 
given to many of their male peers.  This lack, in turn, means that it is difficult to 
do some of the basic work involved in studying the history of authorship. 
(Williams 11)13 

Rather than reading Alcott with and against other female writers of the period, I read her 

evolving constructions of authorship with and against other models of authorship, models 

defined by herself and her peers in the nineteenth century as well as the models 

articulated by twentieth-century theorists.  Like Williams, “I hope to move the 

                                                
12 Laffrado’s work has been of particular interest to me.  In Chapter One, I offer an 
extended reading of her exploration of sexual anxiety in Alcott’s Hospital Sketches. 
13 Elizabeth Keyser’s two critical monographs on Alcott, Whispers in the Dark in 1993 
and Little Women: A Family Romance in 2000, offer Alcott scholars an advantage over 
scholars working on some other female authors of the period.  There is still a substantial 
amount of work to be done, though, and many of Alcott’s texts have still received little or 
no critical treatment. 
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conversation beyond opposition and toward alternate ways of conceptualizing authorial 

labor” (5). This project follows Alcott’s own preoccupation with the problem of 

authorship and the specific problem of female authorship.  In the chapters that follow I 

show how Alcott presented authors as characters and tropes. I argue that Alcott’s author 

figures connect to her own life and career as well as to an imagined model for the female 

author and the literary author in general. 

 

3.  Theorizing the Author in the Twentieth Century 

 The late twentieth century offered new ways to conceptualize, teach, and critique 

the Western literary canon, introducing texts by women, writers of color, and previously 

unrecognized voices.  Feminist theory, postcolonial theory, ecocriticism, critical race 

theory, disability theory, cultural studies and queer theory have entered into the study of 

literature in the academy, providing new lenses and tools for analysis while demanding 

new consideration of identity in relation to concepts like text, author, and reader.  The 

process of theorizing the author had begun, however, as a structuralist project, generally 

without these critical lenses. It focused instead on the tension between the author and the 

idea of the author. As Jane Gallop has observed, the theorization of authorship in the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries has nearly always been linked to the idea of the 

“death of the author,” and in such a capacity relies on “two articles—and by and large … 
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only two articles—always the same two, which appeared within a year of each other, one 

by Roland Barthes in 1968 and the other by Michel Foucault in 1969” (2).14 

 These two articles inform my consideration of authorship as it is constructed in 

Alcott’s writing, along with a few other perspectives.  The act of theorizing authorship in 

the twentieth century has been largely reactionary.  Roland Barthes’ “The Death of the 

Author” is a manifesto reacting to the practice of literary criticism, calling for an end to 

the reification of the godlike Author and for a new appreciation for (and understanding 

of) reading, the reader, and the text.  Foucault’s essay reacts to Barthes’ polemical take 

by employing a markedly different method to analyze authorship.  Rather than 

responding in the form of a manifesto as well, Foucault systematically discusses the great 

network of structures that contribute to the cultural or ideological construction and 

comprehension of authorship.  Foucault never names Barthes in his essay, and “death” is 

only one of many considerations (and a minor one at that) in his treatment of authors, 

author figures, and author function.  E.D. Hirsch’s 1967 “In Defense of the Author” 

begins from the presumption that the validity of the author is under attack and the 

“banish[ment of] the author” can only result in intellectual disaster (266).15 In 1992, Seán 

Burke argued that Barthes’ “The Death of the Author” actually informs and creates the 
                                                
14 Albert Ascoli identifies three essays that are essential to the formation of contemporary 
debates on authorship and authority, adding Hannah Arendt’s 1958 “What is Authority?” 
to the group that also includes Barthes’ and Foucault’s essays (21).  Arendt’s essay 
differs significantly from either Barthes’ or Foucault’s, however, because she is 
interested in only the social concept of authority and not the literary concept of 
authorship.  It is with the latter that my work (and Gallop’s) are concerned. 
15 Although Hirsch’s essay appears to respond to Foucault and Barthes, it was actually 
written before the two foundational essays, as a reaction (like Barthes’ essay) to critical 
trends and practice, more generally. 
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author’s return.  Barthes, then, both kills and resurrects the godlike figure of the author. 

Jane Gallop in her recent reading of the “deaths” of the author through the lens of 

temporality—sometimes queer or queered temporality—, has responded to Burke’s 

resurrected author as a concept that also addresses bodies and desire. 

 As Burke notes, Barthes’ “The Death of the Author” has been an extremely 

influential text in the development of modern author theory (19).  Writing in France in 

1968, amidst a time of political and intellectual revolution, Barthes makes 

straightforward claims, and he does so quickly (the essay is only four pages long).  As 

Gallop observes, of the four pages, it is the last clause and especially the last five words 

that have been remembered and internalized: “The birth of the reader must be at the cost 

of the death of the Author” (Barthes 316).  Referring to this phenomenon as a “slogan-

effect,” (4) Gallop writes, “The ending is so perfect it has been taken as the last word” 

(30).  She demonstrates in an analysis of Barthes’ subsequent work, that it is not the last 

word, that the killed author is indeed resurrected. In the most common instances, the 

reader has appropriated the “death of the author,” displacing Barthes’ body of work and 

embracing the slogan of the manifesto’s title. I am most interested in the liberation 

presented with this conceptual death in Barthes’ essay.  As Albert Ascoli suggests, 

Barthes’ death of the author “gives free play to the infinite possibilities of textual 

signification, and allows the birth of a new figure, the reader” (24).  Alcott’s work 

frequently reveals new author and reader figures.  Additionally, I argue that Alcott was 

interested in the “play” that was possible with the scripting of the death (both the material 
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and the metaphorical death) of the author.  Her work, as I show, anticipates the potential 

of the play and performance of authorship.16 

 As a more developed study of the definition and classification of authorship, 

Foucault’s “What is an Author?” lays out many of the issues that I explore within 

Alcott’s presentation of authorship.  Building on the ideas that Barthes suggests with his 

distinctions between author, reader, and text, Foucault identifies the differences between 

an author, an author figure, and an author function.  If the author is the individual 

responsible for the production of a written text, the author figure is the individual 

associated with the production of that text.  The author function, then, creates multiple 

selves through discourse.  To acknowledge the author function is to acknowledge 

multiplicity in discourse.  For Foucault, there are four crucial characteristics of the author 

function:  

(1) the author function is linked to the juridical and institutional system that 
encompasses, determines, and articulates the universe of discourses; (2) it does 
not affect all discourses in the same way at all times in all types of civilization; (3) 
it is not defined by the spontaneous attribution of a discourse to its producer, but 
rather by a series of specific and complex operations; (4) it does not refer purely 
and simply to a real individual, since it can give rise simultaneously to several 
selves. (113) 

Foucault’s author function necessitates a complex understanding of authorship in which 

there can be no one-to-one correspondence between a text and its producer or its 

audience.  Implicated in the relationships between text, producer, and audience are 

                                                
16 See Chapter Three for a developed discussion of performance. 
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multiple selves, overarching systems of power, ideological constructions, and infinite 

variables.   

In Alcott’s work, I find that the complexity of author function is often evident 

when the writer of a text is presumed to be someone else or when a reader 

misunderstands his or her relationship to a text or larger discourse.  In the fiction I 

explore here, the author figure frequently signifies the failure of one-to-one 

correspondence between author, reader, and text, especially in situations where a one-to-

one correspondence is presumed or expected.  This disruption in which the outcome does 

not match the social expectation is both a source of anxiety in Alcott’s repeated 

exploration of authorship and a space of enormous potential, a space in which 

expectations (for authors and for women) can be reinvented or abolished. 

 Foucault’s discussion of authorship is comprehensive; I would like to emphasize a 

few points that are particularly relevant to my analysis of constructions of authorship in 

Alcott’s writing.  First, Foucault raises the issue of “the work” and acknowledges that 

there will always be questions in any discourse where the author function is employed 

about what texts count as a work.  Because Alcott wrote in so many genres and forms, 

and because her work has received varying critical attention over the last century, the 

issue of which works should be treated as important within her oeuvre—which works 

matter—is one that critics, biographers, and readers are currently addressing.  The 
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question of the worthiness of a work interested Alcott greatly.17  Is literature for children 

or women by definition of a lower caliber than literature specifically directed to adults?  

Is popular fiction less valuable than niche fiction?  These were Alcott’s questions, they 

have been the questions of feminist literary critics, and they are my questions throughout 

this project.  Throughout this study, I explore different texts that illuminate the study of 

Alcott as an influential author and the study of literature of the period.  Some of the texts 

I examine, like Hospital Sketches and Little Women, have received significant critical 

attention already; others, like “Enigmas” or “Psyche’s Art,” have received very little 

critical treatment.  I will show that the lesser-known texts engage with many of the same 

issues explored in the more popular and more critiqued texts, and they often do so even 

more explicitly. 

Second, Foucault explores the exceptional nature of an author’s name.  The 

author’s name is the antecedent to the text: “the author’s name seems always to be 

present, marking off the edges of the text, revealing or at least characterizing, its mode of 

being” (107).  The author’s name is involved and implicated in the text but also in the 

circulation of discourse.  Using Shakespeare as an example, Foucault argues that if it 

were determined that Shakespeare authored Bacon’s texts, or that Shakespeare did not 

write the sonnets attributed to him, this information would “entirely modify the 

functioning of the author’s name” (106).  Additionally, Foucault argues that in modern 

Western culture, anonymous texts are “not tolerable;” the anonymous text provokes an 

                                                
17 I explore the problem of the “work” through the structure of the “work of art” in 
Chapter Two. 
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inquiry or “game” of discovery (110).  All of these issues are, of course, relevant in the 

study of Alcott’s work because Alcott wrote both under pseudonym and anonymously.  

She wrote A Modern Mephistopheles (1877) as part of the No Name Series, in which 

texts were published anonymously and readers attempted to guess the authors. Clearly 

Alcott was aware of the issues Foucault attributes to anonymous texts.  Additionally, as 

noted, the discovery of Alcott’s other name, her pseudonym, A.M. Barnard, has changed 

the author function.  Since the 1970s, Williams argues, “it has become a critical 

commonplace to talk about the double life that [Alcott] lived as an author” (97).  The 

trope of the name—or the author’s name—occurs in many of Alcott’s sensational tales, 

such as “M.L.” and “Enigmas.” In these tales, Alcott includes variations of her own name 

and her pseudonym. 

 I demonstrate that Alcott’s construction of authorship acutely anticipates the work 

of Barthes and Foucault.  The author theories advanced by Barthes, Foucault, and other 

contemporary theorists have given critics writing in twenty-first century the standardized 

vocabulary to articulate patterns and structures within nineteenth-century texts.  As I will 

show, Alcott presented the concepts of the death of the author and author function within 

her fiction. However, as models for describing and understanding Alcott’s constructions 

of authorship, the theories advanced by Barthes and Foucault are limited.  The first limit I 

have already acknowledged: Barthes and Foucault’s theories were articulated long after 

Alcott’s time, and thus she did not have access to their work in constructing her own 

model.  Yet the problem of using twentieth-century theory to analyze nineteenth-century 

texts is not new and continues to be an issue in the twenty-first century.  Because I argue 
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that Alcott’s work articulates the same questions (without the vocabulary of a formal 

theory) that author theorists would specifically tackle one hundred years later, it seems 

that Alcott was ahead of her time.  This issue, then, is not the most limiting aspect to 

applying author theories to Alcott’s work.   

A more relevant question, in the case of Alcott’s constructions of authorship, 

concerns how to apply author theory to works of fiction.  The Alcott texts I analyze in 

this study are all fictional (though many have basis in real events and experiences).  

Contemporary author theory may be employed to theorize Alcott’s own practice of 

writing, publishing, and being recognized (or not recognized) as an author, as well as to 

theorize Alcott as an author herself.  But Alcott also engages in the game of exploring 

authorship through the representation of authors.  In other words, the work by Alcott that 

I analyze in this study is full of author figures.  Most of the author figures are fictional 

characters; they are writers, translators, artists, theatrical performers, reporters, and spies 

who represent authors.  Thus, they are already mutated (by representation) figures 

through which I explore ideas of author function.  Therefore I suggest that the theoretical 

frameworks provided by Barthes, Foucault and other author theorists may be treated as 

tools for literary (rather than purely critical) analysis when applied to Alcott’s fiction.   

Finally, the greatest limitation of author theory as advanced by Barthes, Foucault, 

and others is that it relies on the existence of a “normative author” (Ascoli 23).  An 

author who can be effectively removed from the text is normative, unmarked, white, and 

male.  The death of the author may appear to remove the “imperialist category,” but as 
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Williams argues, the “willingness to dismiss the category [of author] was itself an act of 

male privilege and patriarchal oppression” (11).  I suggest that Barthes’ death of the 

author relies on a condition or concept of authorship in which markers of difference do 

not (or no longer) matter.  Yet for Alcott, these markers, especially the mark of gender, 

do matter.  Being a woman author was Alcott’s preoccupying concern.  While it appears 

Alcott desired the liberatory death of the author that she reconfigures in A Modern 

Mephistopheles and Little Women, she did not believe the female author—already 

marked by her gender—could as easily be removed from the text.  Alcott was obsessed 

with questions of authorship.  Her repeated inclusion of author characters and plot 

patterns indicates her desire to answer the question, “What is an author?”  Yet Alcott 

could not envision any answer to that question that was not also cognizant of gender.  In 

order to know the answer to “What does it mean to be an author?” Alcott believed one 

must also know how to answer the question “What does it mean to be a woman?”  In 

Alcott’s works, then, all of the issues of nineteenth-century American women—issues of 

public and private space, of self and sacrifice, of material and economic conditions, and 

of gender and sexuality—are deeply connected to the process of theorizing the author. 

 Jane Gallop’s 2011 The Deaths of the Author addresses some of the limitations 

that I have attributed to the general category of twentieth-century author theory.  Gallop 

complicates Barthes’ “The Death of the Author” by considering more than the 

“theoretical death” of the author (17).  In addition to the “abstract, polemical death of the 

slogan” Gallop argues that there is another death, the “moving, more bodily death of the 

mortal author” (4-5).  Her insistence on reading mortal death into the concept—and the 
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extended close reading she employs to demonstrate this second death—fundamentally 

alter the nature of the discourse on the death of the author.  While still occurring within 

the realm of language and signification (reading), the death of the author as Gallop 

presents it must be cognizant of bodies, mortality, sexuality, desire, time, and queerness.  

In her treatment of bodies and desire, Gallop includes the framework of “queer 

temporality” through an analysis of works of Gayatri Spivak and Eve Kosofsky 

Sedgwick.  Although Gallop’s project pursues different questions than my study, I am 

indebted to this book for helping me to understand that theorizing the author is a queer 

process for Alcott.  Many of her presentations of author figures also involve the queering 

of heteronormative gender models, through depictions of homosexuality, cross-dressing, 

reproduction, and, true to the dominant thread in author theory, death.  To look beyond 

Alcott’s understanding of authorship, I believe that theorizing the author must always be 

a queer process: theorizing authorship destabilizes the foundations of reading by 

acknowledging the mutability and multiplicity of the author’s relationship to text and 

audience.  

 

4.  Theorizing the Author in the Nineteenth Century: Louisa May Alcott’s Mutable 

Authorship  

 This study traces the idea of the author through twelve fictional texts by Louisa 

May Alcott.  It explores the different structuring mechanisms Alcott used to depict and 

represent authors. Alcott’s author figures show the dangers faced by female authors and 
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reveal an imagined model of authorship that Alcott hoped would liberate women and all 

authors from the constricting definition of authorship that she witnessed in her own 

literary and intellectual community.  I call this model mutable authorship.  Alcott’s 

mutable authorship is a form of authorship that, rather than limiting how the author must 

identify herself or be identified by others, allows for many answers to the question “What 

does it mean to be an author?”  Mutable authorship works against the notion of a single 

masculine and godlike author, supplanting it with models of changing authors and 

multiple authors.  Mutable authorship allows bodies, sexuality, and desire to be part of 

the process of theorizing, recognizing, and appropriating authorship.  Mutable authorship 

can be collaborative, adaptive, and derivative, and may, in these capacities, still produce 

and depict genius.  It acknowledges binaries and structures of opposition but does not 

always reinforce them.  For Alcott, mutable authorship redefined authorship in terms 

broad enough to encompass what she saw as her own wide-reaching practice of writing.  

For me, mutable authorship is a productive way to consider female authors within the 

American literary and critical tradition. 

 In Chapter One, I show Alcott’s resistance to identifying as an author (or a white 

Northern female nurse) in Hospital Sketches. Published in 1863, Hospital Sketches is 

based on Alcott’s brief experience as a Civil War nurse.  Read against Alcott’s personal 

life, Hospital Sketches reflects Alcott’s development of authorial self-identification.  In 

the collection of six sketches, Alcott experiments with several methods and styles of 

writing, often soliciting different responses from her audience(s).  The narrator of the 

sketches, Tribulation Periwinkle (Trib), is faced with a series of events in which she must 
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confront her own position as a white woman working as a Union nurse. As Nurse 

Periwinkle gains consciousness of herself through paradigms of race, nation, gender and 

sexuality, she (and, arguably, Alcott) begins the uncomfortable process of self-

recognition as an author.  The loosely defined genre of the sketch allows Alcott to 

explore authorial awareness through the inconsistent voice and figure of Trib.  

Introducing this narrator into Alcott’s account of her personal experiences helps Alcott 

articulate her burgeoning questions about authorship and the liberatory function of the 

death of the author.  The figurative death and resurrection of the narrator in Hospital 

Sketches foreshadows the inconsistent, conflicted, and mutable authorship Alcott will 

write about in other texts. 

 While Alcott used the figure of the nurse correspondent to illuminate the 

challenges of calling oneself an author in Hospital Sketches, she explored other figures to 

help her address some of the social and aesthetic issues faced by the female who wanted 

to think of herself not merely as a woman writer, but as an author. Chapter Two focuses 

on the visual artist as an author figure, and more specifically, a female author figure.  In 

the 1868 story, “Psyche’s Art,” Alcott explores the position of a female artist who 

struggles to define herself as artist and woman, and has, as a result, very complex and 

difficult relationships with other people and with the art she produces.  Similarly, in the 

1878 unfinished novel Diana and Persis, Alcott broaches the question of whether a 

woman can marry and maintain an artistic or intellectual life.  In both of these “art 

stories,” the artist figure deals with material, social, and personal conflicts specifically 

known to female visual artists and authors of the nineteenth century.  Through her 
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depiction of the female artists Psyche, Diana, and “Percy,” the objects and products of 

their desire(s) (which are often revealed through the works of art these women produce), 

and their relationships with male and female artists, Alcott shows that the choices facing 

the female artist/author are not the same as those facing her male counterpart. By 

focusing on the effects of a work of art on its audience within these texts, I complicate the 

idea of the relationship between the author and her text. 

In Chapter Three, I flesh out the concept of mutable authorship through the 

structures of performance and translation.  Unlike the more rigid model of authorship 

(depending on choice) that Alcott presents in “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis, the 

model of authorship that is revealed in Alcott’s three author mysteries, “Enigmas” 

(1864),  “The Freak of a Genius” (1866), and A Modern Mephistopheles (1877) is one 

that is performative and mutable.  In each of these texts, Alcott features a character who 

is recognized as the author of an important text, even though the text was written by 

someone else.  In these plots Alcott presents an alternative to the exclusive categories of 

authorship that she considers restricting and gender-biased.  The author figures in the 

author mysteries engage in non-normative behaviors.  The plots include complicated 

homosocial triangles and quadrangles, asexual marriages, and homoerotic encounters. 

“Enigmas” features a female character masquerading as a male author who inspires the 

love of a male translator and reporter.  In each author mystery Alcott depicts a form of 

authorship that is performed and mutable: it contains space for more than one author 

figure and more than one idea of the author.  Through performance, female characters 

take ownership of texts in unique ways, as Alcott herself does with her use of quotation, 
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allusion, repetition, and translation.  This alternative model of authorship opposes 

restrictive normative concepts of authorship and creates a space where an author like 

Alcott herself could be included rather than excluded.   

Alcott was a versatile and complex author who occupied many roles: she wrote 

literature for children (novels, fairytales, poetry, and stories), essays, poetry, sensational 

literature, and sentimental literature.  She published under her own name and under 

pseudonym.  She was sometimes open about her authorial identity, but at other times 

Alcott guarded information carefully; she destroyed most of her personal correspondence 

and employed codes for titles and publishers within her records.  While Alcott’s male 

counterparts like Nathaniel Hawthorne—who also wrote and published literature for 

children and adults—could publish a variety of works openly, Alcott did not feel she had 

the same freedom with her public authorial identity.  Mutable authorship was a way to 

acknowledge its depth and complexity.  Understanding Alcott’s idea of authorship as 

mutable has proven useful in my study of how Alcott’s work continues to be read and 

adapted since her death.  Needless to say, a significant amount of that conversation 

continues to surround her most famous novel. 

Chapter Four addresses one of the problems that made authorship such a 

complicated issue for Alcott: she had written Little Women, a bestseller.  This text was 

not merely popular, but beloved, or “paracanonical.”18  Readers—especially women—

responded strongly to Little Women.  They read it over and over again as children and 

passed the book on to their daughters.  It continues to carry great cultural capital.  

                                                
18 See Stimpson. 
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Alcott’s public identification as the author of Little Women in 1868 earned her the 

moniker, “the children’s friend,” an authorial identity that would exclude much of her 

work that was not written specifically for children.  Little Women is a singular text that 

continues to be at the center of Alcott studies, and, in spite of being a children’s novel, 

the book explores the adult themes found in Alcott’s other work.  The treatment of 

authorship (through narrative, visual, and performative depictions of Jo March as an 

author) in Alcott’s novel evolves into something distinct in each of the Hollywood 

feature film adaptations of 1933, 1949, and 1994.  While the heroine Jo March gives up 

her authorial identity in Alcott’s nineteenth-century novel, this is not the case in any of 

the twentieth-century film versions, which present Jo as a recognized and published 

author. The collaborative element of film adaptation encourages an even broader concept 

of mutable authorship that extends beyond what Alcott could have envisioned.  The 

changing depictions of author and text within the adaptations illuminate not only Alcott’s 

preoccupation with the problems of public (and publicly limited) authorship but also the 

contemporary and renewed interest in Louisa May Alcott as an author. 

This interest can be seen in the significant number of texts that respond to the 

writing of Louisa May Alcott.  I begin the conclusion with an overview of several texts 

written by men at the turn of the century who all claimed to be the “original” of Laurie 

Lawrence, the “male lead” (and by far the most developed male character) in Little 

Women.  A large body of more recent fictional and nonfictional texts have attempted to 

write themselves into Alcott’s writing, from the 2010 documentary to a novel about 

Louisa May Alcott’s secret love story to the horror mashups that combine Little Women 
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with vampire and werewolf narratives.  Clearly, Alcott’s work has demanded not only the 

attention, but also the written response of her readers.  These response texts are exploding 

the market right now.  Just when I thought I had covered all of the recent developments in 

Alcott response fiction, a young adult novel by Lauren Baratz-Logsted called Little 

Women and Me (2011) appeared. In Little Women and Me, a teenage girl goes back in 

time and is transplanted into the March family.  The large (and growing) body of work 

responding to Alcott suggests that Alcott’s writing and her interest in the problem of 

authorship is a present and enduring concern.  The fact that Alcott’s readers become 

authors themselves, creating texts that stem from Alcott’s work, reverses and queers the 

relationship between author and text.  In these recent acts of mutable authorship, readers 

rewrite Alcott’s stories and authorship.    

My own project is also an exercise in mutable authorship and response.  I read 

Alcott as a child, and, unlike the readers I discuss in Chapter Four, I did not have a strong 

reaction to her fiction.  I neither loved it nor hated it, though I admit I was not particularly 

impressed.  It was only after reading A Modern Mephistopheles, a text about hidden and 

changing authorship, that I began to consider the extent of Alcott’s struggle with public 

authorial identity.  This problem became my problem, Alcott’s question became my 

question, and I began to explore the issue of female authorship throughout Alcott’s work. 

In “Little Women, Mutable Authors: Louisa May Alcott and the Question of 

Authorship,” I, like the contemporary writers I discuss here, respond to Alcott in a way 

that reflects the relationship between Alcott’s writing and my own questions. “What does 

it mean to be an author?” is the question scholars ask as well.  Our research and our 
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thinking must be translated, most often, into writing.  We are also authors, and our 

authorship depends on other authors.  We don’t generally write novels or characters; 

rather, we write about novels and characters.  We transform other authors’ language into 

our own arguments.  Our work is collaborative, derivative, and shifting.  If scholars allow 

Alcott’s obsession with authorship to become our own critical lens, we glean a more 

nuanced understanding when reading Alcott’s work.  We might also understand our own 

critical practice (writing about authors, readers, and texts) as one of mutable authorship.
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CHAPTER 1 

THE UNARTICULABLE PROCESS: 

SELF AND AUTHORIAL IDENTIFICATION IN HOSPITAL SKETCHES  

 Before Louisa May Alcott became “the children’s friend” with the publication of 

Little Women, she was recognized as the author of Hospital Sketches.  In fact, her work in 

the 1863 Hospital Sketches was so culturally significant that it launched Alcott’s literary 

career (Boyd 54).  In addition to being the first of her works to achieve wide public 

consumption and acclaim, the collection of sketches about Alcott’s six weeks as a nurse 

in Union Hospital in Georgetown inaugurated the genre of Civil War nursing narratives.1  

It was after reading Alcott’s Hospital Sketches that Walt Whitman queried publisher 

James Redpath about publishing his own hospital sketches and Civil War narrative 

(Wardrop 27).2  As Laura Laffrado notes, Alcott’s Hospital Sketches was “one of the 

earliest accounts” of nursing in the Civil War (87).  While writers of later Civil War 

nursing narratives, including Sarah Emma Edmond, Georgeanna Woolsey, and, of 

course, Whitman, possessed an understanding of the nursing narrative’s generic 

conventions, the literary conventions that inform Alcott’s sketches are those of the 

                                                
1 An 1863 review called Hospital Sketches “the first and best of Miss Alcott’s books” 
(Stern Critical 25).  The book was praised in several contemporary publications of the 
period and received praise from Henry James, Sr. Its popularity led to republication in 
1869.  For reviews, see the Houghton Library’s “clippings” folder (bMS Am 800.23), 
Stern’s Critical Essays, and Clark’s The Contemporary Reviews. 
2 Redpath was an abolitionist who published Alcott’s Hospital Sketches; he was also a 
friend of Walt Whitman.  Whitman’s Memoranda During the War was not published 
until 1875-1876, by which time the Civil War nursing narrative was a more firmly 
established genre. 
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literary sketch, the travel narrative, the sentimental novel, the American prose romance, 

and the journalistic report from the field. 

 Hospital Sketches, as a collection of sketches, is a text that resists uniformity.  

The sketches were written in different moments: some began as letters home to family, 

some were originally published in the weekly anti-slavery periodical The Commonwealth, 

and some were revised or added later for the expanded book publication.  The style, tone, 

and subject of the sketches are as inconsistent as the varied subject matter.  Despite 

heterogeneity in the six sketches that comprise the 1863 collection, Alcott attempts to 

create unity through the voice of her narrator, Nurse Tribulation Periwinkle (though I 

suggest that Alcott is always aware that this unity is unattainable). Through the figure of 

her narrator, Alcott negotiates questions of identity.  In Hospital Sketches, Tribulation 

Periwinkle, or Trib, identifies herself as white, a Northerner, a woman, a nurse, and, 

ultimately, an author. Trib’s attempts at self-identification reveal a general discomfort 

with categorization.  When Trib begins to identify herself as white, for example, she 

realizes that her own ideas about racial identity, social interaction between people of 

different races, and the performance of race are not consistent with those of her peers.  

Her moments of self-identification, then, often serve to sever connections with others 

rather than to form an inclusive group.  The authorial/narratorial identity, as expressed in 

this text, conflicts with many normalized paradigms. Consequently, Trib resists the 

impulse to present herself as a recognized author.  The dilemma of identifying as an 

author culminates with the figurative killing of the narrator at the end of the fifth sketch. 

Mary Capello describes Trib as “a persona whom [Alcott] exhausts and even literally 
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buries in the book” (62).  However, Alcott briefly resurrects Trib in the final sketch, 

suggesting that she is as uneasy about not identifying as an author as she is about 

recognizing herself within a model of authorship.  Tribulation Periwinkle demonstrates 

some qualities in common with Alcott’s other mutable author figures, who will be the 

focus of the subsequent chapters of this study, but this narrator’s problems also reveal 

precisely why Alcott aspired to create a more capacious model of authorship: her own 

authorial identity and Trib’s narratorial/authorial identity are too limited. 

 

1.1.  The Bodies of Men and Authors 

“A Day” was the first hospital sketch that Alcott wrote and published, although it 

appears third in the collection. “A Day” chronicles the events that occur just three days 

after Trib’s arrival at Hurly-burly House, the hospital where she is stationed.3  In contrast 

to the well-ordered and provisioned “Armory Hospital,” Hurly-burly House was 

characterized by “disorder, discomfort, bad management, and no visible head” (HS 50).4 

“A Day” begins with Trib’s unexpected awakening, a call-to-action from an unidentified 

speaker: “They’ve come! they’ve come! hurry up, ladies—you’re wanted” (HS 19).  Trib 

                                                
3 Alcott had hoped to be stationed at the much nicer Armory Square Hospital under the 
leadership of her friend, Hannah Stevenson.  Instead she was assigned to a converted 
tavern in Georgetown, the Union Hospital.  As Martha Saxton observes, “Florence 
Nightingale could have had [Union Hospital] in mind as a bad example when she 
stipulated that at least a hospital should not induce disease” (244).  
4  All page numbers from Hospital Sketches are from the most widely available copy in 
print, the Dover 2006 edition, and will be abbreviated HS.  The Dover edition is the 
republication of the 1863 James Redpath edition.  The most recent scholarly edition of 
Hospital Sketches is included in Elaine Showalter’s 1988 Alternative Alcott. Hospital 
Sketches was republished by Roberts Brothers in 1869 as part of Hospital Sketches and 
Camp and Fireside Stories.     
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is to be quickly initiated into the chaotic and unclean nature of the work she has chosen: 

the nurses awake to the arrival of wounded soldiers from the bloody Battle of 

Fredericksburg.  Uncertain of what she is to do with the occupants of the forty 

ambulances that have arrived, Trib turns to her more seasoned “room-mate,” who 

answers,  

“Wash, dress, feed, warm and nurse them for the next three months, I dare say, 
Eighty beds are ready, and we were getting impatient for the men to come.  Now 
you will begin to see hospital life in earnest, for you won’t probably find time to 
sit down all day, and may think yourself fortunate if you get to bed by midnight.  
Come to me in the ball-room when you are ready; the worst cases are always 
carried there, and I shall need your help.” (HS 19) 
 

Following this announcement, Trib loses the ability to wonder or think about the future; 

she is absorbed completely with the immediacy of the needs of the wounded soldiers.  

After waiting “impatient[ly]” for their patients, the nurses of Hurly-burly House are 

occupied with the demands of their work.  The urgency of the situation functions to guard 

against overthinking.  Indeed, there is not time to think at all; the nurses must avoid 

thinking, and instead start to work.  This urgency is a shield against shyness and 

Victorian propriety, neither of which have a place in the hospital.  Trib’s first task, to her 

shock and chagrin, is to wash the faces, feet, arms, and chests of the men who have been 

delivered to Hurly-burly House.  While she is not responsible for removing their pants 

(Laffrado 92), Trib must see and touch the bare bodies of many men, something that 

would have been a wholly new experience for a proper, unmarried woman of the time.  

Harriet Reisen writes, “For an unmarried woman of thirty, who may have never seen a 

naked man except perhaps her father, or boys at a swimming hole, . . . it was a turning 

point” (171).  Furthermore, rather than happening in the matrimonial bedroom, Trib’s 
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first close encounter with the male body happens in the public space of the hospital, and 

with not just one man, but rather a long string of unknown men.  The thought of this 

experience is so unprecedented for Trib that she cannot even describe the shock of it in 

language.  She admits, “[T]o scrub some dozen lords of creation at a moment’s notice, 

was really—really—.  However, there was no time for nonsense, and having resolved 

when I came to do everything I was bid, I drowned my scruples in my washbowl” (HS 

22).  The thought of the task is “really—really—” unarticulable.5  Language fails Trib, 

but her body serves her well, and, without thinking much, she moves methodically 

through her line of “dirty specimen[s]” (22), including “a withered old Irishman” (22), 

some docile and childlike boys, rough men, a “cheerful philosopher” (23) with a gunshot 

wound in the chest, a man whose face has been disfigured by a bullet through the cheek, 

several amputees, and a surly Rebel.  “A Day,” true to the generic nature of sketch, 

reminds the reader of the immediacy of Trib’s nursing experience.  The sketch attempts 

to create the very place and moment of the action.  Trib’s inability to finish the sentence, 

her lack of words at being commanded to wash the bodies of unknown men, represents an 

immediate and instant response.  However, Alcott’s decision to leave Trib’s sentence 

unfinished with “really, really—” works on at least two levels.  First, as I noted, it 

contributes to the verisimilitude of the experience by expressing Trib’s immediate 

response.  It is evidence of Alcott’s understanding of effective writing, even in this early 

                                                
5 The word articulable has been listed in the Oxford English Dictionary since 1933.  The 
first usage example is dated 1796. Yet there is no opposite in standard English.  
Unarticulable is not a recognized word.  In this discussion of articulating identity in 
written and spoken language, I find the lack of standardization especially appropriate for 
my argument. 
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sample of her published work.  Second, it demonstrates her awareness of social position 

and mores.  She appeals to an audience who would be as likely as Trib to be shocked and 

scandalized by the thought of a woman undressing and washing male bodies.  A 

Victorian mindset caused substantial concern about the propriety of female nurses.  

Despite a notable need for this labor, the profession was highly selective, and Dorothea 

Dix’s requirements included that the nurses be at least thirty-five years of age and 

“strong, matronly, sober, neat, and industrious” (Saxton 243).  Prospective nurses had to 

present letters of recommendation.  All of these requirements were intended to assuage 

social anxiety about female agency and female sexuality within intimate situations.  

Alcott, at just thirty, fell outside the desired age group, but she was admitted on the 

recommendation of Hannah Stevenson, to whom she dedicated the published volume of 

sketches.6  Alcott’s inclusion of Trib’s immediate and unarticulable reaction to washing 

male bodies, rather than a meditated description—for clearly Alcott could have finished 

the “really, really—” with any number of adjectives if she wanted to—reassures the 

reader of Trib’s (and Alcott’s) proper reaction to being placed in close proximity and 

physical contact with male bodies.  This unnamed reaction, the “really, really—,” may 

also reflect Alcott’s own anxiety about her experience, as revealed in the descriptions of 

her serious illness following her hospital service.   

Alcott’s experience as a Civil War nurse was short-lived.  Just six weeks after 

setting out to begin the new vocation, Alcott found herself back at the family home of 

                                                
6 Dorothea Dix specifically requested women between the ages of thirty-five and fifty.  
Hannah Stevenson supervised the nurses at Armory Square Hospital, where Alcott 
expected to be stationed.  See Saxton 243. 
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Orchard House in Concord, Massachusetts, a victim of typhoid. In the words of Ednah 

Littlehale Dow Cheney, a family friend and Alcott’s first biographer, Alcott suffered 

from “shattered nerves and weakened constitution” by which “she never again knew the 

fullness of life and health which she had before” (Cheney 96).7 While Alcott’s 1863 

journal describes her illness as a “new” experience, “never having been sick before,” 

expressions of poor health would characterize much of Alcott’s personal writing in years 

to come (Journals 117). Alcott began her nursing duties with gusto, but her family 

noticed that her correspondence, much of which was the basis for Hospital Sketches, 

began to drop off rather quickly.  The Hawthornes were the Alcotts’ neighbors at the 

time, and they too observed the change.  Concerned, Julian Hawthorne “began stopping 

by Orchard House regularly in hopes of news” he would not receive (Matteson 280).  

Alcott’s friends and family had reason for concern; she was laboring under demanding 

conditions in an environment of disease and infection.  As Susan Cheever explains, 

nineteenth-century “medicine” often did more harm than good:  “Hospitals were more 

dangerous than battlefields.  Twice as many men died from disease during the Civil War 

as died of wounds from fighting the enemy” (Louisa 151).  The most common medicine 

was calomel, a poisonous mercury-based compound.  When given in “heroic doses,” the 

calomel caused swelling of the tongue and mucous discharge, as well as the loss of teeth, 

hair, and voice (Saxton 245).  A patient who did not die from the mercury “could look 

forward to a short, deteriorating life of trembling, anxiety, weakness, rheumaticlike pains, 

                                                
7 Cheney was Bronson Alcott’s protégée. Reisen describes her as “the first known, and 
most tempting, object of a series of flirtations with maidens among the mostly female 
attendees of [Bronson Alcott’s] Conversations” (114). 
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chills, restlessness, delirium, and a host of varied debilities” (Saxton 246).  Calomel was 

so overused and with such poor results that it was eventually prohibited by the Surgeon 

General (Saxton 246).  Understandably, during the time of calomel’s heaviest usage, “to 

become sick was often a death sentence” (Cheever 152). 

Unfortunately, like the Union Hospital matron, Hannah Ropes, Alcott did become 

sick (and was given calomel as treatment).  Alarmed by Alcott’s condition—and her 

own—Ropes notified the Alcott family.  Ropes would not live to see Alcott’s discharge 

from the hospital.  On January 16, 1863, Bronson Alcott arrived to take his daughter 

home for what would be a long and precarious recovery period.  Dorothea Dix was 

present for Alcott’s send-off presenting her with parting gifts.8  By the time Alcott and 

her father arrived in Concord on January 22, she was delirious with fever.  During the 

fever, Alcott had visions of being threatened by a menacing Spanish husband with soft 

hands,9 hanged as a witch, hunted by a Baltimore mob, and invited to worship the Devil 

by the staff of the Union hospital.   

While Matteson emphasizes Alcott’s tendency to downplay her feverish visions, 

noting that “Louisa herself did not regard her visions very seriously and recorded them 

only because she found them entertaining” (286-7), other critics including Saxton, 

Reisen, and Laffrado argue that the fever-visions reflect the deep-seated sexual anxiety 

that overshadows Alcott’s nursing experience and Hospital Sketches.  Martha Saxton 
                                                
8 Elbert identifies the gifts as wine, tea, and a Bible (Hunger 156). 
9 In her delirium, Alcott believed that her mother was the Spaniard, her unwanted 
husband.  Abba Alcott, in her care for her daughter, would often tell her, “Lie still, my 
dear.”  Matteson remarks on the sexual panic (fear of rape) this statement inspired in the 
fever patient: “From the lips of this dreaded spouse, the gentle command to lie still was 
far from comforting” (286). 
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describes a moment during Alcott’s illness in which her family discovered her on the 

floor after leaving her alone for a few moments.  Distressed and delirious, Alcott 

responded with a cry to her sister May, “How could you leave me alone when the room 

was full of men?” (248). “The imagery of Louisa’s hallucinations was richly gothic,” 

Saxton writes; “Tamed, these fantasies were material for stories.  Untamed, they were 

expressions of Louisa’s deepest sexual and emotional horrors” (249).  Hospital Sketches 

and Alcott’s journals reveal that while stationed as a nurse at Union Hospital, Alcott was 

frequently the only woman in a room of men; she did not fear being alone, but rather, 

being alone with men.  To be alone with men placed the nineteenth-century woman in a 

position that was always potentially dangerous (socially, physically, morally, or 

psychologically).   

Alcott’s own circumstances were not exceptional; she was socially involved with 

a young doctor, John Winslow (“Dr. John”) who “visited her in her dormitory rooms.  He 

invited her to his suite but she wouldn’t go” (Saxton 247).  Alcott’s change from working 

the day shift to the night shift may have been an effort to avoid further interaction with 

the doctor (Reisen 173).  In the hospital, all interactions, including professional 

associations, were so precariously positioned that they might easily slip from the realm of 

professional and social into the more dangerous sexual realm.  Although it appeared 

acceptable for Alcott to walk about Washington, D.C. on her off-duty hours during the 

day with Dr. John, just as it would be acceptable for her to discuss medical matters with 

him in the hospital, she had only to make a wrong step—to accept the young doctor’s 

invitation to his room—to turn the interaction into a potentially sexual one.  Even her 
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name for the doctor, “Dr. John,” perches precariously between socially comfortable and 

uncomfortably intimate.  Hospital Sketches is always uneasily aware of the sex and 

sexuality that lurks behind the nursing experience; indeed it lurks behind the narrative 

itself.  While nursing and the nursing narrative provide a way that a female professional 

(either nurse or author) can come into contact with the male body in a clinical, or 

desexualized way, Alcott’s fever-visions indicate the hidden panic associated with the 

conventions of a world in which sex and sexuality has been effectively—or almost 

effectively—removed.  Laffrado suggests that Alcott was generally successful in her 

desexualization of nursing and nursing stories:  

The form of the hospital sketch freed Alcott—as the hospital itself freed the 
woman nurse—to handle male bodies and to have male/female physical contact 
without directly invoking male and female sexuality for herself or her nineteenth-
century U.S. readership. . . . Alcott had consciously striven to learn literary 
strategies of successful writing in order to have her stories published . . . . Though 
these rhetorical strategies valuably allowed experimentation with form and 
audience, they did not furnish a model for a woman writer to explore sociosexual 
complications of a woman nursing hospitalized men.  Just as conventions for 
transporting food and treating the wounded required adaptation in wartime (Jones 
xix, xxi), so did literary conventions of more peaceful times. (79-80)    
 

In Laffrado’s reading, it is the act of writing and the writer’s strategic response to generic 

conventions that renders contact with male bodies no longer sexual.  By writing the 

nursing narrative, like writing her sensational tales, Alcott may address sexuality in front 

of an audience.  It is a way for her to position herself “alone when the room [is] full of 

men” and to do so safely.  In her Gothic thrillers, written under pseudonym, Alcott “could 

write about sex without anyone knowing it” (Laffrado 80).  In other words, she could 

write openly about sex when she wrote under the “ungendered” pseudonym of A. M. 

Barnard (80).  In Hospital Sketches, Laffrado argues, even though Alcott writes about 
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contact with male bodies, she does so in a nonsexual way. In fact, Alcott’s strategic move 

is to write sex without it being sex; the effect is “to render herself or her persona chaste” 

(Laffrado 103).  The result of this chaste rendering is, ironically, the same as writing the 

Gothic thrillers: it allows the woman writer to “participate in and observe female/male 

interaction” (103).  Laffrado’s reading of Alcott’s desexualization of the female 

nurse/author in Hospital Sketches explores the manner by which Trib reconfigures her 

relationships with male patients into publicly accepted heteronormative relationships, 

often by becoming an asexual yet maternal figure.  For Laffrado, reconfiguring these 

male-female relationships in ways that evade sexuality opens spaces for new, multiple, 

and unstable constructions of gender: the practice “allowed Alcott to construct an 

alternative sex-gender identity for a white middle-class woman in the nineteenth-century 

United States” (82).  For me, this alternative identity becomes most intriguing in its 

relationship to issues of authorship.  For, as Laffrado affirms, it is through the rhetorical 

choices that Alcott makes as a writer that she manipulates woman’s identity.  Just as Trib, 

as narrator, is positioned dangerously between the sexual and the desexualized, Alcott, as 

author, is positioned between the autobiographical and the fictional.   

A text like Hospital Sketches demands the reader’s assumption of truth, or at least 

verisimilitude.  The sketches presumably describe real experiences, Alcott’s real 

experiences.  It is for this reason that her fever-visions, which are not described in 

Hospital Sketches, have been so arresting to Alcott’s biographers and critics.  Although 

Alcott’s visions of the Spanish husband and the witch-hanging do not appear in Hospital 

Sketches—the visions occurred after the period documented in the first five sketches—
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Alcott scholars have repeatedly insisted that they are part of the experience.  Leigh 

Gilmore has argued that women’s texts, especially those that are frequently defined as 

autobiography, must “engage[] with ‘truth’-telling and ‘lying’” (ix). This inquiry leads 

Gilmore to argue “that there are not so much autobiographies as autobiographics, those 

changing elements of the contradictory discourses and practices of truth and identity 

which represent the subject” (13).  Critics have refrained from using the term 

“autobiographical” to describe Hospital Sketches, but the sketches have been labeled 

“biographical accounts” (Eliassen 138), “memoirs” (Wardrop 27), “reportage” (Reisen 

181) and “fictionalized account[s]” (Young 440, Reisen 181, and Adamowicz 141).  I 

would also include Gilmore’s term “aubiographics” in this list.  These generic 

descriptions of Hospital Sketches, generated by a body of critics, demonstrate the tension 

(or “changing elements of contradictory discourse”) between “‘truth’-telling” and story-

telling.  The genre of the sketch is one that offers writers a great deal of flexibility and 

has a special relationship to issues of truth.  Alcott’s six hospital sketches are presented as 

narratives that are delineated in the form of the sketch precisely because of their 

relationship to truth.  While the short open quality of the literary sketch permitted room 

for fancy and imagination, the sketch is also often recognized for its “specialized 

authority of documentary” (Hamilton 2).  Because the literary sketch, like its cousin the 

artist’s sketch, appears to have been composed quickly (and often from observations) the 

genre is frequently associated with a certain veracity. Kristie Hamilton shows that in 

addition to being a much-emulated “innovative literary model,” the sketch was also 

“conceived as the prime vehicle for representing the sincere private self” (14).  In 
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nineteenth-century America, not only were writers like Washington Irving, Edgar Allan 

Poe, Nathaniel Hawthorne, and Herman Melville publishing sketches, but so were 

women like Mary Russell Mitford, Caroline Kirkland, and Sara Payson Willis (Fanny 

Fern).10  

Alcott responds to the issues of veracity and the problem of “‘truth’- telling” in 

the second sketch, “A Forward Movement”: “I add some of the notes made by the way, 

hoping that they will amuse the reader, and convince the skeptical that such a being as 

Nurse Periwinkle does exist, that she really did go to Washington, and that these Sketches 

are not romance” (HS 11).11  These “notes made by the way” are aesthetically and 

formally consistent with what Wardrop describes as “nineteenth-century bricolage—that 

is, of notes composed on the spot and put together so as to retain the immediacy of the 

experience” (27).  The “notes by the way” that comprise “A Forward Movement” are in 

fact much more note-like than the work of a nearly contemporaneous nursing account, 

published in 1864,12 the anonymous Notes of Hospital Life, from November, 1861 to 

August, 1863.  In the Introduction to Notes of Hospital Life, Alonzo Potter observes that 

the “notes” were “jotted down, from day to day, as a private journal” (vii).  The “private 

journal” informing Notes appears to have been heavily edited, with an inclination toward 

                                                
10 For a comprehensive history of the American literary sketch, see Hamilton. 
11 “A Forward Movement” was not originally published in The Commonwealth and was 
added later for the publication of the 1863 book.  That it was not among the originally 
published sketches temporally problematizes its attempt to reflect veracity and 
immediacy. 
12 Although Notes of Hospital Life covers the same period as Alcott’s narrative, it was 
published later.  It is highly likely that its author was familiar with Alcott’s Hospital 
Sketches.  Wardrop suggests that Alcott’s Hospital Sketches was so successful that within 
months of publication, its title became a common description for the genre (27). 
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fiction.  The “jotted notes” form an organized narrative conscious of novelistic 

conventions, including dialogue, quotation, and direct address to the reader.13  Alcott’s 

“notes by the way,” in contrast, mark an intentional break from the conventions of the 

novel.  Following the assertion that “these Sketches are not romance,” Alcott enters into 

what appears to be a verbatim diary entry, beginning “New York Train—Seven P.M.—

Spinning along to take the boat at New London. Very comfortable” (HS 11, italics 

original).  “A Forward Movement” chronicles Trib’s travels, by location and hour, to 

Jersey City, Philadelphia, Baltimore, and, finally, Washington, D.C..   

The fragmented sentences, realistic description of mundane details, and use of 

specific markers of time and place throughout “A Forward Movement” indicate that 

Alcott indeed distances herself—at least stylistically—from the fictional form of 

romance.  At the same time, Alcott’s assertion of the sketch as the anti-romance is 

disingenuous.  In addition to being a writer of Gothic fiction in “the lurid style,” (qtd. in 

Stern Behind xxvi) she was an avid reader of romance and was especially fond of 

American prose romances like The Scarlet Letter.  After Hawthorne’s novel was 

published in 1850, Alcott remarked in her journal, “The ‘Scarlet Letter’ is my favorite.  

Mother likes Miss B. [Fredrika Bremer] better, as more wholesome.  I fancy ‘lurid’ 

things, if true and strong also” (Journals 63).  Just a few months before beginning her 

nursing duties, Alcott recorded this comment: “Wrote two tales. . . .  I enjoy romancing to 

suit myself” (Journals 109).  Alcott’s appreciation for the “lurid” romances that she 

enjoys reading and writing contradict the opening to “A Forward Movement.”  In “A 
                                                
13 For a discussion of the use and influence of fictional models in diaries and journals, see 
Kagle and Gramegna. 
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Forward Movement” Alcott attempts to assert the truthfulness of “Nurse Periwinkle[’s]” 

existence and her experiences.  She concludes that if there is a Nurse Periwinkle and if 

“she really did go to Washington,” Hospital Sketches cannot be romance!   

The opening paragraph of “A Forward Movement” features the voice of an 

undefined narrator.  Alcott uses the first person (“I add some notes”) to preface a series of 

travelogue-like observations that are all recorded in the first person and presumed to be 

delivered in the voice of Tribulation Periwinkle, the narrator of the previous sketch.  Yet 

the sentence that opens “A Forward Movement” shifts grammatically, moving from the 

first person to the third, and referring to Trib in the third person: “such a being as Nurse 

Periwinkle does exist.”  The assertion may not even refer to Nurse Periwinkle at all, but 

may instead evoke a likeness of Nurse Periwinkle, “such a being as” Tribulation 

Periwinkle.  The reader, who is also invoked in the first sentence, has no way to know 

how to attribute this opening.  Should the reader presume it narrated by Trib (and that 

Trib refers to herself in the third person or invokes her own double)?  Or does the reader 

presume an additional narrator who prefaces Trib’s account?  The reader comprehends 

that the named author is Alcott; likewise, the reader recognizes that Trib is a literary 

device, the narrator.  Yet the reader does not know, at this point, if there is an additional 

narrator. Capello suggests that a different narrator does appear in the final sketch, but 

reading the text in order, the reader will not yet be aware of that narratorial presence (63).  

Regardless, the reader understands that Trib is a convention of fiction.  Because Nurse 

Periwinkle is then a fiction, a persona named for the purpose of narrating the sketches, 

the “skeptical” reader is in no way assured that the “Sketches are not romance.”  In fact, 
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given Alcott’s contention that the “lurid” (which is aligned here with romance) can in fact 

be “strong and true,” (my emphasis), it is clear that the opening to “A Forward 

Movement” equivocates. It maintains a claim to reality or realism and alludes to 

romance, two forms of literary expression that the narrative tries to establish as 

antithetical.   

Jane E. Schultz argues that the title of “A Forward Movement,” like the titles of 

the sketches “Obtaining Supplies” and “Off-Duty,” are metaphors for (wartime) military 

activity.  The metaphorical title of the sketch, “A Forward Movement,” frames the 

seemingly flat and journal-like language that follows with the suggestion that this writing 

might be “lurid” in spite of appearances.14  Beginning the sketch with a metaphor, 

following it with the assertion that the fictional character is real, and ending with the 

word “romance” allows Alcott to preface the sketch with the notion of romance. 

Romance is the space where, according to Hawthorne, the ordinary is transformed by 

moonlight, dreams, or writing into something alien and extraordinary.  If, in this 

imaginative space, “a man, sitting all alone, cannot dream strange things, and make them 

look like truth he need never try to write romances” (Hawthorne Scarlet 28).  Thus 

Alcott’s disavowal of romance also invokes romance, and asks the reader to be 

                                                
14 Schultz traces the military metaphors in Hospital Sketches, arguing, “We see in the 
course of the text not only a militarization of the domestic voice but a re-domestication of 
Trib’s assumed military voice.  This exchange of metaphors establishes voice in Hospital 
Sketches as a gendered site of conflict where battles of narrative authority are fought” 
(104).  Schultz may be building from Judith Fetterley’s use of the Civil War as a 
metaphor for Alcott’s internal and authorial struggles: “The Civil War is an obvious 
metaphor for internal conflict and its invocation” (370). 
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“convinced” and, at the same time, to be “amuse[d].”15  The equivocation demonstrates 

the alarming potential of writing, a potential, that, for a woman, was linked both to power 

or authority and to sexuality.  The section of Alcott’s text claiming to be anti-romantic 

also calls forth the romantic (and the romantic writer), and it recreates the simultaneous 

panic and liberation represented by Alcott’s fever visions.  It is also symptomatic of 

Alcott’s (and Trib’s) desire to avoid limiting categorization.  To choose nursing as a path 

and profession, a woman had to prove herself not romantic (Elbert Hunger 152).  

Nonetheless, the romantic/not romantic equivocation demonstrates the recurring desire to 

disavow any monolithic identity.  Self-identifying is one of Trib’s greatest dilemmas 

throughout the sketches, and a part of this dilemma requires the reader’s awareness of the 

uncertainty that characterized the years of the Civil War.   

The Civil War forced Americans to reconsider binaries, including some that had 

seemed evident and uncomplicated before emancipation and secession.  While the war’s 

constant disordering and reordering allowed individuals to reinvent concepts of personal 

and national identity, it also shattered previously unquestioned aspects of racial, 

geographical, social, and moral categorization or definition. Alcott was fascinated by this 

process, yet she was also troubled and frustrated by attempts to define and recognize 

herself within a rapidly changing nation.  The Civil War was often the setting for texts 

that describe this process of rethinking self and nation in both realistic and romantic 

terms.  It was also, as Elbert argues, the backdrop for Alcott’s own period of self-struggle 

                                                
15 The word amuse rather than entertain or edify aligns more easily with a romantic 
aesthetic, and suggests the idea of a literary muse.  Alcott invokes Hawthorne as that 
model/muse. 
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and discovery: “In this war the traditional boundaries of sex, race, and class were blown 

apart.  For a time, the careful distinction between public and private spheres of activity 

was destroyed.  Alcott’s deepest needs, to find herself and her work, emerged in the 

disorder of the 1860s” (Hunger 143). 

 

1.2  Seeing and Naming  

Alcott returns to the problem of finding oneself in (and in spite of) work 

throughout Hospital Sketches.  This problem, the problem of self-recognition, or self-

identification, is the central theme of the sketches.  While Alcott probes the question of 

self-recognition through Trib’s work as a nurse, she is also exploring her own self-

recognition within the work of writing.  Any form of recognition of the self originates in 

a recognition of the other.  Therefore Trib sees herself as nurse, as woman, as Northern, 

as white, and as author against what she is not.  Being an author demands a successful 

exchange with a reader, and Trib finds that her self-identification places her in the space 

where she has the potential for exchange with another, with the other.  When the 

exchange fails no connection is made.  Such a failure may be painful and isolating, but 

perhaps, as I will show later, it is not as painful nor as isolating as the moment in which 

one successfully identifies as an author. 

Just when Trib believes she has conquered the trials of nursing by setting aside 

her qualms about seeing and touching male bodies, she is faced with another challenge, 

which she meets less successfully.  While making the washing rounds among her muddy 

patients, Trib is informed that there is a Rebel soldier in Hurly-burly House.  Another 
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patient, defined only as the “rough Michigander,” calls Trib over to tell her, “That red-

headed devil, over yonder, is a reb, damn him!” (HS 24).  Alcott was strongly 

unsympathetic to the South.  She was frustrated by the Atlantic’s rejection of her tale 

“M.L.” in 1860 on the grounds that it would “offend the South so deeply” (Elbert qtd. in 

Louisa May Alcott 00:36:53).  When Roberts Brothers wanted her to soften her 

representation of the Rebels in a later edition of Hospital Sketches, she complained and, 

in the end, did not comply (Berman 169).16  It is unsurprising, then, that Trib’s reaction to 

the “devil” is less than magnanimous.  She compliments herself on the “Christian” front 

she assumes, when addressing the Southerner, and feels she deserves credit for not 

putting soap in the man’s eyes or “baptizing” him with the washtub (HS 24-5). She does 

not physically touch the man at all, since he insists on washing himself.  Trib is at the 

same time “disappointed” that the Rebel provides little literary substance to include in her 

narrative, being “neither fiendish, romantic, pathetic, or anything interesting.” As a result, 

Trib finds him easy to “hate” and “ignore” (25).  The Rebel, then, functions as a 

representation of the other, a figure who can be overlooked but at the same time credited 

with Trib’s identification of herself as Northern.  He is never to become un-othered, or 

known.  In the end, her work as a nurse fails to bring her into contact—physical, 

emotional, or intellectual—with the Rebel, and no human connection is made.  Because 

she forms no connection, Trib maintains a distinction (that is easy to articulate) between 

North and South.  The distinctions that are difficult to articulate, the moments that are 

                                                
16 Berman suggests that Alcott may have bargained with Roberts Brothers to leave her 
views on Rebels intact if she removed all Biblical references and references to drinking, 
thereby avoiding the critique of various sects, including temperance groups. 
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“really, really—” unarticulable are the moments where true self-identification occur.  For 

Trib, these moments will require that she consider herself and others in and against 

gendered and racialized terms. 

The Alcott family’s connection with the “anti-slavery set” in the Concord/Boston 

area is often credited with Alcott’s timely publication of Hospital Sketches.17  The 

family’s and Alcott’s personal commitment to anti-slavery/abolition efforts are notable.  

In addition to joining her parents’ efforts in harboring fugitive slaves and supporting John 

Brown (Louisa May Alcott 00:36:13), Alcott demonstrated her own position in favor of a 

racially equitable society through her writing.  While themes of racial (in)equity are most 

overt in the texts she wrote and published during the war, the themes continue past 

1865.18  In some of Alcott’s other texts written in during the war, racial conflict and the 

anti-slavery position are even more central to the plot and message than in Hospital 

Sketches.  The fictional tales “M.L.” (1863), “My Contraband” (1863), and “An Hour” 

(1864), all take place in the context of the American Civil War and incorporate revolt and 

interracial love into their plots.19   

                                                
17 See Elbert  Hunger144 and Eliassen 138. 
18 Consider, for example, the widely overlooked fact that in the final pages of Little 
Women, it is revealed that Jo and Professor Bhaer enroll a quadroon “ who could not be 
taken in elsewhere” into their school (377). 
19 Alcott’s 1863 tale “Pauline’s Passion and Punishment” deals with these themes as well, 
but is set on a Cuban plantation rather than in the United States.  The 1864 article 
“Colored Soldiers’ Letters” is a work of nonfiction, largely based on actual letters written 
by soldiers in the Readville colored regiment.  In this article, Alcott demonstrates what 
was considered a “progressive attitude” toward equal education (Castellanos 60).  After 
the Civil War, Alcott expanded her exploration of racial and national identity and conflict 
through discussions of Native Americans.  Consider Dan’s vocation to help the Montana 
Indians in Jo’s Boys (63).  In Jo’s Boys (1886), Alcott demonstrates a greater interest in 
Native American history and culture than she does in Hospital Sketches, where when 
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In Hospital Sketches, Trib’s opinions on race and equality are conflicted, as is her 

recognition of her identity and responsibility as a white woman and a Northerner.  

Focusing on Trib’s views, Gregory Eiselein critiques Alcott’s “romantic racialist 

assumptions” and suggests that “Black people were in Alcott’s writing . . .  like ‘baby 

Africa,’ a bothersome but amusing child to be cared for” (138).20  Elbert suggests that 

Trib’s sometimes condescending views of black Americans reflect Alcott’s concept of 

the “masks of slavery,” as well as her belief that childish or lazy behaviors in black 

individuals “quickly disappeared in the face of respectful treatment by whites” (Hunger 

155).21  There are fewer references to racial identity than one might expect in Hospital 

Sketches, given its Civil War and Washington, D.C. setting.  The minimal presence of 

black people and the language of race within the sketches are symptomatic of Trib’s 

general reluctance to identify race.  This reluctance is indicative of the larger, systemic 

pattern of the “underscored omissions” of the racialized legacy that Toni Morrison argues 

characterizes the expansive body of American literature (6). 

  Trib’s first mention of race occurs in the description of her travels in “A Forward 

Movement.”  Looking out the window of her “car,” Trib gets her first vision of 

Baltimore: “A big, dirty, shippy, shiftless place, full of goats, geese, colored people, and 

coal, at least the part of it I see” (15).  In spite of using the term “colored people,” Alcott 
                                                                                                                                            
looking at paintings of the Revolutionary era, she admits, “which was American and 
which Pocahontas was a mystery” (53). 
20 Eiselein’s analysis in this argument appears to be focused solely on Hospital Sketches 
and Alcott’s personal writing. 
21 Alcott’s treatment of race is generally focused on skin color and heritage, more so than 
on ethnicity or citizenship in Hospital Sketches.  I have opted to use the term black in this 
chapter, which is a term Alcott occasionally uses although she more frequently employs 
the term colored.   
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appears not to be actually interested in race or racial issues.  The “colored people” seem 

to be included in a list as undeveloped objects rather than as opportunities to develop the 

concept that Baltimore is much more racially diverse than Trib’s hometown. Trib is a 

spectator when she considers the “colored people” and, as a spectator, she does not 

process what she sees as identity-forming.  Rather, this notation of people of color, 

placed in a list of animals and fuel, indicates Trib’s unrecognized refusal to consider 

herself in racial terms.  It is not until the following sentence that Trib relates what she 

sees to her own thoughts and feelings.  “Pass near the spot where the riot took place,” she 

continues, “and feel as if I should enjoy throwing a stone at somebody, hard” (15).  While 

a reader might expect an elaboration of Trib’s reaction to seeing the place where the first 

bloodshed of the Civil War occurred, the narrative quickly reminds the reader that Trib 

records the sights from a moving vehicle.  Instead of expanding upon the impetus that 

elicits Trib’s desire to respond (physically) to the site of the Baltimore riot, the narrative 

merely describes the next spectacle to pass before Trib’s window.  In the account, Trib 

refuses to—or cannot—engage with her surroundings as more than a spectator.22  The 

reactions she has are fleeting and underdeveloped.  For this reason, she is able to include 

“colored people” as simply an item in her catalogue of sights.  She need not think of them 

as individuals, because she refuses at this point to think of herself as an individual either.  

A later discussion of race in Hospital Sketches, however, shows a more complicated 

perspective. 
                                                
22 My reading of this builds on Capello’s concept of “censored viewing—of what Nurse 
Periwinkle isn’t allowed to look at” (62).  While Trib is allowed to look out her window, 
she is not allowed time to process her thoughts, because she is constantly faced with new 
things to see. 
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The fifth sketch, “Off Duty,” also presents Trib as a spectator, with a notable 

difference: this time she is watching the action on the street from her window.  Sentenced 

to her room until her health improves, a weakened Trib takes in the sights below her.  

This time it is the sights that are moving and she who is stationary.  This change is 

reflected clearly and stylistically in her depictions of Georgetown life.  The descriptions 

are longer, more vivid, and more thoughtful.  Trib writes of the people who walk down 

her street, taking time to verbally illustrate their dress and movements.  More than a page 

is dedicated to the depiction of the mules, followed by half a page dedicated to pigs.  

After this, Trib begins the discussion of her “colored brothers and sisters, . . . so unlike 

the respectable members of society I’d known in moral Boston” (HS 57).  While the 

statement begins as one of solidarity, describing Georgetown’s black population in terms 

of fraternity and sorority, it ends as one marking difference.  Referring to the black 

population in familial terms appears to demonstrate to Trib that the family she attempts to 

describe is not her own.  Her first contention, “my colored brothers and sisters,” rings 

false to her, and she modifies her statement with an assertion that the people she sees 

outside her window are, in the end, “so unlike” the people of her set.  

Trib continues to describe the black pedestrians, from the spectatorial position: 
 
Here was the genuine article—no, not the genuine article at all, we must go to 
Africa for that—but the sort of creatures generations of slavery had made them: 
obsequious, trickish, lazy and ignorant, yet kind-hearted, merry-tempered, quick 
to feel and accept the least token of the brotherly love which is slowly teaching 
the white hand to grasp the black, in this great struggle for the liberty of both the 
races. (HS 57) 
 

The terminology she uses—the “genuine article”—resembles her earlier account of 

herself as a museum-goer at the “‘palatial residence’ of Mrs. Columbia” (HS 53).  The 
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black people she observes are again considered not as individuals, but rather as 

specimens or exhibits, a position that is emphasized by her next reference to blacks as 

“creatures.”  The essentializing list of character traits maintains Trib’s resistance to 

attributing a complex identity (that is cognizant of race) to the humans who walk below 

her window and absorb her attention (just as the mules and pigs did).  She may name 

them “colored,” but she resists considering what “colored” means for the people she 

watches or for herself.  It is only when Trib begins to consider her actions and 

interactions that the sketch reveals Trib’s (Alcott’s) strong political position in favor of 

racial equity.  Importantly, Trib begins to invoke what Capello refers to as “the dubious 

tools of abolitionism” (74), when considering the “great struggle” implied by the 

intimacy of physical contact. 23  As I have discussed, a nurse’s demands to touch her 

patients in her care for them challenged social mores for gender interaction.  Here Trib 

employs the metaphor of the handshake to represent the “great struggle” of racial 

equity.”24  

 It is not until Trib arrives in Washington, D.C. that she is able to visualize an 

egalitarian and multi-racial society.  In Concord and Boston, she had had less contact 

with non-whites, and is finally, in the capital, able to observe a community in which 

white and black people walk in the same streets.  Yet seeing racial difference and 

diversity is not the same as living with, interacting with, and touching people of a 
                                                
23 Capello and Eiselein reveal a disconnect between the political work of abolition and 
the abolitionists’ understanding of race and humanity. 
24 In Little Women, Jo is criticized for shaking hands, which is not considered a feminine 
action.  It seems Alcott deliberately relies on a form of touch that emphasizes gender 
performance to emphasize the “great struggle” of an egalitarian society; an egalitarian 
society would extend franchise to all its members regardless of race or gender. 
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different race.  While visibility is crucial to most contemporary critical race theory, the 

visible is inextricable from the complex intellectual experience of race construction.25  

Indeed, until she arrived in Georgetown, Trib had apparently not considered her own 

racial identity at all. Her experiences of race and racism differ from her expectations.  

While she had anticipated that her limited contact with people of color would subject her 

to “accusations of prejudice against color” (HS 58), she finds instead that she is the one 

leveling such accusations at her “neighbor[s]” who disrespectfully refer to blacks as 

“darkies” and “would put two gs into Negro” (58).  She finds that even her companion 

nurses, who, like her, have already transcended many of the gender and class boundaries 

through their work and interaction with patients, do not support racial egalitarianism: 

“The nurses were willing to be served by the colored people, but seldom thanked them, 

never praised them, and scarcely recognized them in the street” (58).  This arouses in 

Trib a need to define herself in the face of others.  She must call on her heritage, which is 

both white and abolitionist: “[T]he blood of two generations of abolitionists waxed hot in 

my veins and, at the first opportunity, proclaimed itself, and asserted the right of free 

speech” (58).  In this moment Trib self-identifies as an abolitionist—and as white.  After 

giving a lecture to her fellow nurses, Trib proceeds to embrace a black infant, referred to 

by a coworker as “the little toad” and by Trib as “baby Africa” (58). Trib hugs and kisses 

the baby causing her “comrade” to see her as a “dangerous fanatic” (58).  Thus Trib 

physically acknowledges racial difference between herself and “baby Africa;” the 

                                                
25 I find Kalpana Seshadri-Crooks Lacanian reading of race, language, and the 
unconscious a productive and challenging way to re-think the intellectual process of 
identifying racialism and racial construction. 
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embrace and kiss are a maternal (i.e. feminine) reiteration of the handshake between a 

black and white individual, symbolizing the happy outcome of “the great struggle.” 

Difference is recognized in language (“baby Africa”), but Trib attempts to connect 

physically through the embrace (57).  This scene creates a powerful visual, one that was 

depicted with an uncredited illustration in the second published edition of Hospital 

Sketches in Hospital Sketches and Camp and Fireside Stories in 1869 (76).   

Yet beyond the visible and visual, Trib must also identify in and through 

language, and this means giving a name to her own whiteness.  In her impassioned 

lecture, the exercise of her “right of free speech,” Trib accesses the privilege of white 

men, the privilege of whiteness itself.  For, as Valerie Babb argues, “whiteness is more 

than an appearance; it is a system of privileges accorded to those with white skin” (9).  

Furthermore, in taking up the privilege of whiteness, here demonstrated as the privilege 

to speak for the rights of all persons, regardless of race, gender, or class, Trib also takes 

on the very difficult act of naming the unnamed, another example of the “really,   

really—” unarticulable.  Her own racial identity is the highly “visible yet invisible” 

identity that permeates U.S. culture; it is so visible that naming it transgresses a social 

boundary (Babb 8).  In her vehement abolitionist speech, Trib asserts a demand for racial 

equity.  In doing so, she marks herself, through language, as distinct from her “colored 

brothers and sisters” (57) as well as from her white comrades.  Like the act of narrating 

her experiences, recognizing her own whiteness sets her further apart from her peers.  She 

speaks and writes from a lonely “location,” and she names the “set of cultural practices 

that are usually unmarked and unnamed” (Frankenberg 1).  Trib defines herself as white, 
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something her comrades will not do, though they easily use several terms to define 

blacks.  By recognizing blackness and articulating whiteness, Trib engages with 

Morrison’s literary “Africanist” persona, the presence that looms over American 

literature, allowing those who acknowledge it to enter into the “extraordinary meditation 

on the self; a powerful exploration of the fears and desires that reside in the writerly 

conscious. . . an astonishing revelation of longing, of terror, of perplexity, of shame, of 

magnanimity” (17).  Thus in identifying race in speech and then, most importantly, in 

narration—or writing—Trib reaches what is for her an extraordinary but isolated place. 

Hospital Sketches suggests that Alcott feels self-identification through race in a 

racialized society is limiting and isolating. In her Civil War fiction (as opposed to the 

“slightly fictionalized” nature of Hospital Sketches), she explores racial identification in 

greater detail (Reisen 181).  Alcott’s most daring exploration of racial identification 

occurs in “M.L.,” in which she imagines overcoming the isolation that comes with 

understanding racial difference.  However, articulating racial identity still presents a 

problem for her characters.  The problem of racial identification in “M.L.” is connected 

to language, reading, and writing; the text suggests that Alcott (or her narrator) again 

resists identifying as an author.  Authorial self-identification continues to be linked to 

racial identification in her work.26 

“M.L.,” though rejected by the Atlantic, was published in the anti-slavery paper, 

The Commonwealth, in 1863.  It is a daring tale about a successful interracial marriage, 
                                                
26 This is also the case in Alcott’s contemporaneous tale, “My Contraband,” in which the 
contraband, Bob, is renamed by the nurse Faith Dane.  She christens him “Robert,” and 
he takes her name, Dane, as his surname to mark the break from his slave past.  Naming 
is presented as an act of writing.   
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most likely based on the true account of the 1853 marriage of William G. Allen and Mary 

King (Elbert “Inter-racial” 19).  In “M.L.” Claudia chooses to marry Paul Frere, even 

after his racial heritage—he is the son of a Cuban planter and a quadroon—becomes 

known to the town.  Paul’s racial identity is revealed to his betrothed and to the 

community by Jessie Snowden, a widow, who, it appears, also desires Paul.  Jessie 

reveals Paul’s racial heritage and his slave past by announcing the brand on Paul’s right 

hand, a mark which reads “M.L.”  The letters “M.L.” are the initials of Paul’s former 

master, Maurice Lecroix.  They are also, Elbert observes, a reversal of Alcott’s own 

initials, L.M. (“M.L” 209). These letters, the mark of enslavement, reflect (like a mirror 

that reverses) the author’s name on the character’s body.  The truth of Paul’s racial 

identity is not written only on his body; it is also inscribed on paper.  In this common 

trope of nineteenth-century American fiction,27 it is a page of written text that reveals the 

specifics of Paul’s history.  This paper, which Paul believed he burned, has been 

apprehended, read, and shared by Jessie Snowden, who assumes the role of fortune-teller 

(i.e. storyteller) to transmit the information.  Alcott depicts the moment in which Paul’s 

race is revealed as an uncomfortable moment: not only does it reveal Paul’s race, but it 

also reveals the responsibility of a writer and the importance of writing.  A written text 

has the potential to produce pain, sadness, and violence upon both its author and reader.  

For Alcott, the moment of racial identification is as uncomfortable as the moment of 

                                                
27 Racial identity is revealed through writing  (note the pun of a letter and the letter) in 
several prominent American texts, including Chopin’s “Desiree’s Baby” and Twain’s 
Puddn’head Wilson.  The trope was one that Alcott favored.  See, for example, “Behind a 
Mask” (1866), where Jean Muir’s true identity (as a wayward actress rather than a 
demure governess) is revealed through the public reading of her apprehended letters. 
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authorial identification, if not more so.  Paul and Claudia do overcome being ostracized 

for their interracial marriage, and over time, develop their loving relationship within a 

progressive and supporting community.  There is no indication in “M.L.”, however, that 

the discomfort tied to reading and writing is ever overcome.  The last mention of Jessie 

Snowden, for instance, depicts her “haunted . . . like Lady Macbeth” (M.L. 25).  Even 

though Alcott is able to deflect some of the discomfort of authorial identification in a text 

that is presented as fiction (rather than one that is presumed to reflect her own nursing 

experiences), the brand on Paul’s hand, the reversal of her initials, reveals that her 

personal discomfort with authorship cannot be escaped; it is translated and reflected in all 

of her writing. 

 

1.3  The Touch of Death and Woman 

 Terror is behind Hospital Sketches, as it is behind “M.L.”  I have discussed the 

ways this terror nestles in sex, gender, and sexuality, as well as the way it appears in race, 

writing, and work.  Although I have alluded to it, I have not yet named that darkest terror, 

the force behind every one of these human realities.  I mean death, of course, for it is the 

specter in any war narrative, and its presence is deeply felt in Hospital Sketches.  “Death” 

is the last word of the third sketch, “A Day,” which closes with the line,  “Night and 

Nature took our places, filling the great house of pain with the healing miracles of Sleep, 

and his diviner brother, Death” (HS 30).  The poetics and solemnity of this expression 

that closes “A Day” prepare the reader for the sketch that follows, the fourth and most 

“serious” (Young 442) of the sketches, “A Night.”  While Trib has recounted deaths in 
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sketches that precede “A Night,” she has done so clinically, from the position of 

spectator.  It is, once again, in the moment of connection with another individual that Trib 

narrates death in a way that is identity-forming.  The death of John Suhre, the “brave 

Virginia blacksmith,” (HS 45) was important in Alcott’s own life as well as in Trib’s 

narrative.  In her journal, Alcott wrote, “‘A Night’ was much liked, & I was glad, for my 

beautiful ‘John Sulie’ was the hero, & the praise belonged to him” (Journals 118).28 

Alcott republished his story as “The Death of John” in On Picket Duty, and Other Tales 

(1864).  Alcott’s relationship with John, though short, was emotionally charged.  “It is 

obvious that she loved John Suhre,” Reisen writes, “but whether with a worshipper’s 

awe, a woman’s desire, or a mother’s devotion is hard to discern” (175).  It may be 

precisely because she did not need to define the nature of her feelings that Alcott allowed 

herself to love this dying man: “She could be everything to him without censure, sexual 

consequences, or entanglement” (Saxton 246).   

“A Night” is a meditation on death in general, on John’s death in particular, and 

on love and the death of love.  Ultimately, “A Night” explores the interconnectedness of 

love, death, and bodies.  In form and style, it is the lushest, slowest, and most expressive 

of the sketches.  Trib’s narration in this sketch marks her as a master storyteller—an 

author—rather than merely a reporter.  The first pages of the sketch are heavy with the 

images so often associated with a sketch, either literary or artistic (images sometimes 

missing from Alcott’s other sketches).  Alcott’s imagery in these opening pages features 

many phantasmic (deathly) bodies, described as “ministering angels,” “ghosts,” a 

                                                
28 John Sulie is the name of the character based on John Suhre. 
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“goblin,” a “faithful soul,” and a “massive cherubim” (HS 32-3).  The fantastical bodies 

of the dead are difficult to distinguish from the mundane bodies of the dead.  Language 

renders them all romantic and enchanting:  

Wandering up and down these lower halls, I often heard cries from above, steps 
hurrying to and fro, saw surgeons passing up, or men coming down carrying a 
stretcher, where lay a long white figure, whose face was shrouded and whose 
fight was done.  Sometimes I stopped to watch the passers in the street, the 
moonlight shining on the spire opposite, or the gleam of some vessel floating, like 
a white-winged sea-gull, down the broad Potomac, whose fullest flow can never 
wash away the red stain of the land. (HS 34)29 
 

This passage again invokes romance—and Hawthorne in particular—with its images of 

moonlight and haunting. Here Trib references the romantic with no equivocation.  In the 

sketch of John’s death, the living and the dead blend together and are indistinguishable.  

Gender and race become more fluid, also, at times, indistinguishable.  Alcott depicts the 

space of romance here, what Hawthorne might describe as “somewhere between the real 

world and fairy-land, where the Actual and the Imaginary may meet” (Scarlet 28).  It is 

also a place of limitation, a suggestion of what Edgar Dryden refers to as the “experience 

of loss and absence” (32).  In her proximity to death Trib escapes the limitations of 

gendered expectations and forms a meaningful connection with another individual in the 

days leading up to his death, if only to experience a great loss at the end.  

 John arrives at Hurly-burly House a few days after the other patients, but his 

heroic reputation precedes him.  His late arrival is the result of his generosity; he had 
                                                
29 In addition to the echoes of Hawthorne, there are also echoes (“cries from above”) of 
what Gilbert and Gubar famously defined as the Madwoman in the attic, a figure most 
famously associated with Bertha Mason in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre.  More generally 
defined, the madwoman is the woman writer’s alter ego (xxxvii-xxxviii).  Fite links the 
Madwoman to Fetterley’s metaphor of the writer’s internal Civil War.  In Hospital 
Sketches, the Civil War is both metaphor and setting. 
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given up his place in the ambulance to fellow soldiers, and a friend who arrived with the 

first batch of patients tells Trib, “He’s an out an’ out fine feller, ma’am, you see if he 

ain’t” (HS 38).  Trib is at first afraid to talk to this tall, handsome, and stoic man.  It is 

only when Dr. P. tells Trib that John is the patient who suffers most, a man who, in spite 

of his bravery, has no chance of survival. “You’d better tell him so before long,” the 

doctor tells Trib, adding, “women have a way of doing such things comfortably, so I 

leave it to you” (39).  Given the charge of relaying the death sentence, Trib enters into a 

relationship with John that leaves an imprint on her character and her writing. 

Wounded in the lungs, John’s pain is extreme, but very few realize this, because of his 

stoicism.  Only when Trib sees John’s silent tears of physical pain does she recognize the 

extent of his suffering and offer to “help [him] bear it” (40). Matteson argues that the 

moment represents one of Alcott’s greatest lessons about humanity, one that is explored 

in much of her writing: “The greatest good in life [is] the sweetness of sharing another’s 

adversity” (278).   

 Trib helps John to bear his pain through physical touch.  “He leaned against me,” 

Trib explains, “holding my hand fast” (HS 40).  For Laffrado, the contact is both sexual 

and desexualized.  In her care of John, Trib imagines and identifies herself “as wife, as 

sexual partner . . . touch[ing] a male patient for emotional reasons” (Laffrado 96).  Yet 

the genre of the hospital sketch and the clinical nature of nursing transform this touch 

from erotic to the touch of “female tenderness” (96). Trib becomes the “wife substitute” 

rather than the wife (96).  In the contact with John Alcott depicts Trib’s experience as an 

unsettling of gender norms.  Laffrado shows that John is “a male rendering of Trib 
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herself” (96), while Schultz demonstrates that John is a feminized figure, at least for Trib, 

who “values John’s womanly characteristics” (110).  Young connects the “cross-gender 

identification” of John and Trib to “Alcott’s own psychic conflicts as woman and as 

writer” (446).  I would like to build on all of these readings by considering how the 

presence of Death is used to define Trib’s self-identification as woman and author, 

through her interaction with John Sulie.  

 Two days before his death, Trib helps John to write his final letter to his mother 

and siblings.  She writes the letter, and he adds a short note in his own hand at the 

bottom; it is a collaborative authoring.  On the evening of John’s death, Trib sits with him 

all night, wiping his face, fanning him, and offering comfort as the other patients come to 

say their goodbyes, for “John was beloved by all” (HS 44).  His final painful breaths 

come on the brink of sunrise, when, just before the first rays of sun enter, he stands and 

cries out his final “agonized appeal: ‘For God’s sake, give me air!’” (44).30  John then lies 

down and dies, with Trib’s hand in his and the light streaming into the room.  Trib’s hand 

remains in John’s after he is dead until another hospital employee helps her to remove it, 

warning that it is “unsafe for dead and living flesh to lie so long together” (45).  Like the 

brand on Paul Frere’s hand, or the “A” that brands Arthur Dimmesdale in The Scarlet 

Letter, the mark of death stays on Trib’s hand: “my hand was strangely cold and stiff, and 

four white marks remained across its back, even when warmth and color had returned 

elsewhere” (45).  At that moment the mail arrives; “just an hour too late” the letter from 

                                                
30 In his final impassioned cry, John is likened to Christ. Young argues that John, in his 
resemblance to both a feminized Christ and a feminized model of Lincoln, “carries 
allegorical weight that extends from soldier to savior to nation” (459). 
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John’s mother comes (45).  Again, Trib takes John’s hand, now dead.  She removes the 

wedding ring from his finger (his mother’s, given as a talisman and reminder of the 

family that supported him) and places the letter in John’s hand for burial.  She returns the 

ring to John’s mother with a few locks of John’s hair.  In these final acts, Trib changes 

her position from “wife substitute” or mother, and becomes the angel of death.  By 

sending the letter she has written, she also confirms her position as the author.  In each of 

these positions, Trib asserts her identity through both language and touch.  Touching 

John helps her to identify as female and male, mother and wife, nurse and author.  But 

each of these touches are also the touch of Death.  Trib touches John because he is dying 

and holds him after he is dead. 

 Trib allows herself to identify as both the authoritative (Schultz 104) and tender 

(Laffrado 96) woman and to accept John both as the “manliest man” (HS 41) and a 

feminized Christ figure.  Doing so is part of Trib’s process of connection to John and to 

humanity. The moment also connects her to Death.  In recognizing what it is to be a 

woman (to another), Trib acknowledges and embraces Death, the merciful, “diviner 

brother” of Sleep.  The poetic close of “A Night” leaves Trib with the memory of John 

“as he lay serenely waiting for the dawn of that long day which knows no night” (HS 45).  

The next sketch, “Off Duty,” begins, “My dear girl, we shall have you sick in your bed” 

(46).  Thus, the narrative structure of the sketches connects John’s death to Trib’s own 

proximity to death, through the illness that so nearly took Alcott’s life. 
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1.4 Sketching  

“A Night” is the most emotional of the sketches, with ties to the antebellum 

sentimental novel in its depiction of John Sulie’s death.  It also demonstrates the 

important craft lesson Alcott gained from writing about her nursing experience: 

“Character . . . might prove more significant in a story than any elaborately imagined 

plot” (Stern Louisa 120).  For it is the complexity of these characters, the exchange that 

occurs between them, and the way they are changed by their interaction that propels this 

sketch.  The development of character over plot is often considered a defining quality of 

the literary sketch.  When plot is displaced as the “formal center of [the] narrative,” 

Gregory Wegner writes, the driving force becomes the “interaction between the speaker’s 

thoughts and the person or setting” (63).  By displacing a carefully conceived and 

developed narrative plot, the sketch became a genre in which its practitioners could 

present themselves as “casual” artists, highlighting “vividness and authenticity” over a 

more polished or finished aesthetic and structure (Byerly 350).  The genre of the sketch 

was being explored and (re)defined in the nineteenth century.  While literary history of 

this period is often thought to “revolve[] around the novel,” the literary sketch, as Kristie 

Hamilton argues, was central to the development of a national literature (1). 

Alcott’s attempts to work through the questions of whether she was an author, 

and, if so, what kind of author are undertaken within a textual genre that was also was in 

the process of being defined through experimentation, inconsistency, and innovation.  

The sketches in Hospital Sketches draw formally and stylistically from a number of 

recognized genres.  The first sketch, “Obtaining Supplies,” foreshadows the narrative 
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style Alcott will hone in the chapters of her fiction for children.  It is episodic and filled 

with dialogue.  “A Forward Movement,” while disavowing romance, imitates a diary or 

travelogue.  “A Day,” with its description of the arrival of the wounded, is the most plot-

driven of the sketches.  “A Night” includes aspects of romantic, Gothic, and sentimental 

writing.  “Off-Duty” resembles journalism, and the last sketch, “A Post-script” is 

designed as a letter. In the heterogeneity of the six sketches, Hospital Sketches reflects 

the literary development of the time in which it was published, a time in which “the 

seemingly marginal literary sketch became integral . . . to the process by which literary 

authorship was diversified and organized and the processes by which mass consumption 

of, and tastes in, literature were shaped” (Hamilton 14).  Within its generic diversity, the 

collection of sketches attempts to maintain a consistent narrative voice.  By using the 

persona of Tribulation Periwinkle as narrator, Alcott attempts to join all of these prose 

accounts under a seemingly unified voice.  However, Trib’s identity is conflicted, and she 

resists self-identification, when possible.  When she must self-identify, Trib finds the 

process to be a painful one.  Trib’s uncomfortable identification as a white Northern 

female nurse coincides with the identification she resists most strongly, that of the author.  

Through these difficult moments of recognizing the private self and its public relation to 

others, Trib faces the challenge of seeing herself as an author in the public eye.  This 

narrator, as Alcott makes clear, is not just telling her story in the first person, but telling it 

in writing to an audience.  Trib acknowledges this audience and her process as writer 

when she hopes to “amuse the reader” at the start of “A Forward Movement.”  The most 

complicated instance of Trib’s recognition of herself as an author occurs at the end of the 
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fifth sketch, “Off Duty.”  Alcott addresses the liminal position of the female author—

between private and public spheres—and emphasizes its fragility and mutability with the 

figurative killing of the narrator at the end of the fifth sketch and her nominal resurrection 

in the sixth. 

“Off Duty” ends with Trib’s illness.  After several days of being too sick to work 

and watching out her window, she becomes too ill to even observe the street below. A 

“sharp tussle with typhoid” sends her home from Hurly-burly house (HS 60).  The sketch 

ends with the first-person discussion of Trib’s illness and recovery (“I shall never regret 

the going”), an acknowledgment of the reader and authorial self, and a rhyme: 

Therefore, I close this little chapter of hospital experiences, with the regret that 
they were no better worth recording; and add the poetical gem with which I 
console myself for the untimely demise of “Nurse Periwinkle”: 
 Oh, lay her in a little pit, 
 With a marble stone to cover it; 
 And carve theron a gruel spoon, 
 To show a “nuss” has died too soon. (60) 
 

As in the other instance in which the narrator acknowledges the reader of Hospital 

Sketches, the assertion contains both a first person “I” and a reference to “Nurse 

Periwinkle” in the third person.  In each case, Trib is identified by surname and title only.  

It is again unclear whether Trib or another figure is the narrator of this statement.  The 

third person reference to “Nurse Periwinkle” may indicate Trib (or Alcott) distancing 

herself from the nurse but not the writer.  It may depict the final identification of Trib as 

an author, an identification in which she can transform even herself into a character or 

persona.  Or it may represent a last attempt to resist identifying as an author. 
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 The fifth sketch ends, after all, with a death.  While the death of John in the 

previous sketch was a powerful and moving account, the death of “nuss” seems a weak or 

failed attempt at humor.  The “poetical gem” attempts “to return to the more lighthearted 

tone of prehospital sections of Hospital Sketches” (Laffrado 101).  Yet after John’s death, 

and Trib’s near-death (both of which were treated with gravity), neither reader nor 

narrator can successfully return to the merry travelogue style of “A Forward Movement.”  

The failed attempt at humor reflects an expression of authorial anxiety: “The Trib/nurse 

identity, now promoted as a no-longer useful, fictive self representation, is dismissed 

with mock mourning” (Laffrado 101).  The nurse narrator becomes problematic once she 

is no longer working as a nurse, so Alcott turns to another literary form—of both high 

and, in this case, low expression—the poem.  It is through the medium of the “poetical 

gem” that Alcott kills Trib, or, perhaps, has her narrator killed. It is not clear whether 

whether the “I” that is bereaved of “nuss” is responsible for her death (we do not know 

whether to consider this homicide or suicide or death by natural causes), but it is clear 

that the “I” speaker will not be the one who buries Nurse Periwinkle.  This request, to 

“lay her in a little pit” is addressed to someone else.  The poem appears to call on the 

reader to perform this labor. The burial—the only burial described in a text full of 

corpses—is metaphorical.  It is not the burial of a body but rather of a profession 

(nursing) and an identity (Nurse Periwinkle).   

This verse is not the only verse that appears in Hospital Sketches.  Alcott includes 

quotation in verse, including the lines from Felicia Hemans’ “Marguerite of France” that 

appear at the beginning of “A Day,” as well as some of the work songs that animate the 
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labor of caring for the sick and wounded.  Yet the rhyme that kills and buries Nurse 

Periwinkle is an unusual and perplexing moment within the larger collection of sketches.  

After all the work the narrator Trib has done to come to terms with her own identity, she 

meets an “untimely demise” both in the short duration of her nursing career and in the 

seemingly premature end to her narrating duties.  The reader is charged with the 

responsibility to bury the narrator, and it appears a new narrator will continue the project 

in the final sketch, “A Postscript.” 

 “A Postscript” is organized as a letter to readers of the sketches.  The author 

reveals her practical approach in undertaking this public letter: “My Dear S.: —As 

inquiries like your own have come to me from various friendly readers of the Sketches, I 

will answer them en masse, and in printed form, as a sort of postscript to what has gone 

before” (HS 61).  The letter to “S” responds methodically to a series of questions, 

presumably from S and other readers.  In “A Postscript,” Alcott answers questions about 

the nature of work and life in the hospital and provides updates on some of the more 

popular characters from the previous sketches. It appears that Alcott has dispensed with 

the convention of fictitious narrator in “A Postscript” and that she will rely on her own 

voice and experience.  However, four pages into the final sketch, she reminds her readers 

of the narratorial identity she created earlier with a reference to “Nurse Periwinkle” (64).  

Periwinkle, or “Nurse P.” is named several times throughout the final pages of “A 

Postscript,” as is “Hurly-burly House,” the fictional name for Union Hospital.  While 

there are political reasons for not naming Union Hospital within the sketches—her 

reports are not all complimentary—Alcott’s persistent reminder of the fictional narrator 
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through reference and repetition has aesthetic rather than simply political motivation.  

Naming Nurse Periwinkle in the postscript to the sketches attempts literary unification.  It 

imposes an ordering mechanism from outside.  Here the presence of the narrator of the 

first five sketches is remembered, or, in a way, resurrected.  Tribulation Periwinkle’s 

presence becomes the haunting presence in the final sketch.  The reader, as it turns out, is 

unable to bury the “‘nuss’ [who] died too soon” because her presence is mandated by the 

act of naming.  As if to emphasize this presence, Alcott gives the final word (name) back 

to the narrator.  The letter that comprises “A Postscript” closes, 

 Yours, 
  With a firm faith 
   In the good time coming, 
    TRIBULATION PERIWINKLE. (HS 73) 
 
This four-line signature parallels the quatrain that closes “Off-Duty.”  The “poetical gem” 

that ends the fifth sketch fails as humor and as poetry; it likewise fails to kill off its 

narrator, who appears again in the final sketch.  Here, closing the final sketch, is the 

resurrection of Tribulation Periwinkle, and a rewriting of the quatrain in terms more 

poetic: “With a firm faith / in the good time coming,” Tribulation Periwinkle will not die, 

but is instead remembered as narrator and potential author. 

 The simultaneous stylistic inconsistency and attempt toward narrative unity 

present in Hospital Sketches are expressed in the metaphorical 

death/resurrection/haunting of the narrator.  Her identity as a nurse may have come to an 

end, though the lines before the closing, “The next hospital I enter will, I hope, be one for 

the colored regiments,” seem to indicate that even “Nurse” Periwinkle will continue to 

persevere (HS 73). Aside from her position as nurse, the figure of Trib is a complex 
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network in which Alcott tries (or perhaps tries even though she knows she will fail) to 

reconcile concepts of gender, sexuality, race, nation, and authority through the medium of 

language.  Through Trib’s resistance to identifying as a white Northern female nurse and 

author, Alcott demonstrates the authorial anxiety that looms over much of her own 

writing like the specters of whiteness, sexuality, and Death.  Because she does not know 

how to answer the question “What is an author?” Alcott resists identifying as an author.  

Or rather, she does not want there to be only one answer to that question, an answer that 

will exclude and limit.  Her depiction of Trib’s limitations and of the failure of categories 

of all kinds (race, gender, nation, genre) to express wholeness and truth are plagued by 

the consistent reiteration of questions that demand definitions.  What are you?  What is 

an author?  What does it mean to be an author?  In allowing the narrator to experiment 

with different and shifting identity positions such as male and female and living and 

dead, Alcott is moving toward redefining authorship in mutable terms, terms that resist 

strict binaries.  She begins to see the possibilities of mutable authorship, and these 

possibilities are positioned against the limitations of categorical self-identification.  Trib 

is not necessarily one of Alcott’s mutable author figures, but through the development of 

this narrator’s failings, Alcott articulates the need for a different model of authorship.  

Trib cannot articulate identity, but through Trib, Alcott articulates the need for mutable 

authorship. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

DOUBLE DESIRE AND THE WORK OF ART  

 Published in 1868, the same year as Little Women, Alcott’s story “Psyche’s Art” 

is an early example of an interactive text in which the reader is involved in deciding the 

outcome of the protagonist.1 In “Psyche’s Art,” Alcott offers her nineteenth-century 

reader a choice of two endings.  In the first option, the protagonist, Psyche Dean, marries 

the artist Paul Gage.  In this ending, Psyche and Paul live “happily ever afterward” 

(Alcott, PA 226).2 Their ongoing happiness may depend on Psyche’s willingness to put 

domestic duty before her artistic ambitions, which makes this a disappointing end to 

Psyche’s career as an artist.  The reader who “chooses” this ending reaffirms the 

conventional idea that marriage is the great (or only) aspiration of a young woman, and 

that achieving it completes or ends the woman’s story.  Yet Alcott offers the more open-

minded reader another choice as well: Psyche does not have to get married.  Instead,  

 [T]hose who can conceive of a world outside of a wedding-ring may believe that 
 the friends remained faithful friends all their lives, while Paul won fame and 
 fortune, and Psyche grew beautiful with the beauty of a serene and sunny nature, 
 happy in duties which became pleasures, rich in the art which made life lovely to 
 herself and others.  (PA 226) 
 

                                                
1 I have not found other examples of the “Choose Your Own Adventure” model in 
Alcott’s time.  However, Alcott may have been inspired to offer dual endings by various 
texts that she had read including Lawrence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, which directs the 
reader to read the text out of order, John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera, which offers 
Macheath reprieve in order to please the audience, and Herman Melville’s use of 
“sequels” to disrupt the sense of narrative closure in “Bartleby, the Scrivener,” “Benito 
Cereno,” and Moby Dick. 
2 The abbreviation PA will refer to Elaine Showalter’s 1988 publication of “Psyche’s 
Art,” HW to “Happy Women,” DP to Diana and Persis, and W to Work. 
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The passage begins, at least, with an alternative to marriage, an unconventional idea that 

Alcott enthusiastically supported.  Giving the reader a choice about Psyche’s marriage 

presents marriage as an institution that is, in itself, one possibility available to women.  It 

is not the only choice, however.  Alcott never married and firmly supported women who 

elected not to marry in order to pursue other interests.  For example, in her short essay 

“Happy Women,” which was also written in 1868, like “Psyche’s Art” and Little Women, 

Alcott argues that by opting not to marry, women might find more happiness and greater 

good in their lives.  She promotes a society in which the moniker “old maid” will become 

a “term of honor, not reproach” (HW 205).  As a model for women’s lives, the second 

ending of “Psyche’s Art” may offer more freedom.  Yet, as a model for the female artist, 

this ending is equally disappointing.  Although Alcott confirms the potential for Psyche 

to continue as an artist “rich in the art which made life lovely to herself and others,” there 

is no indication that her art brings her either the fame or the fortune it bestows on Paul in 

the public realm.  And because Alcott implies near the end of the story that Paul intends 

to use Psyche as a model for his sculpture, the reader cannot ascertain that Psyche’s 

involvement with art will even include her own work.  It’s possible that her duties and 

pleasures in the rich and lovely art world will be relegated to a career-long modeling job 

or a passive spectatorship. Admittedly, Alcott desires and provides ambiguity for Psyche 

by offering the two endings (Keyser Whispers 61). Yet both choices indicate the problem 

of the female artist when faced with public recognition and economic reward.  Elizabeth 

Lennox Keyser asks, “But what then do we make of the disparity between Paul’s career 

and Psyche’s?  Is hers a minor talent exercised for the pleasure of a private audience—
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domestic, decorative, gratifying in its modesty and lack of pretension?  Is Psyche 

resigned to view her art as an extension of the domestic sphere rather than as an 

alternative to it?” (61) These questions are Alcott’s questions as well, and they are 

questions to which Alcott does not present a well-defined answer; she turns the decision 

over to the reader.  Alcott sees a need for a new way to conceptualize the artist and author 

but has not yet decided how to reconcile the realms of public and private within the work 

and reception of the female artist. 

 “Psyche’s Art” and the other Alcott text that I explore in this chapter, the 

unfinished novel, Diana and Persis, attempt to answer the dual question of whether a 

woman can be an artist and at what cost. In both texts the choice to marry is central to the 

question of the woman artist’s success.  Alcott’s treatment of the female artist in these 

two texts converses with the work of other writers of the time including Nathaniel 

Hawthorne and Elizabeth Stuart Phelps.  Alcott references Hawthorne’s depictions of 

female artists in The Marble Faun and, as critics have noted, her work anticipates and 

echoes Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’ account of the conflicted female artist in The Story of 

Avis in 1877. Phelps’ Avis suffers through the same conflict that Alcott’s female artists 

experience, but The Story of Avis is much less ambiguous in how it answers the question, 

“Can a woman marry and still be an artist?”  Avis realizes that by choosing to love and 

support her husband, the weak and inconsistent  Philip Ostrander, she is letting her 

artistic life die “more dumbly, but never less drearily, than a denied love” (Phelps 222).  

In contrast, Alcott’s narratives leave the reader to decide the answer to this question, 

suggesting, as Phelps does, that there is indeed a choice to make, that both art and 
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marriage demand and produce passion and desire.  While Phelps’ Avis renounces her 

claim on art in the hopes that her daughter, aptly named “Wait,” may have the 

opportunity to live as an artist, Alcott leaves the fate of her artist protagonists unclear, 

giving the choice as much to the readers as to the characters themselves.  The question, 

then, of whether one can have romantic love and art is one that remains unclear for the 

author as well.  Its answer lies with the reader, and is handed over to the public, rather 

than relegated to the private domestic realm.  Although the two tales that I examine here 

are not among the work that is generally considered to comprise Alcott’s sensational or 

gothic writing, the tales both rely on gothic conventions including the private space and 

the doppelganger.  By revealing the connection between the double and desire, and 

showing how desire is projected onto and represented by the work of art, Alcott and her 

artist characters illuminate her questions of authorship, gender, and public/private 

domains.  The artist figure in these tales is a representation of  the author, but she is also 

distinct from the author.   

By depicting the character who is a visual artist, Alcott is able to comparatively 

describe the position of the author (or the female author). Alcott had connections to the 

art community but was not herself a member of that community.  Her relationship to the 

art community (as one who was closely connected but still an outsider) parallels her 

connection to the American Bloomsbury group that included Nathaniel Hawthorne, 

Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and Margaret Fuller.3  While the Alcott 

family was closely associated with all of these important nineteenth-century personages, 

                                                
3 See Cheever’s treatment of the term, “American Bloomsbury.”  
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they were also separated from them by differences in their financial situations, personal 

tastes, and public opinion.  Alcott depicted and critiqued the American Bloomsbury 

group in many of her works.4  These depictions reaffirm the connections, though, at 

closer examination, they often reveal Alcott’s attempts to distance herself or her sense 

that she was somehow always excluded.   

The difficult position of the female artist in relation to her public and her art lead 

Alcott to focus on the work of art itself.  When approached as distinct, or at least 

separable from the public and the artist, the work of art conveys its own meaning, and it 

is a double meaning.  In “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis, Alcott relies on the 

descriptions of a few oppositional pairings of pieces of art.  Psyche’s sculpture of  

“Venus” opposes her later sculpture of  “May.”  Percy’s sketch of “the handsome Moor” 

(PA 402) represents a very different artistic philosophy and practice than that embodied 

by her still life.  Diana’s “Saul” serves a different aesthetic and social purpose than  her 

sculpture, “Puck.”  The work of art, as both the representation and the embodiment of 

desire, has the power to make things happen.  It functions as a character in these 

narratives, and by doing so, reinscribes Alcott’s ideas about the author’s agency and 

limitations: the author has certain powers as creator but is in the end subordinate to the 
                                                
4 Nathaniel Hawthorne, his texts, and his characters have notable roles in many Alcott 
works including A Modern Mephistopheles, “A Marble Woman,” “Behind a Mask,” and 
Diana and Persis.  Alcott even names Hester Prynne and The Scarlet Letter in Moods.  
Ralph Waldo Emerson is an inspiration for the characters of Laurie Lawrence and 
Professor Bhaer in Little Women and Geoffrey Moor in Moods. Henry David Thoreau 
shares traits with many male characters in Alcott’s fiction including Mr. Hyde in Little 
Men, Adam Warwick in Moods, David Sterling in Work, Kent in “The Freak of a 
Genius,” and Mac Campbell in Rose in Bloom. Margaret Fuller’s feminist influence can 
be seen in texts like Work and “Happy Women.” The scene of her death by shipwreck 
influences the depiction of the accidents at sea in Moods and A Long Fatal Love Chase. 
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text, because she cannot control how the audience (viewer, reader, or public) will 

respond.  The problem is one that Alcott experienced throughout her authorial career.  In 

“Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis, Alcott addresses the problem through the depiction 

of visual artists and their works of art.  By providing choices to the reader, and thereby 

creating demands upon the reader, Alcott emphasizes and alters the relationship between 

author/artist, text, and public.  

 

2.1 Where She Works and the Company She Keeps 

 “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis, like many of the contemporaneous texts 

about artists, emphasize the importance of where the artist studies and works.5  The social 

community of the solitary artist cannot be overlooked.  Alcott’s depiction of one art 

community contains a humorous but biting critique.  The opening of “Psyche’s Art” with 

its description of the “Art fever” that “attacked the young women of the community with 

great violence” (PA 207) ranks alongside Alcott’s critique of utopian transcendentalists 

as one of her finest, most vibrant, and hilarious satires:6 

 Nothing but time could cure it, and it ran its course to the dismay, amusement, or 
 edification of the beholders, for its victims did all manner of queer things in their 
 delirium.  They besieged potteries for clay, drove Italian plaster-workers out of 
 their wits with unexecutable orders, got neuralgia and rheumatism sketching 
 perched on fences and trees like artistic hens, and caused a rise in the price of 
 bread, paper, and charcoal, by their order in crayoning.  They covered canvas with 
 the expedition of scene-painters, had classes, lectures, receptions, and exhibitions, 
 made models of each other, and rendered their walls hideous with bad likenesses 
 of their friends.  Their conversation ceased to be intelligible to one uninitiated, 
                                                
5 The importance of the artist’s setting is visible in other texts of the period such as 
Hawthorne’s The Marble Faun and “The Artist of the Beautiful,” Rebecca Harding 
Davis’s “Life in the Iron Mills,” or Elizabeth Stuart Phelps’s The Story of Avis.  
6 See Alcott’s “Transcendental Wild Oats.” 
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 and they prattled prettily of “chiaro-oscuro, French sauce, refraction of the angle 
 of the eye, seventh spinus process, depth and juiciness of color, tender touch, and 
 a good tone.” (PA 207-08) 
 
Like her satire in “Transcendental Wild Oats,” this description is based on Alcott’s 

observations.  That is to say, “Art fever” was not Alcott’s invention, but rather a 

documented historical occurrence.  “Psyche’s Art” responded to Alcott’s readers’ 

appreciation for what we might call realistic fiction, or what Sarah Elbert refers to as “the 

reality of culture and society as the writer experienced it” (Diana 8).  In her historical 

study Art Work, April F. Masten examines the way women’s entry into the mid-century 

art world changed the aesthetic, intellectual, and economic dynamic of art appreciation 

and art education.  Masten writes, “Although fictional, ‘Psyche’s Art’ documents an 

actual phenomenon.  Between 1850 and 1880, thousands of American women studied art 

and pursued art careers with unbending determination and high expectations” (66).  

However, what Masten emphasizes in her analysis of Alcott’s description of Art fever is 

not the overt and stinging aspect of satire, in which the artists are depicted as silly, 

untalented, and afflicted; this is of little concern to Masten.  Rather, she disregards the 

literary style in favor of the material.  In economic, social, and aesthetic terms, the 

women’s art movement mattered.   

 Alcott’s satire demonstrates that women were becoming an undeniable presence 

in the economy of art in a way they had not been before.  Their involvement was 

significant enough to drive up the “price of bread, paper, and charcoal.”  They were also 

effecting change in the social climate by their increased presence and participation in 

lectures and classes—this was, after all, a new education—something evident in the 
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creation of their own language, one “unintelligible to the uninitiated.”  Although Alcott’s 

satire benefits from the humor and absurdity of this created idiom, she could not have 

been unaware of the threat it embodied: a language that had previously been exclusively 

used within a male domain had been appropriated and transformed.7  As an abolitionist 

and a feminist, Alcott knew well the social and political potential of such a linguistic 

phenomenon.  Most importantly, the satire indicates the power of the women’s art 

movement to transform aesthetic properties.  While the author describes the victims’ 

portraits as “bad” (at least in their verisimilitude) they are nonetheless popular and 

abundant, indicating a shift in aesthetic production and consumption.8 

 Thus, like the choices that Alcott offers her reader at the end of “Psyche’s Art,” 

the opening satire also presents the reader with an ambiguous situation.  Women artists 

are something to be ridiculed or something to be feared, because they present a distinct 

challenge to both the notion of the creator/producer (who may be male, female, author or 

artist) and to the audience/consumer (who may be male, female, reader, or viewer).  Or, 

in more direct terms, the woman artist is both ridiculous and threatening.  While there 

exists a great deal of ambiguity in this story, Alcott’s message is not always ambiguous, 

and is, at times, polarizing.  In her critique of the female artists—the victims of Art 

fever—Alcott suggests that there is right and a wrong way to be an artist.  The gossipy 

artist model followed by Miss Larkins, Miss Cutter, and Miss Dickenson, three of 

                                                
7 See Chapter Three, for various treatments of translation and the way translation and 
other transformations of language destabilize conventional mores. 
8 Masten and Prieto both examine the role of illustration in the transformation of aesthetic 
preferences, noting that women artists of the period were very likely to work as 
illustrators.   
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Psyche’s companion art students at Raphael’s Rooms, is not the model that Psyche 

ultimately chooses for herself, because it is the wrong model.  The female students at 

Raphael’s Rooms are indistinguishable from one another and are often treated 

collectively rather than as individuals.  They “devote their time to modeling fancy heads, 

gossiping the while; for the poor things [find] the road to fame rather dull and dusty 

without such verbal sparklings” (PA 208).  They name the male artists at the studio after 

the famous artists Titian, Murillo, Sir Joshua, Michelangelo, and Rubens.  The code 

names for their male companions, as Janet Alberghene notes, are based on the men’s 

physical appearances rather than on the work they produce (38).9   For their subject 

matter, the female artists take the conventional approach of creating busts of classical 

figures like Juno, Venus, and Apollo.  They are so lost in a world of classical and literary 

allusions that they think of themselves in these terms as well.  Miss Cutter is “Homeric,” 

an unnamed artist in the studio is “Ophelia-like” and Miss Dickenson longs to “drop the 

last two letters of her name” (PA 209).  Psyche can’t do much about the classical legacy 

of her own name.  Yet the name for the “goddess of the soul” is also a nickname that 

came from Alcott’s home; it was the family name for the third Alcott sister, Elizabeth 

Alcott (Alberghene 37).  Thus the name itself reflects Psyche’s position between a 

mythological world and a real world of mundane occurrences and domestic duties.   

                                                
9 This naming system suggests a level of frivolity in the female artists, who are more 
concerned with the physical bodies of the artists than with the art they produce.  It 
presents the women as potentially false artists, or artists of a lower caliber.  However, it is 
also a reversal of the trope of the male gaze, causing the men to be objectified under a 
female gaze.  Thus the critique makes visible the practice of objectifying the human 
subject. Alcott’s commentary casts a wide net and may apply to any artist, male or 
female. 
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 After seeing Paul Gage’s sculpture of a man who is “neither a mythological nor a 

historical character” (PA 212)10 and learning that Paul embraces Ellen Sturgis Hooper’s 

philosophy of finding inspiration by doing one’s duty,11 Psyche realizes that she must 

take a different approach to her art if she wishes to be personally and artistically satisfied.  

She punctuates this decision with the ceremonial act of breaking her head of Venus on 

the floor and leaving the studio forever.  When Paul learns this, he thinks to himself, “I 

like that! If there is any power in her, she has taken the right way to find it out” (PA 220).  

And though Paul and Psyche share a similar idea about art and its inspiration, affirming 

Alberghene’s assertion that “Psyche’s Art” “cuts across the boundaries of sex to show 

what is central and irreducible in the experience of both a male and a female artist,” (38) 

the fact that Paul continues to work at the studio, achieving success there, reinforces 

Alcott’s conflicted message that the conditions under which a woman can produce fine 

art are very different from those of a man. 

                                                
10 Psyche later learns that the sculpture is of Adam and is enthusiastic about this 
knowledge, suggesting that she finds the Biblical subject much closer to her own concept 
of “duty.” 
11 Hooper’s verse 
 I slept, and dreamed that life was beauty; 
 I woke, and found that life was duty. 
 Was thy dream then a shadowy lie? 
 Toil on, sad heart, courageously, 
 And thou shalt find thy dream to be 
 A noonday light and truth to thee. 
is with Paul’s papers in his work area.  Psyche recognizes the lines as something she had 
read “many times, but now they came home to her with sudden force” (214). Paul’s own 
model of inspiration comes from a female writer (Hooper) but it is only when Psyche 
sees the verse among Paul’s materials that she considers it for herself. 
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 After Psyche leaves the studio, she spends one year at home.  It is her intention to 

continue her studies of anatomy, drawing, and sculpting at her home while 

simultaneously attending to the demands of her large family. Psyche works to support all 

of the members of the family by sewing, cleaning, taking care of the children, taking care 

of her parents, and directing the housekeeper.  After the youngest sister, May, dies in a 

manner similar to Beth in Little Women, the stoic and dutiful Psyche must also provide 

emotional support to her grieving family.  One wonders how this inept group of people 

survived at all during the hours Psyche had previously spent working at Raphael’s 

Rooms.  In the moments that Psyche does sit down to work, she is constantly interrupted 

by demands from her brothers who need her to fix their toys and repair their clothing.  It 

is no surprise, then, that Psyche finds almost no time for art at home.  She spends so little 

time on her art that her mother believes that she has given it up altogether.  The one 

exception is the bust that Psyche makes of her dead sister, which is the best work she has 

done.  Psyche becomes resigned to the idea that by fulfilling her domestic duties, she 

will, at some point in her future, be an artist.  Or rather, the reader must accept this 

premise, because when Psyche tells Paul, “I thought at first I that I could not serve two 

masters; but in trying to be faithful to one I find I am nearer and dearer to the other,” her 

eyes contain “all the old enthusiasm” for art and “a sense of power [betrays] itself in 

voice and gesture” (PA 225). Psyche believes in the possibility of being both a 

conventional, duty-fulfilling woman, and a satisfied, even “ambitious” (PA 225) artist.  

Alcott seems less convinced that this option is feasible.   
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 Alcott’s diaries show that she felt the pull between duty to her family and a 

calling to her own work.  In 1856, shortly before her twenty-fourth birthday, Alcott wrote 

in her journal, “Made plans to go to Boston for the winter, as there is nothing to do here, 

and there I can support myself and help the family” (Journals 79).  At this point, Alcott’s 

work consisted of sewing and governessing in addition to writing.  She also hoped to act 

in a play, and was as enthusiastic about this prospect as she was about advancing her 

writing career.  Both acting and writing had for Alcott masculine qualities that made 

them attractive to her.  In the same journal entry, she writes, “I was born with a boy’s 

spirit under my bib and tucker.  I can’t wait when I can work, so I took my little talent in 

my hand and forced the world again, braver than before and wiser for my failures” 

(Journals 79, emphasis Alcott’s).12  Prior to the success of Little Women, which would 

provide financial security for Alcott and all of her family, writing was intertwined with 

family duty for Alcott.  The needs of the Alcotts were even greater than those of the 

Deans.  Not only did the Alcotts rely on Louisa for help in the home and for emotional 

support, she was also the most successful breadwinner of the bunch, even before Little 

Women.  The 1856 journal entry demonstrates Alcott’s awareness of her financial 

position in relation to her family.  Nonetheless, in its emphasis on “can’t wait” and “can 

work,” this entry also suggests Alcott’s attraction to the idea of being an author and her 

understanding of the way this profession or calling could offer an escape from 

conventional expectations.   

                                                
12 At a later date, Alcott added the note “Jo in N.Y.” to this entry, one of many 
connections that the author herself created between her identity and that of her most 
famous character, the heroine of Little Women. 
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 For Psyche, art has the potential to draw her away from her duty, because her duty 

is purely domestic and not financial.  This allows Psyche’s art to exist as something that 

could lead to fame and fortune (as it does for Paul in one ending) but it is also something 

that she can do “when [her] leisure does come” (PA 225).  It overlaps with duty in such a 

way that only when Psyche serves the family through domestic duty will she have the 

mundane subject matter that she executes honestly and well.  It is the fulfillment of her 

domestic duty that releases her artistic potential.  The domestic duty must come first and 

be satisfied first.  As such, it becomes the vehicle to creative and artistic success.   

 In Alcott’s Diana and Persis, which was written ten years after “Psyche’s Art,” 

many of the same issues about the artist’s workspace are discussed.  This fragment of a 

novel was first published in 1978, one hundred years after Alcott wrote it.  Its unfinished 

state has been attributed to the publisher’s lack of interest and to the idea that “Alcott 

could not imagine a happy future of marriage and motherhood for the woman artist” 

(Prieto Diana 79).  Additionally, it may have been difficult for the “grief-stricken” Alcott 

to finish a story about her sister’s artistic career after May died (Boyd 112). Though the 

issues are the same, the workspaces are decidedly different.  While “Psyche’s Art” 

depicts two different artist workplace settings, both with notable drawbacks, Diana and 

Persis depicts two settings that offer much greater potential.  The unfinished novel 

features the stories of two American female artists, friends, and colleagues.  The painter 

Persis (Percy) Lennox,13 with financial support from her grandmother, is able to go to 

                                                
13 Like “Psyche,” the name “Persis” carries with it several implications.  While the 
Biblical Persis was praised by Paul for her service to the Lord (Romans 16:12), the name 
also resembles the name of the Greek hero “Perseus” who killed Medusa and saved 
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Paris to study with the masters.  This situation, she hopes, will not only provide her with 

excellent training but will also remove her from her many American suitors, who all 

seem to want to pull her away from art and into the confines of marriage.  The slightly 

older and much more serious sculptor Diana, the other artist in the text, cannot afford to 

go abroad and feels that she is not yet ready, and so she remains on domestic soil at her 

home studio.  These two locations prove productive for both artists.   

 Paris, as the site for artistic exploration, carries its own aspect of “Art fever” as 

expressed in Percy’s epistolary account to Diana:  

 Art pervades the air, everyone paints, all the talk is of pictures.  Colors, shapes 
 surround us, studios are thicker than houses in this quarter, and at 8 a.m. the 
 streets swarm with artists of all nationalities, paint box in hand, hurrying in every  
 direction with absorbed faces.  I am told there are forty thousand of these  
 ambitious souls in France alone, all trying to go where glory awaits them, and 
 Paris seems to be their headquarters; so you cannot wonder that the fever rages 
 here and I am rapidly falling a victim to it, being a susceptible creature as you 
 know. (DP  398) 
 
Although Percy’s description utilizes much of the same language of malady and 

victimization found in the satirical description in “Psyche’s Art,” the sentiment here is 

notably different. This language resembles the language of Alcott’s sister Abigail May 

Alcott Nieriker (“May”) in her letters home from Europe and in her guide book for the 

American art student, Studying Art Abroad and How To Do it Cheaply.  In Studying Art, 

which was published in 1879, by Roberts Brothers, Nieriker writes, “The feeling prevails 

that there is no art world like Paris, no painters like the French, and no incentive to good 
                                                                                                                                            
Adromeda.  Her nickname, “Percy,” is shared with the poet Shelley.  Percy is the 
character’s preferred name, and it is used consistently in the text.  The reference to the 
poet reflects Alcott’s interest in Shelley’s work, to which Alcott alludes in other texts.  In 
Chapter Three, I analyze Alcott’s use of Shelley’s poem “To a Skylark” in A Modern 
Mephistopheles. 
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work equal to that found in a Parisian atelier” (6). The difference in work environments 

may be attributed in part to this observed difference between the American and European 

art climates.14  The companions and community that Percy finds in Paris contribute to her 

potential for artistic success.  Unlike Psyche, who finds her female companions in art to 

be bad influences, Percy moves into an apartment with two like-minded ex-patriate 

women, the portrait painter Anna, and the writer Cordy.  They live a life in which they 

avoid traditional domestic or family demands and support one another, emotionally and 

financially, thus forming an unconventional feminist family structure not unlike the 

community Alcott depicts at the end of her novel Work.15   

 The Paris art community is productive in other ways as well.  In America, Psyche 

has no mentorship or guidance and must turn to her own self-governance at home in 

order to achieve good work.  But in Paris, Percy discusses Rosa Bonheur as a model for 

the female artist.16  Even more significant is the fact that Percy has access to an 

                                                
14 Also note Hawthorne’s contention in The Marble Faun that Hilda becomes the artist 
she is precisely because she is in Europe and not America (31-32).  However, it should be 
noted that Hilda does not produce original works and is an accomplished copyist.  The act 
of copying the masters provides a comparison to Psyche’s preference for the real subject 
(one not drawn from mythology). 
15 Work chronicles the working life of its heroine, Christine Devon from her decision to 
set out on her own at twenty-one, through her various professions and relationships, 
ending when Christie is forty. Then, as a mother and a widow, Christie finds herself in a 
family-like community of working women, “a loving league of sisters, old and young, 
black and white, rich and poor, each ready to do her part to hasten the coming of the 
happy end” (W 442). 
16 Rosa Bonheur’s notable success as a painter of what were generally considered 
masculine subjects--wildlife and battle scenes--is treated by Linda Nochlin as both 
anomalous and representative of the demands placed on the female artist.  Nochlin shows 
that while Bonheur “rejected marriage for herself and implied an inevitable loss of 
selfhood for any woman who engaged in it” she also succumbed to “what Betty Friedan 
has called the ‘frilly blouse syndrome,’ which even today compels successful 
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established mentor, “Miss Cassal,” a representation of Mary Cassatt.17  Cassal supports 

the work of female artists and aspires to “get up a school for women” (DP 400). Percy 

also relays stories to Diana about the Parisian art community, detailing instances where 

artists have come to one another’s aid in cases of setback.  The environment in the art 

community, then, is communal, supportive, and generative, nothing like the petty studio 

circle at Raphael’s Rooms.  This art setting is one that works.  It provides the artist with a 

productive space and a fostering community.  Possibly drawing on Nieriker’s description 

of the “band of American ladies   . . . who supported one another with such dignity and 

modesty. . .that even Parisians . . . were forced into respect and admiration” (49), Alcott 

depicts the environment in which Percy produces the two works that gain public 

recognition.  These are her drawing of the “handsome Moor” and the still life that is 

accepted into the prestigious Salon exhibition.18  The Paris art community, in which 

women cohabitate and support one another, is not the only productive female work 

environment described in Diana and Persis. 

 While Percy attempts to avoid suitors in Europe, Diana is presumably working 

independently at her home studio.  As Sarah Elbert notes, Alcott understood the value of 

the “room of one’s own” (8), and Diana’s home studio seems to be a productive place for 

her.  However, unlike the detailed descriptions given to Psyche’s and Percy’s work 

places, Diana’s American studio is such a private place that it is only briefly mentioned in 

Alcott’s narrative. Diana must have accomplished her goals in this space, though, 
                                                                                                                                            
professional women to adopt some ultrafeminine item of clothing or insist on proving 
their prowess as pie bakers” (34). 
17 Sarah Elbert (Diana 29) and Elaine Showalter (400)identify Cassal as Cassat.  
18 May Alcott also exhibited in the Paris Salon. 
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because she does eventually come to Europe, signifying that she considers herself 

“ready” to be there.  Later, the descriptions of Diana’s studio in Rome indicate that for 

Diana the appearance of the space is insignificant, while its function, as a place to work 

without obstacle, is of premier importance.  It is only when she expects a visit from the 

renowned artist Antony Stafford that Diana considers how it may appear to others: “She 

had never cared before, but now an honored guest was coming and she longed to make 

her domain beautiful not for her own sake but for that of the work it held” (DP 436).  

Even at this point, Diana’s focus is not the audience or herself but rather the work of art. 

 The artist’s workspace is significant for Alcott because it reflects the social and 

economic considerations faced by nineteenth-century female artists and authors.  The 

different work arrangements reflect situations that Alcott, her sister May, and other 

women in her circle experienced.  Additionally, Alcott’s attention to the differences in 

these artist environments and communities emphasizes distinctions between public and 

private specifically within the female artist’s studio.  In doing this, the artist’s studio, in 

any form, is a space connected to desire.  As a sacred private space like Diana’s work 

environment, any “room of [one’s] own, let alone a quiet room or a sound-proof room,” 

to use the language of Virginia Woolf (90-91), is itself the object of desire, the space that 

a working class woman or a woman with a family might covet but not possess.  Poor 

Psyche barely has access to such a space.  The work area in Raphael’s Rooms is filled 

with gossiping (rather than supportive) women.  When she transitions to the home space, 

she finds “duties and desires desperately antagonistic” (PA 215) and achieves her only 

success when she reopens the door to her home studio after May’s death in order to 
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memorialize the lost sister in a bust.  This success, it seems, is also produced by desire, 

though it is not desire for art but instead Psyche’s “longing to see the little face again” 

(PA 220). 

 In the private studio, the space is also one that enables human connection and 

desire.  For instance, the opening of Diana and Persis shows Diana solitary in her work, 

when Percy arrives to tell her she has declined another proposal of marriage.  Diana, of 

course, supports the decision, since Percy is the object of her desire, the one person 

whose entrance into the studio is not unwelcome.  In Diana’s ideal, she and Percy can 

together be artists, in this way satisfying the double desire for love and artistic 

expression.  Inside the studio, these desires are not publicly regulated and the women are 

free to express themselves as revealed in the moment when “Diana kissed [Percy’s] face 

and let it go reluctantly as if peculiarly conscious of the charm just then” (DP 387).  That 

there is the potential for a homosocial or homosexual relationship that might not preclude 

an artistic life in the way marriage would is established in Alcott’s focused language of 

desire and rivalry.  Much later, when Diana embarks on her surprise visit to Percy in 

Europe after Percy has married and become a mother, 19 Diana admits to herself that “she 

                                                
19 Because Diana and Persis is an unfinished and unpublished work, there has been some 
debate about the order of the four chapters and we cannot rule out the possibility that 
Alcott may have envisioned a different order or other material between the extant 
chapters.  Chapter One, “A Pair of Friends” establishes the friendship between Diana and 
Percy and the fact that Percy is going abroad.  Chapter Two, “Letters” is a series of 
Percy’s letters to Diana, written from Europe.  These letters are inspired by May Alcott’s 
letters.  The chapter does not contain Diana’s responses to these letters.  In Elaine 
Showalter’s 1988 Alternative Alcott, the third chapter is “At Home,” in which Diana 
visits Percy in Europe once Percy has married and had her baby.  Chapter Four in that 
edition is “Puck” in which Diana is working at a studio in Rome.  I am working with 
Showalter’s edition, because I read the chapter “Puck” as the depiction of Diana’s 
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had been longing to go to her friend with a desire which sometimes was almost 

irresistible; but a certain proud yet sad conviction that she was no longer first and dearest 

restrained her” (DP 410, emphasis mine).  Likewise, Percy’s new husband August is 

astute enough to recognize that in marrying Percy, he makes proprietary claims on her 

artistic desires.  He further acknowledges that Diana is a threat to these claims, because 

she can satisfy Percy’s desires in a way that he cannot: 

 The generous desire that Percy should have all the happiness life could give her, 
 even if he were not the donor, struggled with a fear that, by this rousing the old  
 ambitions, something of the old unrest and discontent might mar the beautiful 
 repose which had possessed her for a year.  He knew by sad experience how hard 
 the effort is to bind a passionate desire and hold it captive at the feet of duty. . .. 
 He was more ambitious for this young wife of his, both as woman and artist, than 
 she was for herself, but manlike, he loved the woman best, and yearned to keep 
 her for a little longer all his own. . ..A shadow crept into the eyes that watched 
 Diana, as if she were the fair serpent who was beguiling his impetuous Eve to 
 taste the ruddy apple she had nibbled at already. (DP 420, emphasis mine) 
 
 
August’s realization, saturated with language of passion, desire, temptation, and anxiety 

occurs after he has been temporarily banished, sent on errands, while Percy and Diana 

turn the marital home into a studio space where the two women engage in their art.  He is 

right to be concerned, for when he returns, August finds Percy with “brilliant color” in 

her cheeks, “unusual fire” in her eyes, and her entire person marked by her “‘painting 

frenzy’ look, an excited absorbed expression which he had not seen since she used to 

come in after a successful day at the Gallery” (DP 421).  Because the two women are 

sketching Percy’s naked baby, Natania Rosenfeld reads this scene not only as the 

                                                                                                                                            
ultimate decision about art and marriage, which I discuss later in this chapter.  It is 
notable that in Sarah Elbert’s 1978 edition, the order of Chapters Three and Four is 
reversed. 
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disruption of the marriage, but the creation of a new family, in which “Diana and Percy 

have been, in effect, creating a baby together” (15) and August, the father, is both absent 

and unnecessary.  While Rosenfeld focuses on the actual baby, “a female Cupid who 

revels in prelapsarian immodesty” (15), the two women are also creating replacements 

for the baby in their artistic renderings of her.  Working together, they each 

independently produce a child/work of art.  Thus this private space of the traditional 

family has been reinvented as another private space where desire, maternity, and art seem 

capable of coexisting.  August and Diana share an opinion, one that Percy attempts to 

circumvent: there is a deep conflict between “woman” (meaning domestic or married 

woman) and “artist.”  Although he admires Percy, the artist, August has made his choice 

and it is for Percy, the woman.  Diana has also made hers: she chooses the Percy, artist.  

Percy remains in the middle as both the object of desire and an individual who wants, to 

return to the language of Psyche Dean, “to serve both masters at once” (PA 215).  The 

fact that Psyche must describe the dilemma in terms of servitude suggests that for many 

women, satisfying desire comes at a price.  Percy’s position between the two poles and 

the two people who love her indicates an attempt to reconfigure the binarism.   

 

2.2 The Double and the Metaphor  

 While Alcott is conscious of and plagued by the binary tension between “woman” 

and “artist,” as her treatment of it in these and other stories reveals,20 she does not 

necessarily see this binary as one that can’t be perverted and transfigured.  She changes 
                                                
20 See also Alcott’s  “The Marble Woman” (1865), Little Women (1868), An Old-
Fashioned Girl (1870), and “Victoria, A Woman’s Statue” (1881). 
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the nature of the binary relation by introducing another element into it: the double.  A 

long-held staple of Gothic horror, the doppelganger has been a figure for displaced 

anxieties within literature and art.  While doubles in Alcott’s sensational fiction, which is 

much more connected to Gothic aesthetics and conventions, often reflect anxieties about 

a gendered, queered, classed, or racialized other,21 the doubling that occurs in these two 

“art stories”22 has a slightly different function.  Rather than working only as an abject 

figure that may be connected to suppressed or repressed desires, the doppelganger here 

functions as a source and representation of creative potential.  Like the model of mutable 

authorship that will be more fully explored in the following chapter, the artist’s double 

allows for a new conception of the artist that works against some of the restrictive forces 

weakening the nineteenth-century woman artist.  Introducing additional doubles into 

traditional binaries like woman/artist offers multiple limbs to a construction that 

previously relied on just two components, thereby destroying the binary itself.  Suddenly 

gender becomes one of several social constructions to consider in relation to the female 

artist. 

 A history characterized by gender issues has dominated the study of the literary 

doppelganger.  C.F. Keppler’s 1972 masculinist study of the double is pointedly directed 

to his “readers who have doubtless encountered him [the Double] before (he is so 

important a figure it would be almost impossible not to have done so)” (x).  Keppler’s 

consistent use of the masculine pronoun for the double and his focused examples of male 
                                                
21 Consider, for example, Jean Muir in Behind a Mask (1866), Noel Bernard in 
“Enigmas” (1864), or Robert in “My Contraband” (1863). 
22 Sarah Elbert shows that both Louisa and May Alcott referred to Diana and Persis as 
Alcott’s “Art story.” 
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doubling anticipate Karl Miller’s more biographical treatment in 1985 of male doubling 

and duality.  That Miller neglects to consider Gilbert and Gubar’s extensive treatment of 

doubling in women’s literature and its application to female characters leads feminist 

critic Catherine Spooner to argue that the “female Doppelgänger is even more under-

theorized than her male counterpart” (293).  Spooner suggests that the lag in scholarship 

may be symptomatic of a historical problem: it is the lack of recognition of female 

subject position that prevents wider depiction and study of the female double (293).  In 

other words, a woman must first be a subject before she can have a double.  Yet while the 

representation of the female double may not be as focused in contemporary discourse, 

Debra Walker King suggests that the process of doubling that functions to disfigure or 

make women invisible continues to be widespread within our culture (viii).  While the 

concept of a threatening or dangerous double that can undermine a woman’s subjectivity 

is at times evident in Alcott’s writing, the double as it appears in the art stories aligns 

more closely with the doppelganger described by Dimitris Vardolakis.  For Vardolakis, 

the double has a productive (not merely reproductive) function, one that forms 

connections and “structures the subject’s ontology” (3).  In this function, the double “is 

neither good nor bad” (Vardolakis 3) but rather a structure with enormous potential.  The 

doubling that occurs in these two art stories does not necessarily reference the Gothic 

aesthetic (even though I would argue that any double must, at some level, evoke the 

uncanny).  Like the female doppelgangers discussed by Antonia Losano, the doubles in 

Alcott’s art stories serve a different purpose, and raise “very different psychological and 

social issues” (Losano 104). 
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 In the most obvious construction, a great deal of biographical doubling occurs in 

these stories, as in Alcott’s other fiction.  Alcott enjoyed writing from her life, just as she 

let her writing influence her reality.  She was known to identify herself by the names of 

her fictional characters, especially Jo March (Sicherman 255).  Psyche Dean is, as I have 

shown, in a position much like that of Alcott.  Both are supporters of large and 

demanding families.  Both Alcott and Psyche lose a younger sister to illness (a plot 

element that is much expanded in Little Women).  Psyche is Louisa May Alcott’s double, 

but she is also the double of Louisa’s youngest sister, May Alcott Nieriker.  May studied 

art in Boston in the late 1850s and 1860s, before leaving to study in Europe.  Similarly 

the Alcott sisters are doubled in the characters in of Diana and Persis.  Percy, who is 

financially supported by her grandmother, is able to go abroad to study art.  Likewise, 

May Alcott, enabled by her sister Louisa, left Massachusetts to study art in Paris.  The 

figure of Diana, as the older, more serious woman, who must work to support herself is, 

of course, another of Alcott’s doubles for herself.23  Finally, as the younger, foreign, 

forward-thinking husband of Percy, August Muller is a double of May’s Swiss husband, 

Ernest Nieriker. 

 The characters in these tales do not merely mirror the members of the Alcott 

family, however.  One sees resemblances to the American sculptor Harriet Hosmer in the 

figure of Diana.  Alcott’s Diana shows a different (possibly less feminine) depiction of 

Hosmer than Hawthorne’s Hilda, who was also inspired by Hosmer.  Both Hawthorne 

and Alcott refer to Hosmer’s actual sculptures in their texts.  Sarah Elbert and Natania 
                                                
23 Boyd, Elbert, Rosenfeld, and Shealy have shown evidence of Alcott’s simultaneous 
pride and irritation about her ability to financially support May’s studies. 
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Rosenfeld have seen parallels between Diana and Margaret Fuller.  Just as Miss Cassal is 

a loosely veiled Mary Cassatt, the character of Antony Stafford, the male sculptor in 

Diana and Persis, is largely believed to be modeled on William Wetmore Story. 

 Additionally, both texts use names to create doubles and allusions.  For instance, 

the child that dies in “Psyche’s Art” is named May, which is the middle name of both 

Louisa and her sister as well as the surname of their mother, Abigail (née May) Alcott.  

In “Psyche’s Art,” the child’s death is what gives birth to Psyche’s art, her sculpture 

entitled “May.”  Thus the name May has a tie to the matriarch and three of the four Alcott 

sisters here, and it is implicated in a death-life exchange.  To further complicate this 

situation, the name “Psyche,” while a classical allusion, was also the family’s pet name 

for Elizabeth Sewall Alcott, the sister who actually died in 1858.  The two sisters with 

whom Percy rooms in Paris, Anna and Cordy, are modeled on the Peckham sisters.  

These sisters, as an artist and a writer living together in a creative environment, mirror 

Louisa and May Alcott living in their shared artist quarters in Boston before they went 

abroad with Alice Bartlett.  Furthermore, the suggestion that Diana resembles Margaret 

Fuller is supported by the fact that Stafford’s son is named Nino, as was Fuller’s son.  

Though Diana is not Nino’s mother in the tale, she is presented as a potential mother to 

the motherless boy (PA 440).  She sculpts Nino, creating a double of him, but then 

changes this sculpture into a sculpture of the mythical Puck.  Puck is the name of one of 

Harriet Hosmer’s sculptures, and Alcott’s description of the Puck statue seems to 

intentionally replicate Hosmer’s work.  Finally, to confuse issues of life-giving, creation, 

and motherhood even more, Percy and August’s baby is named Diana, and, as we have 
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seen, Diana and Percy both create doubles of the little Diana in their drawings of her.  

This doubling and tripling creates a messy network of interrelation, suggestion, and 

confusion.  It shows that the doubled figures can be read in multiple, inconsistent, and 

mutable ways.  They minimize the power and prominence of a singular god-like artist 

figure. 

 The most significant double of the artist occurs in the work of art itself.  Alcott 

referred to her books as her “children” (Journals 163), and the idea of the work of art as 

the copy and creation of the artist is evident in both “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and 

Persis.  The scene in which Psyche destroys her sculpture is effective because of the 

connotation of artistic self that is projected onto the work of art: “[S]he suddenly tilted 

her cherished Venus on to the floor, gave the classical face a finishing crunch, and put her 

hat on in a decisive manner” (PA 214).  This scene shocks because Psyche has at this 

point already invested hours of labor into the development of this head.  Her willingness 

to destroy it so quickly and without remorse carries with it the distasteful suggestion of 

suicide or infanticide.  Yet Alcott presents the action as the rejection of the false double.  

Psyche destroys the classical face because it is a classical face.  The goddess of love and 

beauty is too far removed from Psyche’s domestic life.  It is not a true representation of 

the artist; that comes later with her sculpture of the infant May, a sculpture that “grew 

like magic under her loving hands, while every tender memory, sweet thought, and 

devout hope she had ever cherished, seemed to lend their aid” (PA 220).  Here, the story 

suggests, is the true reflection of love and beauty, and it is inextricable from Psyche’s 

sense of duty.  Creating the sculpted May leads Psyche to realize that “doing one’s duty 
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is the way to feed heart, soul, and imagination” (PA 220).  The sculpture doubles and also 

reveals Psyche’s dilemma. 

 In Diana and Persis, the art reveals something about the artist.  As Antony 

Stafford walks around Diana’s studio examining her work, he is able to “read the story of 

the woman’s life, . . . admiring her genius the more for the hard soil out of which the 

flower had sprung” (DP 441).  While her impressive sculpture of Saul expresses Diana’s 

strength, complexity, self-reliance, and even masculinity, the sculpture of the child Nino 

demonstrates her capacity for tenderness and maternity.  Diana’s complexity as revealed 

in her art baffles Stafford, who feels that, like August, he must choose between two 

possible women contained within a single body.  “One feels as it there was a fine man 

and a fine woman working there together,” he muses, “and one scarcely knows which to 

admire most” (DP 441).  

 Building from the doubling between artist and work of art, I now approach the 

structuring metaphor of this chapter, that the artist is a double for the author.  In the 

history of the artist novel, the künstlerroman, one often sees the visual artist as 

representation of the author.24 Indeed, the idea that the künstlerroman artist is the author 

                                                
24 Though I use the künstlerroman here to introduce my discussion of the artist as author 
metaphor, I should note that although I agree with Anne Boyd that Alcott writes in 
response to the literary tradition of women’s künstlerromane (112), to define either 
“Psyche’s Art” or Diana and Persis as a künstlerroman may be a bit of a stretch.  To 
start, both texts are quite short.  While “Psyche’s Art” does depict Psyche’s growth as an 
artist and the way her life-lessons affect her art, the short story depicts just a single year 
of Psyche’s life.  Furthermore, the choice of endings fails to produce the 
resolution/identification of the künstlerroman.  At the end of “Psyche’s Art” the reader 
does not know what kind of artist she has become or even that she has become an artist.  
It offers the possibility (though it is equally uncertain) of the text as anti-künstlerroman.  
Likewise, I believe the unfinished state of Diana and Persis is enough to bar it from 
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is not uncommon. In any survey of the works of literature that chronicle the development 

of an artist, one is certain to find James Joyce’s A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man 

and Phelps’ The Story of Avis. That Joyce uses the word “artist” in the title of a text that 

is essentially about writing, while Phelps uses “story” to title a text that is about the 

production of visual art is barely noticeable because the word artist can and does refer to 

individuals working in any medium, and Phelps’ novel obviously does chronicle Avis’ 

“story.”  The künstlerroman as a genre is usually autobiographical and frequently reflects 

the author’s own struggles with aesthetic, personal, and moral growth.  As such, literary 

theorists do not generally distinguish between the artist media in the künstlerromane, 

because such a distinction is thought to be of minor importance.  However, I suggest that 

the medium is integral to Alcott’s metaphor of the author as artist.  Alcott sees sharp 

differences between her work as a writer and the work of a visual artist like her sister, 

May.  This dissertation, as a project that is thematically divided by Alcott’s treatment of 

various media (journalism, painting, sculpture, performance, translation, and narrative 

fiction), attempts to show that the differences in the medium allow Alcott to create a 

capacious rather than limiting category of authorship.  This all depends, however, on the 

                                                                                                                                            
identification as a künstlerroman even though Alcott must have envisioned it as such, 
since an early title was Diana and Persis, A Künstlerroman (Boyd 112).  Again, this text 
offers no certainty for its characters’ relationships to their artistic lives or works, and, 
again, there exists the possibility that either of the titular characters could forsake art for 
marriage.  In contrast, Little Women does follow Jo through a several phases of her 
writing process, and contains many aspects of the künstlerroman even though the project 
of the novel also addresses many other concerns.  For more on this, see Chapter Four.  
Alcott may also be writing from the position of resistance to the künstlerroman as a 
masculine genre that Carol Hanbery MacKay describes, in which “female novelists did 
not necessarily wish to adopt a male model of political and psychological development” 
(xii). 
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reader’s willingness to see artist’s situation as distinct from the author’s situation.  A 

metaphor, in order to function, must compare two different entities.  The conflating of 

any two subjects or objects does not produce a metaphor, but rather a unified concept.  

While Alcott does at times rely on conflation as a means to produce a different kind of 

author figure, as I will discuss in the following chapter, she also works diligently in texts 

like “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis to establish marks of difference, in order that 

an actual metaphorical comparison may be made. 

 One of the greatest differences between the professional domain of the female 

writer and the female visual artist, as Anne Boyd has noted, is found in the artist’s need 

for specialized education.  While a woman with talent and competent language skills 

might successfully embark on a writing career,25 in order to work as an artist, a woman 

needed some technical training.  It is this difference--the need for good training in art--

that focuses much of Alcott’s two art stories.  She shows the challenges that her female 

artists face in an attempt to gain the skills needed for their work.  These problems, 

including the issues of where to find reputable instructors, quality students, and trained 

models, were issues not faced by the female writer.  It is by establishing the difference 

between the two professions that Alcott creates the possibility of understanding the 

relationship between author and artist as metaphorical.  The metaphor, then, encourages 

greater consideration of the product as the significant marker of the difference between 

                                                
25 One example of this comes from Daniel Shealy’s account of Alice Bartlett, the 
traveling companion of Louisa and May Alcott.  Bartlett, inspired by Louisa May 
Alcott’s work, decided, no doubt with some help from Alcott’s literary connections, to 
publish her own story “Apartment in Rome” to great success.  See Shealy Little, lviii-lix. 
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the forms of expression.  The stories focus on this product of the visual artist’s labor: the 

work of art. 

 

2.3 Object and Product of Desire 

 In the tradition of the künstlerroman, and especially the female künstlerroman, 

the development of the artist takes priority over the production of art, and for this reason, 

the texts often neglect to include significant descriptions of works of art (Lady Smith 

247).  Those descriptions that are provided tend to be short and rudimentary, leaving the 

reader to imagine how the details must be rendered.  Even in texts where a single work of 

art is connected to a character’s development, achievement, and resolution, the works of 

art themselves are often given comparatively little descriptive attention.  One hardly 

knows what Avis’ sphinx looks like in Phelps’ The Story of Avis.26 Similarly, the painting 

that Lily Briscoe finishes (after years of work) in Virginia Woolf’s To the Lighthouse is 

obscurely described to the reader in the novel’s final paragraph in terms of “all its greens 

and blues, its lines running up and across” (309).  This lack of detail emphasizes the artist 

and the audience over the work of art.  Thus the work of art can be considered mainly in 

terms of its relationship to the artist or audience. 

 Neither of the two works of art produced by Psyche that are important in her 

personal and artistic development get a line of description.  What the reader knows of 

                                                
26 In her 1871 essay, “The True Woman,” Phelps refers to the myth of the true woman as 
a mysterious sphinx that can only be revealed to humanity when a radical social change 
occurs and an equal concept of woman as an individual will “exile woman the subject” 
(272).  Thus her choice not to fully reveal the Sphinx in Avis aligns with the novel’s 
message about inequality. 
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Psyche’s “Venus” is that she destroyed it for the falsity it represents.  Her “May” is 

conversely significant for the truth it reveals to her.  The visual appearance of these 

works remains a mystery.  The one piece of Psyche’s art that receives any visual 

description is an unsuccessful study, “a clay arm humpy with muscles all carefully 

developed in the wrong places” (PA 216).  Even this wan description, significant for its 

rarity, is provided only through the appraisal of another viewer, Psyche’s brother Harry.  

Harry intrudes on Psyche while she is working, demands her aid, and then proceeds to 

mock her clay arm, commenting, “I should say a surgeon could improve that perfect 

thing, if he didn’t die a-laughing before he began” (PA 216, emphasis original).  This 

scene reinforces Psyche’s lesson: domestic duty must come before artistic study.  Thus 

ordering the claims on her time, Psyche will finally produce a work of merit, her 

sculpture of May.  Unlike the poor clay arm, which is the product of Psyche’s own 

initiative and impulse, “May” is a work that is begun and successfully completed at the 

request of Psyche’s brothers.  She achieves her best work when the brothers initiate it.  

As previously discussed, “work and wait” (PA 213) is the motto attached to this tale.  It 

was Alcott’s personal maxim as well, though she argues against it in her journal.  

Nonetheless, the idea is found in much of her writing (Prieto “Psyche’s” 270). “Psyche’s 

Art” may be read as a fantasy in which “Work and wait” proves effective. 

 A single work of art receives a generous description in “Psyche’s Art.”  

Ironically, it is not a piece of Psyche’s art, as the title might indicate, but instead the work 

of another artist, Paul Gage.  Arguably the most important work of art in the tale, the 
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sculpture of Adam is revealed with both descriptions of its physical attributes and the 

emotional response its produces: 

 It was the figure of a man, standing erect, and looking straight before him with a 
 wonderfully life-like expression.  It was neither a mythological nor a historical 
 character, Psyche thought, and was glad of it, being tired to death of gods and 
 heroes.  She soon ceased to wonder what it was, feeling only the indescribable 
 charm of something higher than beauty.  Small as her knowledge was, she could 
 see and enjoy the power visible in every part of it; the accurate anatomy of the 
 vigorous limbs, the grace of the pose, the strength and spirit of the countenance, 
 clay though it was.  A majestic figure, but the spell lay in the face, which while it 
 suggested the divine, was full of human truth and tenderness, for pain and passion 
 seemed to have passed over it and a humility half-pathetic, a courage half-heroic, 
 seemed to have been born from some great loss or woe. (PA 212)  
 
Granted, even this description leaves many questions about the sculpture’s appearance, 

yet it is the most developed image of any work of art in the text.  Again, the power of the 

work lies is what it does to Psyche, its audience.  Psyche experiences the work of art in 

several ways.  She first approaches it logically, considering the subject matter.  When she 

realizes she cannot ascertain the identity of this “majestic figure,” she recognizes its 

technical merit and its “accurate anatomy.”  We know from the sad description of her 

clay arm that this accuracy eludes Psyche in her own work; it is surely a reflection at least 

in part of the difficulty nineteenth-century women faced in finding access to nude 

models.27  Psyche’s experience of “Adam” enters into the realm of enchantment, passion, 

and intoxication.  She feels its “charm” and enjoys its “power.”  Finally, Psyche is moved 

to feel sympathy for and connection to this clay figure for “its human truth and 

tenderness.”  Through Psyche’s appreciation of  “Adam,” Alcott depicts the artist’s 

desired effect: to inspire this range of reaction in the audience.  The artist wants the 

                                                
27 See Nochlin, 24-27, and Nieriker Studying  49. 
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viewer to move beyond considerations of subject and technique and to engage with the 

work as if it were human.  If the viewer can desire the work of art, if the viewer can feel 

an emotional connection to the work of art, then the art is successful. 

 In this moment, as the viewer, Psyche has also become a text or work of art 

herself.  When Psyche’s reaction to “Adam” is revealed, the reader experiences “Adam” 

through Psyche.  Rather she is the conduit, the translator and translation, that enables the 

reader to experience “Adam.”  Psyche’s experience culminates in a statement that 

demonstrates the connection that has been formed between the sculpture, its artist, 

herself, and her realization about her own work: “‘If I could do a thing like that I’d die 

happy!’ she exclaimed, impetuously, as a feeling of despair came over her at the thought 

of her own poor attempts” (PA 212).  Meanwhile, Psyche has an unknown observer.  Paul 

Gage, the creator of “Adam,” has been “standing in the door-way attentively observing 

her” (PA 212).  While watching Psyche look at “Adam,” Paul’s desire as the artist is 

satisfied.  He sees Psyche respond to “Adam” with no awareness of his presence.  Her 

reaction has nothing to do with him and everything to do with his sculpture.  Yet, her 

desire for and appreciation of the sculpture has at the same time everything to do with 

Paul.  As he observes Psyche looking at “Adam,” Paul engages in scopophilia on more 

than one level.  First he has the pleasure of looking at Psyche in the studio setting where 

objects are intended to be viewed and studied.  She becomes another work of art upon 

which he gazes.  To use Laura Mulvey’s terms, Psyche is “simultaneously looked at and 
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displayed” (487) for Paul.28  The display provides Paul with even greater gratification 

because he watches her scopophilia while looking at his sculpture, the work that is his 

double, his child, and another object of his desire.  He is admired in this way, even 

without being the direct object of her gaze.   

 The sculpture’s effect is so powerful that it even lingers for a few minutes after 

Paul enters into Psyche’s visual field.  For although he is there, Psyche is still 

experiencing “Adam” and does not really see Paul yet.  She is therefore able to have an 

encounter with Paul that is not infused with questions of decorum and propriety.  “Adam” 

effectively makes the connection between the two people, transcending Psyche’s sense of 

restraint and enabling her to respond honestly to Paul: “Being too full of artless 

admiration to think of herself just yet, she neither blushed nor apologized, but looked 

straight at him” (PA 212). With the conversation that follows, Psyche and Paul become 

acquaintances.  Although this is their first meeting, it is not the first time Psyche and Paul 

have had the pleasure of looking at each other.  At the beginning of the story, they run 

into one another and Psyche spills her portfolio.  Paul, whom she thinks of as a young 

“Michael Angelo,” (PA 210) helps her to pick up the sketches, but that concludes their 

interaction.  Now, this meeting completes that early exchange. Paul had looked at 

Psyche’s art and now she has looked at his.   

 Their different reactions reflect the different positions of the male and female 

artist.  While Paul is “satisfied” (PA 213) now that Psyche has seen and experienced 
                                                
28 Mulvey, of course discusses the gaze within cinema rather than written text.  Although 
she expanded her original argument in “Afterthoughts on ‘Visual Pleasure and Narrative 
Cinema’, for the purpose of this argument I draw from her original connections between 
visual pleasure, passivity, and narrative development. 
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“Adam,” Psyche had felt shame when Paul saw her sketches.  In this difference, Alcott 

again emphasizes the distinction between gendered expectations within public and private 

spaces. The exchange is nonetheless the start of the connection between the two artists, 

and following this connection Psyche begins her year of personal growth.  During this 

year, Paul continues his work at the studio.  When the two reunite, it is because Paul 

seeks Psyche out, under the pretense of wanting to know how her experiment of 

“working and waiting” (PA 225) has evolved.  While he hopes that she has not 

“relinquished [her] hopes and laid down her tools” (PA 225), his desire to see her again is 

also the result of a quest for further visual pleasure, for Paul seeks the model for his latest 

sculpture.  The sculpture, not surprisingly, will be the mate of “Adam,” “Eve.” 

 If “Psyche’s Art” is the story of female artist with all of the odds against her, and 

this seems clear from Paul’s desire to reduce Psyche to his Eve, Diana and Persis offers a 

greater range of possibilities and greater hope for the female artist.  As a longer work, it 

incorporates more works of art into its plot; each has a different narrative function.  The 

successful works that Percy completes at art school in Paris reveal two different paths to 

achievement.  In the first, Percy’s sketch of the “handsome Moor,” Percy’s vehicle is 

“passion” (DP 403).  Angered by the racist comments some of her fellow art students 

(American southerners) make about their dark-skinned model, Percy launches into “an 

antislavery lecture which would have delighted Grandma” (DP 403) while she is drawing 

furiously.  Inflamed by her passion surrounding the issue, Percy produces one of her best 

works, the first to earn the praise of her laconic teacher, M, who responds, “With what 

passion and enthusiasm you draw this ensemble! It is very vigorous; it shows your 
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knowledge, not your scorn of the race. Mademoiselle, I make you my compliment,” (DP 

403).  Passion thus proves one successful path for the artist, but Percy discovers 

possibility another as well: “simplicity” (DP 408).   

 The work that earns Percy her greatest public recognition is the still life study she 

paints of fruit and bottles from her dining table.  This work is not only accepted into the 

prestigious Paris Salon, but it receives the additional and highly coveted honor of being 

displayed at eye level, or “on the line” (DP 408).  While Percy does not see its value at 

first, M’s comment, “Take that into class and show those ladies what painting simply 

what you see without trying to make a picture will do for one” (DP 406, emphasis 

original), causes her to reevaluate her work from the perspective of not just the artist but 

also the audience.  With time, she comes to the conclusion that the work is good and 

observes, “I fancy this very simplicity is the secret of its success. . .. It is a good lesson to 

me and teaches me both humility and a proper regard for patient thoroughness” (DP 408).  

The lesson Percy learns is not noticeably different from Psyche’s lesson; humility and 

patience seem merely another expression of “Work and wait.”  The difference between 

the two situations, however, is that Psyche’s only path to success is simplicity (and, in 

Psyche’s case, simplicity is inextricable from duty), while Percy has experienced two 

different possibilities, simplicity and passion.  She may choose one path, or she may 

choose both paths.  Percy is changed by her works of art and by the way M views them.  

In each case, M observes more value in Percy’s work than she sees initially.  However, it 

is the combination of the audience’s appraisal with Percy’s ability to reconsider her 

works of art that changes her relationship to them. 
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 Ten years passed between the writing of “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis.  In 

this time, Alcott’s own status as an author changed dramatically, and she saw May’s 

growth as a woman and an artist.  She read The Story of Avis and hoped that May’s life 

and/or her own writing might be able to “prove [Avis] wrong” (Boyd 112).  Neither 

May’s life nor Diana and Persis are in the end able to offer that proof, because May died 

after giving birth to Lulu, and Alcott died before finishing Diana and Persis.  Yet the 

four chapters of the manuscript depict the challenges faced by the woman artist and offer 

several different possibilities that are perhaps more likely to achieve success than either 

of Psyche’s endings.  As we have seen, Percy discovers two avenues to the production of 

good art that is valued by the public.  

 While the participation and appreciation of the audience are important in the role 

of the work of art, through Percy’s experience, Alcott shows that the creation of the art is 

also important.  Through creation, the artist realizes her own aspirations.  Before she goes 

to Paris, Percy produces a painting that receives two paragraphs of descriptive attention 

in the narrative.  This marks a shift from “Psyche’s Art,” where Alcott allots the greatest 

level of narrative description to a work by a male artist rather than the female protagonist.  

Percy’s painting of the ascending skylark (perhaps a reference to the treatment of the 

artist/author in Shelley’s “To a Skylark”)29 presents a visual image of the painting that is 

more focused on the artist and the text than on its audience:  

 Only an unframed canvas, high and narrow, with a mere suggestion of a grassy  
 field below, all above was sky meeting from silvery morning mist through sunny 
                                                
29 Note that Alcott uses “To a Skylark” to reference the artist’s dilemma in A Modern 
Mephistopheles.  See Chapter Three for a detailed discussion.  As noted earlier, the artist 
Percy shares her name with Percy Shelley. 
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 blue to the palest gold, and midway between, a bird soaring and singing as if 
 Heaven’s gate was the goal of its desire. 
  A simple thing, but exquisitely painted, for one seemed to feel the cool  
 breath of early day, to see the little bosom swell and quiver with its ecstatic 
 music, and following the lark’s flight to echo the immortal songs that make it an 
 emblem of aspiration. (DP 387) 
 
In fact, Percy reveals that she has disregarded the suggestion of her grandmother to add a 

“nest” (DP 388) for her bird.  She paints the picture and this is the action that inspires her 

to leave behind her nest in order to study in Europe.  Alcott’s various uses of the work of 

art as a character who advances the narrative in Diana and Persis suggest a more 

optimistic view of the opportunities and possibilities facing the female artist. 

 With the depictions of two of Diana’s works of art, Alcott presents additional 

possibilities.  The final chapter of Diana and Persis takes place in Rome, where Diana 

has for at least four years been working on her sculpture of Saul.30  When the well-known 

and highly respected sculptor, Antony Stafford, visits her studio, we see a reversal of the 

experience in which Psyche looks at Paul Gage’s “Adam.”  Stafford’s first comment 

affirms that “Saul” is as compelling a figure as “Adam,” from the technical execution to 

the emotional response it produces.  “There is virile force in this,” Stafford tells Diana, 

“accuracy as well as passion—in short, genius” (DP 438).  What follows next is another 

reversal of the scene in which Paul watches Psyche looking at “Adam.”  Now it is 

Stafford who becomes the object of the artist’s gaze as he experiences the “Saul”: “There 

was a pleasant sort of roughness in Stafford’s manner, and he turned his back to look 
                                                
30 Saul is an unusual choice for Diana’s subject matter.  Diana’s attraction to the figure of 
Saul may lie in the rabbinical debate over his guilt.  He can be read as either guilty or a 
heroic king.  But in either case, he is, like Paul Gage’s “Adam,” rejected by God.  In 
choosing for a subject a rejected biblical figure rather than an omnipotent god, Paul and 
Diana both have subjects that enable human connection.  
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again.  Diana liked this infinitely better than if he had overwhelmed her with 

compliments.  It suited her to be forgotten in her work, and she stood mutely watching 

him as he walked about the statue” (DP 438).  Diana now, is the bearer of the gaze, and 

she is gratified in watching Stafford look at her work.  When he turns to look at her, he 

sees her not as a picture, as he did when he first observed her,31 but as a colleague, and 

“he [offers] his hand, giving hers the cordial grasp one man gives another when he says 

heartily, ‘Comrade, well done!’” (DP 438). 

 As Boyd acknowledges, we cannot know if Alcott envisioned an eventual 

marriage between Diana and Stafford (79). Alcott presents the possibility that these two 

figures might form a union.  Were they to marry, the marriage would have the potential to 

be a much more egalitarian union than could exist between either of the other pairings 

(Psyche and Paul or Percy and August) because Stafford sees Diana as a comrade in art, 

just as Percy does.  Without ruling out the possibility of a growing relationship between 

these two artists, I suggest that Alcott’s treatment of Diana’s sculpture “Puck” signifies 

her rejection of the family/marriage model.  Like Charles Strickland, I believe it more 

likely that Diana will remain “dedicated to the single life” (81).  I draw my conclusions 

from Alcott’s representation of Diana’s sculpture of Nino. 

 Diana is introduced to Nino, Stafford’s son, before she meets Stafford, although 

she already knows Stafford’s name, his reputation, and his work.  When Nino runs off 

with her notebook, it is the father who returns it to Diana, in a repeated performance of 
                                                
31 When Stafford first enters the studio, he views Diana not as artist but as woman and 
potential mother.  This reflects both his social understanding of women and his personal 
understanding, which is influenced by the fact that he has not been “whole” since he lost 
his wife, Nino’s mother. 
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the early exchange of artwork that occurs between Psyche and Paul; it enables each to 

privately consider the art produced by the other and to connect the work with its artist.  

While waiting for Stafford to visit her studio (a visit that is delayed by more than a week 

due to Nino’s illness), Diana sculpts his child from memory.  It’s not a difficult task 

because Nino appeals to her, in a way most children do not, and when she gave him 

attention and some maternal affection, she found that “all the pent-up tenderness of her 

nature seemed to gush out” (DP 429).32  Comparing herself to the now-married Percy, 

she is conscious that in her choice to put art first she may have lost the opportunity to 

fulfill “a deeper want, an unconquerable yearning, a bittersweet regret for something lost 

or never found” (DP 428).  She complains to herself of being homesick, though it is not 

clear if she misses her American home or the relationship she had with Percy before 

Percy’s marriage.  In this moment of sadness Nino appears. The sculpture of Nino 

becomes the receptor and site for Diana’s complex emotional state.  Into the sculpture 

Diana releases her “pent-up tenderness,” her mourning for the loss of Percy, her hopes for 

the meeting with Stafford, and the energy that has gone into all of her other work 

including the magnificent Saul.  When Stafford finally arrives, he is touched by Diana’s 

sculpture and comments on the likeness.  He even makes “one effective dent in the round 

chin which gave Nino’s dimple to the life” (DP 441).   

 Just as the scene in which Diana and Percy sketch baby Di can be read as the 

making of a baby, here Diana and Stafford work together to produce an art baby.33 Once 

again it is a baby that replicates or doubles the baby of Diana’s counterpart.  Again, 
                                                
32 Diana gives birth not to a child but to maternal affection. 
33 See Vidrine, 150 and Rosenfeld, 20. 
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Diana is cast in the role of the figurative or symbolic mother, and the work of art that she 

produces alongside and collaboratively with the other artist is her symbolic child.  These 

depictions of Diana as art-mother reveal that Diana could be a nineteenth-century “true 

woman”/mother.  They suggest that at some level she may want to be a mother.  On the 

other hand, her art-babies are created out of desire for the other (figurative) parent and for 

art itself rather than from desire for the infant.  The baby/product/work of art is the result 

of the connection with another artist.  It reflects Alcott’s belief (based in the experiences 

of her mother and sisters and depicted in her own writing as well as in Phelps’ The Story 

of Avis) that marriage means motherhood (Elbert Diana 24).  While it is possible to 

conceive of a nontraditional marriage between Diana and Stafford, the language of 

motherhood in descriptions of Diana and Nino demonstrates that this convention would 

be inescapable.  It’s possible that Diana and Stafford could marry and have a nonsexual 

union. Thus, a practical option might unite the two artists, providing a different kind of 

intimacy, one that has art, rather than sex, at its center.  This type of marriage might share 

qualities with Psyche’s possible ending in which she and Paul remain friends.  It also 

might look more like the relationship between Percy and Diana.  But Alcott provides 

little to suggest that Diana desires a nonsexual union with another.  The frequency of the 

use of words like “passion,” “desire,” and “longing” suggest the opposite.  Furthermore, 

there remains the issue of Nino, an important consideration; it signifies that if Diana were 

to enter into the relationship she would take on the identity and responsibility of the 
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mother and thus inherit any of its negative potential for her artistic career and artistic 

output.34 

 Stafford offers to cast Diana’s “Saul” in marble, something that she lacks the 

means and capital to do.  He does this out of appreciation for the quality of the work, 

asserting that, “This must be hidden here no longer, but put in marble at once” (DP 438).  

His offer is not contingent upon a counter-offer, but although “she has longed to see it 

done for years” (DP 439), Diana wonders if she should accept the generous favor.  When 

she voices this concern, Stafford argues that she already paid for the favor when she 

stopped Nino from falling from a ledge.  “Let me . . . save your child from oblivion as 

you saved mine from harm” (DP 439), he says, and Diana reluctantly consents.  In this 

grammatical construction, Stafford attributes Diana’s parenthood to the work of art, while 

defining his own in relation to the human child.  Her “Saul” must be rescued from 

“oblivion,” or, rather maintained in the public realm, while Nino’s safety is treasured in 

the private realm.  But Diana is still uncomfortable with the idea of being indebted to 

Stafford, so she offers a final payment.  She will complete the sculpture of Nino as a gift 

or a repayment “that will lighten, even a little, the favor which she knew could oppress 

her in spite of the grace of its bestowing” (DP 441).  This act of finishing the statue of 

Nino will be Diana’s liberating action.  She turns the experience of making a baby with 

Stafford (in the form of the sculpted Nino) into a purely economic exchange, one that will 

                                                
34 This is a real threat, since Stafford, as a single father and a potential stand-in for the 
mother, has neglected to produce any significant work since the death of his wife, Nino’s 
mother.  If Diana becomes the mother, will she too lose her ability for artistic output? 
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free her from oppression.  Thus completing this sculpture, rather than serving as her 

acceptance into motherhood, is a clear rejection of this role.   

 In rejecting motherhood, Diana reaffirms herself as independent artist, placing the 

desire for art before any other.  Her choice can then be read as one that also affirms that 

the female artist must choose: art or domesticity.  By having her sculpture cast in marble, 

Diana satisfies the other great desire of the artist, the desire that transcends even the 

desire for human connection; it is the desire for immortality.  In casting the statue in 

marble, Diana avoids oblivion, and her work attains the level of the “immortal songs” of 

Percy’s skylark (DP 387).  With “Saul” cast in a permanent material like marble, Diana 

evades her own death.  She will continue to live through the work.  And because this 

work of art will be immortalized in and for the public realm, it provides a way for Diana 

to also satisfy desire for human connection, not merely during her lifetime, but even 

beyond her death.  The sculpture is a conduit between viewer and artist.  For if in a 

Lacanian framework, “Desire always desires the desire of an other” (Grosz 65), the desire 

itself is conducted and constructed through the marble “Saul.”  While the sculpture itself 

becomes less mutable, it ensures another kind of mutability and movement for the artist 

and her work.  As Elizabeth Grosz argues, “Desire is a thus a movement, an energy that is 

always transpersonal, directed to others” (65).35   

                                                
35 This is a Lacanian framework and it is possible to read the desire for immortality and 
human connection through Lacan’s own language. However, because my discussion is 
centered on a woman’s choice and a negation of motherhood, I choose instead to use 
Grosz’s feminist psychoanalytical approach.  Her language highlights the “movement” or 
mobility that I suggest is necessary in conceptualizing the mutable author. 
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 Once Diana makes her choice, to create an economic exchange with Stafford that 

confirms her identity as artist and rejects domesticity and maternity, she is faced with the 

question of how she will communicate her decision to Stafford.  Her final modification of 

the sculpture of Nino serves this purpose.  When Stafford leaves Diana to finish sculpting 

Nino, she makes a single significant change: “she added a pair of winged shoulders and 

called it Puck” (441).  The work of art that Diana creates is not in the end a copy of the 

child who could be hers, but instead a mythological vision of him.36  In titling the 

chapter, “Puck,” Alcott asserts the importance of Diana’s choice.  Instead of copying 

Stafford’s child, Diana repays her debt on her own terms, opting to present a vision that is 

artistic and interpretive, drawing on classical and literary influences, rather than on 

realism and “simplicity.”  Diana asserts herself as an artist by making a choice, the choice 

that reader never sees Percy make.  When faced with two forms of creating good art, 

Diana moves away from “simplicity” and instead chooses the more creative (less 

conventional) path. 

 

2.4 A New Model for the Author 

 The choices facing the artists in these two “art stories” are negotiated in terms of 

the artists’ desire, their relationships with others (including relationships that take place 

and must function within the work environment), and their works of art.  I have argued 

that the work of art draws attention to the metaphorical understanding of the artist as the 

author.  In conclusion, I will show that in addition to being metaphorical figures for the 
                                                
36 Diana’s “Puck” is modeled on Harriet Hosmer’s “Puck.” Hosmer’s choice to remain 
unmarried also aligns her with Diana. 
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author, Psyche, Percy, and, in her own way, Diana, actually are authors as well as artists; 

in addition to their works of visual art, they also produce narratives.  These narratives, 

like the works of art that I have examined in this chapter, enable connection between the 

writers and their readers.  They express and represent desire and they make things happen 

in the lives of their readers and writers.   

 When Psyche rejects the studio life and begins her artistic training at home, she 

turns to journal-keeping, perhaps as a method to structure and account for her time and 

her work.  Psyche’s written account, kept in a pocket-diary, is found by Paul Gage, who 

stops at the same picturesque place by the brook where Psyche has been writing.  He 

picks up the pocket-diary and begins to read, looking for some clues to the identity of its 

author.  What he finally finds provides more information than just the identity of the 

writer, but also shows Paul his own image as perceived by her.  For within Psyche’s 

journal, Paul finds “words of his own, spoken long ago, and a name” (PA 221-222).  

Though Paul desires to read more, he respects Psyche’s privacy and closes the book.  

However, reading the diary is an important experience for him because it is one that 

allows him to feel more connected to Psyche.  He proceeds to her house to return the 

book to her, “showing by his altered face that the simple record of a girl’s life had 

touched him deeply” (PA 222).  Just as Paul’s “Adam” had fostered and produced 

connection between Psyche and Paul, so does Psyche’s writing.  In fact, it may be that the 

text Psyche has authored has a more profound effect on this relationship than any other 

work she has produced.  Being a visual artist transforms Psyche into a writer.  She brings 

to her writing the lessons she has learned through her training and Psyche chooses the 
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journal as a model of expression that allows her to successfully record and portray these 

lessons. 

 Like Psyche’s writing, which is a personal account, produced for herself, Percy’s 

writing is also produced for a private audience: Diana.37  The letters that comprise all of 

Chapter Two of Diana and Persis are among the most revealing personal accounts in the 

novel.  They reflect Percy’s unique character.  In other words, they form a distinct 

character component of the text.  There is good reason for this.  While Alcott’s style is 

more uniform in the other three chapters, using large amounts of dialogue and relatively 

small amounts of description, these letters are in Percy’s language, and they are intended 

to convey to a distant reader the atmosphere and ambiance of life abroad.  Percy’s letters 

are based on the actual letters written by Louisa and May Alcott during their time in 

Europe in the 1870s and even contain large sections that are arguably written more by 

May than Louisa.38  The letters form and maintain the relationship between Percy and 

Diana, a relationship that was previously maintained through working together at home.  

Thus Percy is as successful in her writing as she is in her art, and her aptness as a letter 

writer suggests she is an admirable stand-in for the female author. 

 Diana’s own authorship is a bit more figurative than Psyche’s or Percy’s.  She 

creates a narrative, but it is not written.  It is exactly for this reason that Diana’s narrative 

production indicates the special relationship between the visual text and a verbal 

                                                
37 Because there are a few references to “Grandma,” in Percy’s letters, Percy may have 
intended Diana to share the letters with her grandmother back in the states, just as the 
Alcott sisters instructed friends and family to share their letters (or portions of them) from 
abroad with others at home. 
38 See Little Women Abroad, ed. Shealy. 
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narrative.  When Diana first meets Nino, he takes possession of her sketchbook, 

demanding that Diana tell him about the pictures in it.  To this request, and this strangely 

enticing child, Diana complies, telling him the story of each of her drawings.  This 

project has essentially been Alcott’s project from the beginning of the text.  She is 

creating through language the story of the visual artist and her art.  Just as Diana makes 

choices about which pictures to narrate, Alcott gives the reader varying levels of narrative 

detail regarding the artists, their works, their struggles, and their desires.  She is like 

Diana here, with the power to produce the narrative including and excluding according to 

her choices.  Yet these different depictions of authorship also present another aspect of 

textual (both visual and verbal) production.  The text, as the work of art, has the potential 

to connect the reader and the writer, the viewer and the artist.  But this connection and 

this potential to satisfy desire depends as much on the reader/viewer as on the 

writer/artist.  In recognition of this situation, which is sometimes limiting but also 

potentially generative, Alcott’s two “art stories” leave choices in the hand of the reader.  

In “Psyche’s Art,” the choice is presented unapologetically to the reader.  The reader 

must decide Psyche’s fate, and accept with it any drawbacks.  Because Diana and Persis 

is unfinished, the reader must think in the same way about Diana and Percy.  But here the 

reader is also faced with questions about the work of art, the unfinished text.  Added to 

the question of reading the meaning of the text itself, the reader must decide why the text 

remains unfinished, for the answer to that question cannot but inform the final reading of 

the text.  It is possible that Alcott set Diana and Persis aside because her publisher, 

Thomas Niles, was less than enthusiastic about the project (Prieto Diana 79).  Making the 
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choice to leave the story unfinished for that reason highlights one of the conflicts 

expressed here, the tension between the author and her reading public and the extent to 

which that reading public (or its representative) has influence over the text.   

 On the other hand, Alcott may have been unable to finish Diana and Persis due to 

issues in her own life.  As Laura Prieto notes, scholars of the first published edition of the 

text attributed its incompletion due to Alcott’s uncertainty about the conflict and its 

resolution: “[Alcott] was unable to finish the novel because she could not imagine a 

happy future or marriage and motherhood for the female artist” (Prieto Diana 79).  

Combined with these issues was the fact that May Alcott Nieriker, the model for Percy, 

died in December of 1879, less than two months after giving birth to her first child.  

Thus, aside from being in deep mourning for her sister, Alcott was not able to see 

firsthand how May’s life as wife, mother, and artist would progress.  To complicate this 

situation further, within the year Alcott became the custodial parent of May’s baby, her 

namesake, Louisa May Nieriker.  Alcott became a mother to her niece.  This 

development in her life changed her writing habits considerably.  The reader of Diana 

and Persis, with this information, will come to some conclusion about the text, its 

meaning, and its never completed status.  In this case, these questions are interwoven, yet 

they imply other questions for the reader of any text. To what extent is the reader always 

required to finish the text? Alcott’s artist figures complicate ideas about authors through 

their works of art.  They bring visual and tactile elements to our understanding of a text, 

and in doing this heighten the fact that for Alcott the text/work of art is the locus of the 

double desire of authorship; it is the focusing element where the reader’s and author’s 
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desires may potentially be satisfied.  This potential is not always realized, but when it is, 

it can work, as I will show in the next chapter, to offer a more promising, and mutable 

model for the author. 
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CHAPTER 3 

FREAKS OF AUTHORSHIP:   

PERFORMANCE AND TRANSLATION IN THE AUTHOR MYSTERIES 

When the literature that Alcott wrote secretly, anonymously, and pseudonymously 

was published under her own name in the 1970s, critics began to explore the complexity 

of Alcott’s public and private concept of herself as an author.  In this chapter I 

demonstrate that in the stories that I refer to as Louisa May Alcott’s “author mysteries,” 

Alcott imagined conversations that would require her future critics and her public to see 

her as more than the author of girls’ stories.  These conversations, for various reasons, 

never flourished during Alcott’s lifetime.  While she openly acknowledged her role as 

children’s author, or provider of  “moral pap for the young” (Journals 204), Alcott 

privately admitted to a taste for more adult genres, remarking, “I think my natural 

ambition is for the lurid style.  I indulge in gorgeous fancies and wish that I dared 

inscribe them upon my pages and set them before the public” (qtd. in Stern Behind xxvi). 

The author mysteries advance a new model for the author: the mutable author. In the 

author mysteries Alcott presents a complex way of thinking about the author, a model 

that does not exclude female authors or authors working in multiple forms.  Essentially, 

she creates a way to describe herself as an author. 

In the previous chapters, I showed that Alcott utilizes other forms of expression—

lifewriting, journalism, painting, and sculpture—as structures that allow her to explore 

the questions of authorship and its relationship to cultural norms.  In her sensational tales, 
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Alcott challenges normative distinctions through the aspect of dramatic performance.1 I 

explore the relationship between authorship and performance in three author mysteries: 

Alcott’s 1864 tale “Enigmas,” her anonymously published 1866 tale, “The Freak of a 

Genius,” and the also anonymous 1877 novella, A Modern Mephistopheles.  I 

demonstrate that while dramatic performance is often a structure for authorship in the 

same way that the visual arts are in “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis,2 Alcott also 

suggests that all writing is performance.  The author is by necessity performing 

authorship; furthermore, a text may be (or must be) the result of multiple author 

performances.  The performance of authorship, as Alcott sees it, combines dramatic 

performance with gender performativity as Judith Butler defines it in “Performative Acts 

and Gender Constitution.” In “Performative Acts,” Butler specifically emphasizes the 

structure and space of the dramatic stage.3 Likewise, for Alcott, the space of performance 

and the involvement of the audience are important components of gender and author 

performances.  In this way, Alcott’s mutable author figure, or the figure who has the 

                                                
1 Performance is a theme that runs through the majority of Alcott’s fiction.  She includes 
both professional and amateur theatrical performances within her plots.  Many of Alcott’s 
stories, including “Marion Earle: Or Only An Actress,” “A Double Tragedy: An Actor’s 
Story,” “Behind a Mask”, and Work, are about women who work or have worked as 
professional actresses.  These stories explore the ways in which dramatic performance 
both onstage and off gives (mostly female) characters greater agency in their everyday 
lives; the stories also probe the dubious social position accorded to professional actors.  
Alcott also uses the informal or home theater as a way to communicate complex identities 
and conflicts.  Scenes of amateur stagings occur in both her children’s literature (Little 
Women, for example) and her sensational literature (like “Behind a Mask”). 
2 See Chapter Two. 
3 “Performative Acts” was published two years before Butler’s more widely read Gender 
Trouble.  While both texts make similar arguments about gender performativity, 
“Performative Acts,” which was published in Theater Journal is more useful for my work 
for its analysis of the theatrical space. 
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capacity to perform authorship, aligns with Joan Riviere’s concept of the professional 

woman’s masquerade.  As a professional working in a field traditionally dominated by 

male writers, the female author is certainly conscious of a “masquerade” of femininity 

that counteracts, or as Riviere suggests, works to “ward off the anxiety which would 

ensue on account of the reprisals she anticipated . . . after her intellectual performance” 

(Riviere 37).  The performance of authorship, then, is an intellectual performance that can 

be—and in Alcott’s work, often is—complemented and/or counteracted by other 

performances, including performances of gender.  In the three author mysteries I explore 

here, characters are involved in performing authorship (or performing its opposite, non-

authorship); these performances often rely on other types of performances (of gender or 

genius, for instance).  Performance may be read as a function of the double life of the 

author, and of the character.  Alcott’s sensational stories, and especially her author 

mysteries, frequently address doubleness or multiplicity in the author figure, the author, 

the reading public, and the texts. Through several types and instances of performance 

Alcott creates mutable author figures.  It is the mutability of the author figure that 

encourages or, as I argue, mandates double and multiple readings.  The model of the 

mutable author figure generates a structure for the author/artist/performer/genius in which 

Alcott could most comfortably and accurately envision herself as a participant. 

 

3.1 “Enigmas” and the Problem of Translation 

 The first of Alcott’s author mysteries is “Enigmas.”  Published in 1864, it 

introduces a character who performs or masquerades as an author.  The tale also 
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questions the authority of translation.  In “Enigmas,” Alcott presents translation as one 

type of author performance.  Because it was written so early in Alcott’s career, 

“Enigmas” reflects Alcott’s changing ideas about authorial identity. In 1864, Alcott was 

beginning to establish herself as an author.  Hospital Sketches was published and received 

largely positive reviews the year before, to Alcott’s surprise.4   At this point, Alcott was 

entering a phase in her career in which public identification as an author became a 

complex and absorbing question for her. “Enigmas” was published soon after Hospital 

Sketches.  Through its treatment of a secret about authorship, the tale conscientiously 

addresses the problem of an author’s celebrity.   

 “Enigmas” is, as Carolyn Kyler notes, a tale for which Alcott made the unusual 

choice to name herself as the author of a style of fiction considered sensational.  Unlike 

her other sensational stories that were published anonymously or under pseudonym, 

“Enigmas” was published under Alcott’s true name.  The tale was originally published in 

Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper in 1864 and republished in 1876 in Frank Leslie’s 

Popular Monthly.  In the reprint, Leslie added the notation “Author of ‘Little Women,’ 

‘The Eight Cousins,’ Etc. Etc.”  This is significant, of course, because it is Alcott’s 

children’s literature, and Little Women in particular, that cemented her reputation.5  

However, it is not clear whether Alcott was aware that the republication revealed these 

ties between her sensational literature and her children’s literature (Reed 110).   

 It is clear, however, that Alcott was keenly aware of the consequences of signing 

her name to the work she published.  The care she took to meticulously note her earnings 
                                                
4 I discuss Alcott’s self-identification as an author in Hospital Sketches in Chapter One. 
5 For more on Alcott’s public identity in relation to Little Women, see Chapter 4. 
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for each publication demonstrates her attention to economic realities.6  Yet when offered 

a higher payment to publish another sensational tale under her true name, Alcott chose 

not to.  A December journal entry reads, “Sold my Novelle to Elliot for $50.  He offered 

25 more if I’d let him put my name to it, but I wouldn’t” (Journals 134, emphasis 

original).  Thus Alcott’s choice to sign “Enigmas” must be seen either as intentional, as 

Kyler suggests (242), or as an uninformed act, one that Alcott may have viewed 

differently once she recognized that her name had a distinct public and monetary value.  

Furthermore, signing the text contributes to the questions of public and private authorship 

that characterize not only “Enigmas,” but also “The Freak of a Genius” and A Modern 

Mephistopheles.  

  “Enigmas” raises the question of who and what an author can be, and presents the 

question through the observations of an unreliable narrator. It is through the perspective 

of a misguided character that Alcott reveals the complexities of authorial identity. 

“Enigmas” chronicles the experiences of Clyde, who is the first-person narrator for much 

(but not all) of the tale.  Clyde is the out of work and impoverished son of a gentleman.  

He has been well-educated in languages and writing, and, as a last resort, applies for a job 

as copyist with Mr. North. North, realizing that Clyde is desperate for any type of 

income, makes Clyde an offer.  He advises Clyde to apply for another copyist position 

with the writer, Noel Bernard.  If hired by Bernard, Clyde would be employed both by 

Bernard as a copyist and by North as a spy.  Instructed to deny his knowledge of Italian 

and to send weekly reports of all that happens in the Bernard household, Clyde would 
                                                
6 In addition to comprising the text of various journal entries, Alcott’s earnings from 
writing are noted in her Notes and Memorandum for each year, published in the Journals. 
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occupy a dual role and gain dual income.  Clyde accepts the offer, and is contracted by 

Noel Bernard.  The only problem, as the reader soon learns, is that Clyde is not a 

particularly good spy.  Or rather, while he is observant and dutifully chronicles the events 

that transpire at the Bernard home in diary-like epistles, he lacks the ability to analyze 

and understand the deception occurring around him.  He fails to recognize that Noel 

Bernard and the other occupants of the house are not who they claim to be.  Noel, who 

presents himself as the author of the book that Clyde is copying, is in fact only translating 

the book from Italian to English.  The book was actually written by Noel’s father, an 

exiled Italian political dissident.  Additionally, Clyde does not realize that Noel is really a 

woman named Monica, or, even more surprisingly, that he has been in love with her/him 

the entire time.  When the absent father arrives, Clyde spies on the reunion and learns the 

truth, including the fact that Monica returns his feelings of love, (the same feelings that 

he was very late to recognize in himself).  He details all of this information in his final 

report to North, in which he declines payment for his spy labor, feeling it would be 

inappropriate since he now realizes he is in love with Monica, whom I will hereafter refer 

to as Monica/Noel.7  Then Clyde falls into a deep sleep before sending off the report.  

When he awakes he finds that Monica/Noel has read his report and gone away, leaving 

him a payment for his copy-work and a dagger, along with the not subtle suggestion, 

written in Italian, that he kill himself.  Clyde apparently does not commit suicide, but 

instead tries to solve the enigma of why he was employed as a spy in the first place.  

                                                
7 This serves as a reminder of the aspect of gender performance embodied by this 
character. 
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When he calls on North, Clyde learns that his employer has died mysteriously, and so the 

reason for his commission remains forever an enigma. 

 In presenting Clyde as a character who is unable to read his own surroundings, 

Alcott presents a failed author. In other words, she questions what makes an author 

successful, and suggests that the act of good reading is as important as the act of writing. 

By this standard, Monica/Noel is also a failed reader/author, because she misreads Clyde, 

and doesn’t discover Clyde’s duplicity until after she has admitted her love for him.  Both 

reading and writing are part of the performance of authorship.  Regardless of how one 

defines (or reads) the author in this text, authorship cannot be considered without 

addressing questions of authenticity.  First, the story asks, who is an author? Although 

Clyde recognizes his role as a “reporter,” he does not consider himself an “author.”  Yet 

the idea of the author is an important one for him.  For example, one of his first 

observations of Noel is that he is “sensitive and shy, like most young authors” (E 457). 8  

Clyde has an established idea of what an author should be: sensitive and shy, or, in other 

words, feminized.  The description is not so different from the way the Bernards later 

describe Clyde: “He seemed well-bred, simple, unsuspecting and sincere.  In time we 

found him accomplished, assiduous, and a most agreeable inmate” (E 483).  These 

descriptions of both Monica/Noel and of Clyde himself are contained within Clyde’s 

written report to North; they are presented as transcriptions of dialogue or narratorial 

perspective.  The character of Clyde is, in his way, the purported “author” of most of the 

                                                
8 “Enigmas” will be abbreviated with the letter E and A Modern Mephistopheles will be 
referred to as MM.  Alcott’s other titles will be abbreviated as follows: BM for “Behind a 
Mask, or a Woman’s Power,” FG for “The Freak of a Genius,” And M for Moods. 
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tale as readers encounter it.  “Enigmas” includes a short introduction and a conclusion 

presented by a third-person narrator, but the story is almost wholly composed of Clyde’s 

first-hand first-person account.  

 Although the text of “Enigmas” includes Clyde’s full report to North, another text 

is also prominent in the narrative: the book that Clyde is copying.  Clyde describes the 

book he has been hired to copy as “a most remarkable work upon Italian history and 

politics” (E 459).  The remarkable book occupies a central position in the tale.  Its author 

is Monica/Noel’s father, a character whose only appearance occurs in the last few pages 

of the story.  A notable portion of the plot, then, is focused on waiting for the arrival of 

the figure we later understand to be the author.  The Italian absent father is not, however, 

the only author who figures in “Enigmas.” Clyde is one potential author as the writer of 

the diary-report that comprises the tale; Monica/Noel is another potential author.  

Because Monica/Noel has taken the initiative to translate and prepare the book for 

publication in England, this tale probes another question about authorship and authority.  

In addition to suggesting that authorship can be a performance, an imitation, or an 

imposterable act (for a woman) by having Monica act the role of Noel, “Enigmas” causes 

the reader to demand, What counts as authorship?  Is a translator, for instance, an author?  

Is an editor an author? Is a person who shapes and influences the development of a text 

an author? It is Monica/Noel who brings the book to life in English, and it is Clyde who 

attempts to bring the story to life through his own translations and reports.  Alcott 

suggests that the roles of translator and reporter have great significance, and that this 

significance renders unstable a proprietary notion of authorship.  While in the first 
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chapter I explored the relationship between the first-person account or report and self-

identification as an author, here I also consider the relation between the author and the 

translator.  With her treatment of these issues, Alcott anticipates the debates within the 

fields of author and translator theory.   

 Long after Alcott suggested that the relationship between the author, translator, 

and text raises questions of authority and authenticity, translation theory, like author 

theory, became a field so established that theorists could critique it as a distinct genre.  

Jacques Derrida describes the “limits of theories of translation,” arguing that “all too 

often [translation theories] treat the passing from one language to another and do not 

sufficiently consider the possibility for languages to be implicated more than two in a 

text” (171).  Derrida iterates the question that Alcott also struggles to address in her 

treatment of authors in general and, more specifically, in her treatment of translators as 

potential authors: “How is the effect of plurality to be ‘rendered?’” (171).  At the heart of 

this question lies the problem of creating or errantly assuming a one-to-one 

correspondence between texts.  This problem is central to debates within translation 

theory, just as it is central to Alcott’s author mysteries.  According to Christi Ann Merrill, 

these debates may focus on problems of whether a text is “artistic” and whether the work 

expresses a unique “personality” (147).  In many of the debates over the rights of the 

author and translator, the problem, as Merrill defines it, “lies not in acknowledging the 
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existence of an author, but in demanding his authority to be absolute, the inspiration 

singular and original” (148).9  

 In the author mysteries, Alcott asserts the “effect of plurality” within the text by 

including a secret of authorship in the plot.  Parts of the secret are revealed.  For instance, 

in “Enigmas,” Clyde learns, as does the reader, that Monica/Noel’s father is the author of 

the book, and that Monica/Noel is “only” the translator.10  However, the entire mystery is 

never fully explained.  Neither Clyde nor the reader understands the reason necessitating 

Clyde’s reports to North, or the significance of any of the texts in question.  Clyde ends 

his narrative, and, presumably, lives the rest of his life confused about what has happened 

to him.  The last words of the text are his last report, a report not to North, but instead to 

the reader: 

My one refuge was Mr. North, and to him I hurried.  His office was closed.  Crape 
shrouded the knocker, and when I was admitted it was to find him dead.  The day 
before a strange gentleman had called, had a long interview, and when he went 
Mr. North was found speechless in his chair.  He never had revived, and died at 
dawn.  His secret had died with him, and through all these weary years I have 
never gleaned a hint of it; never seen Monica; never regained my peace of mind, 
nor found rest from pondering miserably over these unsolved Enigmas. (E 485) 
 

The reader likely assumes that Monica/Noel’s father was North’s visitor and that he 

therefore has some culpability in the death of North. Since North, his visitor, and 

                                                
9 The focus of Merrill’s study is concerned with a legal debate surrounding copyright 
issues; this problem falls outside the scope of my argument.  Nonetheless, her study of 
nineteenth-century French copyright issues reflects problems that Alcott experienced 
with the domestic and international publication of her own texts and also engages with 
the theoretical problems of translation that I analyze here. 
10 In Alcott’s short story, “Marion Earle, Or Only an Actress,” the phrase “only an” 
highlights a limited and limiting view of Marion’s social and professional position, while 
ironically demonstrating that Marion is not the individual who is limited.  The limited 
characters are those who fail to appreciate the depth and range of Marion’s capacity. 
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Monica/Noel would be the only individuals who might have been able to explain to 

Clyde the value of the text he was producing, Clyde’s loss is great.  There is no evidence 

in his final report to suggest that Clyde (being a poor reader) has made even the 

connection between the two men.  Yet there is one more enigma, or hidden component of 

this story, and it lies in the translation itself.  The first secret associated with the Italian 

history is merely that it is a translation rather than a text written in English; the second is 

that the original document is one to which the reader has no access.  The translations in 

“Enigmas” are elusive.  Alcott’s readers learn that Monica/Noel’s final message to Clyde 

is written in “sharp Italian writing” (E 485), which reveals to Clyde that Monica/Noel has 

“translated” his secret: he speaks Italian.  Nonetheless, the way Clyde (as narrator) or 

Alcott (as author) reveals the message is in English: “We are gone for ever, leaving 

despair for the lover, wages for the tool, a friend [a dagger] for the traitor” (E 485).11   

Either way, the reader must acknowledge that this message is a translation that has been 

performed by someone—author or translator—who is only partially visible within the 

narrative. While Walter Benjamin suggests that the very foundation of translation is itself 

a hidden component, Alcott takes this concept of the “hidden significance” (Benjamin 

74) a step further. 12 Monica/Noel’s translated message to Clyde is printed for the reader 

                                                
11 In this case both Clyde and Alcott can be viewed as author figures and translators.  The 
translator who is also the author of a given text has a special and arguably privileged 
relationship to that text, as Philip E. Lewis argues in “The Measure of Translation 
Effects.” 
12 In “The Task of the Translator,” Benjamin writes, “Translation thus ultimately serves 
the purpose of expressing the central reciprocal relationship between languages.  It 
cannot possibly reveal or establish this hidden relationship itself; but it can represent it by 
realizing it in embryonic or intensive form.  This representation of hidden significance 
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to see, but the story’s central text is hidden from the reader in both its original form and 

the translation.  Because the reader of “Enigmas” experiences the Italian book only 

through Clyde’s descriptions of Monica/Noel’s translations, the reader is in no way able 

to determine the content or quality of the translation. The reader must rely on Clyde’s 

evaluation of the text, and assume that it is, as he appraises it, a work of genius.  Genius 

for Alcott and her readers is also always in question.  Who makes a genius, and how is 

genius to be recognized?  Clyde is not a good reader of the world around him, so his 

judgment of the text he copies is also potentially flawed.  He cannot be expected to 

reliably determine genius because he is a poor reader.  Alcott’s readers cannot decide for 

themselves because they have no access to the text in question.  Genius, in the end, is 

elusive.  While “Enigmas” is an early treatment of the problems surrounding the identity 

and evaluation of the author, the problem intrigued Alcott throughout her writing career.  

In the next section, I explore the way it surfaces in her next author mystery, “The Freak 

of a Genius.” 

 

3.2 Repetition as Transition in “The Freak of a Genius” and Little Women 

Two years after publishing “Enigmas,” Alcott returned to the author mystery in 

the 1866 tale “The Freak of a Genius.” Like “Enigmas,” “The Freak of a Genius” was 

published in Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper.  Unlike “Enigmas,” this story was 

published anonymously with the notation, “written by one of the most celebrated 

American writers of the day” (Reed 111).  “The Freak of a Genius” was published before 
                                                                                                                                            
through an embryonic attempt at making it visible is of so singular a nature that it is 
rarely met with in the sphere of nonlinguistic life” (74). 
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Little Women, so the statement of Alcott’s celebrated author status is more prophetic than 

accurate, though it may indicate a growing public recognition of Alcott’s name. In this 

short story Alcott delivers a plot almost identical to the one she would later develop into 

A Modern Mephistopheles. She structures her author mystery around a Faustian dynamic 

in which an older man, Kent, is a brilliant author who allows a younger man, St. George, 

to publish Kent’s poetry under St. George’s name. This is motivated by Kent’s reluctance 

to accept literary fame and a desire to aid the young and struggling St. George. Notions of 

male physical beauty complicate the relationship between the men and the relationship 

between the author and the reading public.  While St. George is “as beautiful as a Greek 

statue” (FG 431)—likening him, as Beverly Reed notes, to a “Byronic figure”— Kent, 

the real author, is the “antithesis of the Byronic figure” (Reed 111): 

Kent was very tall, with a student stoop of the broad shoulders; uncouth in figure 
and ungraceful in gesture.  A massive head, covered with a growth of dark hair, 
already streaked with gray; the lower part of the face was hidden by a shaggy 
beard; the features were roughly hewn, the cheek bronzed, the high brow lined 
with marks of thought or care; in the keen dark eyes lurked a latent fire; his voice 
was harsh, his laugh sardonic, his manner commanding and abrupt. (FG 430) 13 
   

Alcott emphasizes the contrast between the two figures with the title of the first section of 

the tale, “St. George and the Dragon.”  This section title also introduces the tale as one 

that stems from a literary and legendary past.  The physical beauty of the author (often 

described in feminine or feminized terms), or the lack of such beauty, is of characteristic 
                                                
13 Alcott’s Kent resembles Henry David Thoreau, a man Alcott greatly admired. His 
likeness appears in much of her work.  Her description of Adam Warwick, the Thoreau 
figure in her 1864 novel Moods, is notably similar: “A massive head, covered with rings 
of ruddy brown hair; gray eyes, that seemed to pierce through all disguises, an eminent 
nose, and a beard like one of Mark’s stout saints.  Power, intellect, and courage were 
stamped on face and figure, making him the manliest man that Sylvia had ever seen” 
(Alcott M 36).   
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significance for Alcott, as she demonstrated with Monica/Noel in “Enigmas” and here 

with St. George.  Beauty in a publicly recognized author figure emphasizes the elements 

of authorship or authorial identity that are related not to the text the author produces but 

to the author’s physical body.  Alcott suggests that on one level the text is its own body.  

The text contains the descriptions of the bodies of its characters who then take on 

physical/visual forms within a reader’s imagination.  But the text is also produced by the 

physical (as well as intellectual) labor of the author.14  This physical relationship between 

the author, the text, and the public eliminates the possibility of considering authorship in 

purely intellectual and immaterial forms.  Within her own career, Alcott was deeply 

aware of the author’s physical body in relation to the text on at least three registers.  First, 

Alcott recognized that she would never match her readers’ image of her whether she 

wrote anonymously, under pseudonym, or under her own name.  In some cases, her 

readers might imagine a male writer; in others, a writer resembling one of the characters 

within the text, particularly one of the author characters she depicted in the author 

mysteries.  Second, Alcott’s inconsistent physical and mental health was integrally 

connected to her writing production.15  She worked feverishly, at times causing herself to 

become ill and even damaging her right hand.  At other times she was unable to write at 

all due to poor health or convalescence. Third, the attention to the physical body suggests 

a material performance of authorship that relies on the author’s body as well as the text 

itself. Through issues of the physical body, often focused on gendered ideas of beauty, 
                                                
14 For more discussion of the body’s relationship to the production of art, see also my 
discussion of visual artists in Chapter Two. 
15 For more on Alcott’s mercury poisoning after serving as a Civil War nurse, see 
Cheever 175.  For more on a possible diagnosis of lupus, see Reisen 271. 
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Alcott illuminates the material aspects of public authorship.  The implied tension of the 

feminine beauty attributed to the male author character mirrors the uncomfortable split 

between two of Alcott’s authorial positions, that of the beautiful (or rather “good”) 

children’s author and the dark and mysterious author of  “the lurid style” (Stern Behind, 

xxvi). 

Alcott handles female beauty differently from male beauty, however.  Unlike the 

male beauty of the author figures in “Enigmas” and “The Freak of a Genius,” female 

beauty represents the fulfillment of gendered social expectations rather than queering 

those expectations.  There are two beautiful women in “The Freak of a Genius,” the 

sisters Margaret and May.  More descriptive attention is given to May’s beauty; she is the 

charming delicate figure, admired for her beauty and her sweetness.  The older sister 

Margaret is also physically attractive, with the added qualities of being perceptive and 

intelligent. Consequently, it is Margaret who uncovers the secret of authorship.  Beauty is 

less important than intellect in the depiction of the female characters in this tale, and this 

is evident in Alcott’s depiction of Margaret’s detection of the true author.  By being an 

astute reader of the world around her (notably unlike Clyde in “Enigmas”), Margaret 

realizes that Kent and not St. George must be the author of the exquisite collection of 

poems.  She confronts Kent about it, inscribing her triumph directly on the text by 

crossing out St. George’s name on the title page and writing in Kent’s, thereby becoming 

a writer herself.  “Tell me, am I not right?” she asks Kent, who affirms the correctness of 

her written statement (FG 483).  When St. George later finds the copy of the book, with 
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his name crossed out and Kent’s written in, he decides to end his performance as the 

author of that text and drowns himself.16   

I read “The Freak of a Genius” as a transition tale. It is a text that appears to have 

been hastily written in a year when, after spending some time abroad, Alcott returned to 

the states and “wrote twelve tales in three months besides much care and company” 

(Journals 154).  It draws from several literary sources and features scenes that Alcott 

reincorporated into later work. It is a bridge between the literature Alcott was reading and 

the writing she would produce later in her career.  The author mystery, in which the 

person who is recognized as the author of a text may not be the person who actually 

wrote the text, destabilizes the concept of the identifiable or knowable author.  Rather, 

authorship is presented as something that cannot be unequivocally known; it is unclear 

and mutable.  In “Enigmas,” Alcott experimented with the author mystery form in a text 

that was published under her own name, but when she worked with it again in “The Freak 

of a Genius,” she chose not to identify herself by name.   

However, when she returned to the author mystery concept two years later in 

Little Women, Alcott was doing so not as an anonymous writer or one writing under 

disguise, but in the authorial role that would characterize her for the rest of her life, that 
                                                
16 I cannot help but see this action as an allusion to many of the drowned female 
characters in the literature that Alcott read and wrote including Hamlet, The Mill on the 
Floss, The Blithedale Romance, and Alcott’s own A Long Fatal Love Chase (formerly 
titled A Modern Mephistopheles), in which the protagonist, Rosamund Vivian finds the 
body of a woman in the water and attaches her own name to the woman’s body.  In the 
examples by Shakespeare, Eliot, and Hawthorne, all texts that Alcott knew well, the 
drowning allows the author to resolve a conflict by removing a female character from the 
action.  Here, Alcott seems to intentionally turn the trope by leaving a male character to 
suffer this fate. She goes one step further with this in A Long Fatal Love Chase, where 
the drowned body allows a female character to abandon one identity and take on another.   
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of “the children’s friend.”17  In Little Women, it is Professor Bhaer who uncovers the 

secret of authorship.  He suspects and nearly persuades Jo to admit that she has been 

writing “what are called sensation stories” (Alcott LW 280) or what Alcott described as 

her “blood and thunder tales” (qtd. in Stern, Behind vii). As a result of this discovery, Jo 

eventually stops writing, effectively choosing neither to be publicly identified as an 

author nor to write anonymously.  Little Women need not and cannot be read as a pure 

author mystery, because the novel is more concerned with other problems, such as family 

relationships and character development.  Yet it is a project that gestures toward the other 

author mysteries that Alcott wrote, as well as to her own practice of publishing 

anonymously and pseudonymously.  Little Women follows a trajectory that leads to 

Alcott’s biggest and most ambitious author mystery, A Modern Mephistopheles.  The 

repetition of the author mystery plot connects the three sensational texts that I categorize 

as author mysteries to Alcott’s most recognized novel, Little Women.18  It seems not 

improbable that Alcott may have viewed the author mysteries as potential clues for a 

reader, who, like the unsuccessful Clyde, or the successful Margaret and Professor Bhaer, 

would try to discern the enigma concerning the author of Little Women.   

 

3.3 A Modern Mephistopheles and the Problem of Author Function 

Alcott’s final and most complex author mystery, A Modern Mephistopheles, has 

unusual circumstances surrounding its publication.  The publishing conditions illuminate 
                                                
17 Louisa May Alcott, the Children’s Friend was published by Ednah Cheney in 1888, the 
year of Alcott’s death.  It features an iconic lithograph by Lizbeth B. Comins of Alcott 
with a book on her lap surrounded by adoring children. 
18 See Chapter Four. 
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the question of authorship in this text.  The book was published in 1877 as part of Roberts 

Brothers’ No Name Series. In this series, “eminent” authors wrote anonymous works 

(Stern and Shealy 377).  The publishers never revealed the names of the authors, so the 

series inspired gossip and conversations among readers and reviewers.  Myerson, Shealy 

and Stern suggest that “part of the series’ success came from the way it allowed readers 

to [speculate about] the author of each work” (Journals 207). Roberts Brothers connected 

the project of the No Name Series to the “‘Great Unknown’ days of Sir Walter Scott”  

(Thomas Niles qtd. in Stern and Shealy 378).  As in Scott’s project of anonymous 

publication, Roberts Brothers choice to leave the author unidentified was intended to 

boost sales.  The authors’ gender was a crucial aspect of the No Name Series. Most of the 

authors who published in the series were women, and it is understandable that female 

authors might be particularly drawn to the opportunity to “write fearlessly, intrenched 

behind an anonymous, and all the critics at bay [sic]” (Niles, qtd. in Stern and Shealy 

376). As the series in which Emily Dickinson was first published,19 the No Name Series 

has a historic and literary importance on its own, but it is particularly relevant to genre of 

the author mystery, which Alcott certainly appreciated.  Alcott enjoyed the challenge of 

disguising her identity to write A Modern Mephistopheles for the No Name Series 

                                                
19 The most famous edition of the series was the poetry collection A Masque of Poets.  
Published in 1878, A Masque of Poets featured anonymous poetry by Christina Rossetti, 
Henry David Thoreau, Ellery Channing, Bronson Alcott, Louisa May Alcott, Helen Hunt 
Jackson, and others.  But the most important poem in the collection was the Emily 
Dickinson poem “Success,” which was Dickinson’s “first appearance in a book” (Stern 
and Shealy 389).  The first book in the No Name Series was Mercy Philbrick’s Choice, 
Helen Hunt Jackson’s book about Emily Dickinson.  Jackson has been credited with the 
rather monumental accomplishment of persuading Dickinson to allow the publication of 
“Success” in the No Name Series. 
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(Journals 204), and contemporary reviews show that she was generally successful.20 The 

project was a chance for Alcott to return to an idea she laid out in an 1866 manuscript 

with a similar title, A Modern Mephistopheles, or the Long Fatal Love Chase.21 The 1877 

A Modern Mephistopheles is much closer in plot design, however, to “The Freak of a 

Genius.”  

Four characters are central to A Modern Mephistopheles’ plot.  The title character, 

Jasper Helwyze, is an invalid.  His protégé is the young writer and translator, Felix 

Canaris, who has recently published a highly acclaimed book of poetry. Felix’s wife and 

Jasper’s caretaker and companion is the gentle Gladys, a figure who contrasts sharply 

with Olivia, the more experienced woman who once shunned Jasper’s love and has 

regretted her choice ever since.  Although it is clear that Felix is under Jasper’s power, 

the secret of Jasper’s hold over Felix is not revealed until the end of the story.  Jasper 

manipulates the other characters for his own entertainment, but his influence is 

simultaneously weakened by his almost unwilling love for Felix’s wife, Gladys.  Gladys, 

a quiet angel-of-the house figure, seems conscious of her effect on Jasper if hesitant to 

admit it. Gladys finally wins her husband’s heart (though they have at this time been 

married for quite a while) by outperforming her rival, Olivia, in the staging of several 

tableaux vivants.  Gladys becomes pregnant, (presumably) with Felix’s child.22 But then 

she discovers Felix contemplating the murder of Jasper and finally learns the secret of 

                                                
20 See Clark Louisa 202-203. 
21 The publishers rejected that text because “it was too long & too sensational!” (Journals 
153). 
22 Monika Elbert observes that Alcott never identifies the father of this child and 
furthermore leaves open the possibility that either man could be the father (34). 
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Jasper’s power over Felix: it is Jasper, not Felix, who is the author of the acclaimed book 

of poetry.  This information is too much for her.  The baby and Gladys die, but before her 

death, Gladys brings Felix and Jasper together, in a performance of what Eve Sedgwick 

defines the homosocial triangle.23 In her final moments, Gladys is literally positioned in-

between the two men, and she asks them to forgive one another. The execution of this 

tumultuous plot and the nature of the text’s publication allow Alcott to challenge and 

reveal the complex and contradictory forms of agency and authorship.   

 Because it was written for and published in the No Name series, A Modern 

Mephistopheles invites its readers to follow the conflicts in the lives of its characters, but 

it also consistently reminds readers that the author of this text is unknown, that its author 

also occupies a space in the text, in the no-name genre. While trying to solve the mystery 

of Felix’s secret debt to Jasper, which, of course, is a secret of authorship, the reader must 

also answer the question, “Who is the secret author of A Modern Mephistopheles?”  The 

urgency of this question is evident in the contemporary reviews.  All of the full-length 

reviews hazarded a guess at authorship or reflected anxiety over not knowing.  The 

Providence Daily Journal, for instance, nervously observed, “Every one will be eager to 

find out the name of the author.  We are as much in the dark as any one” (Clark Louisa 

287).  Only when the work was re-released in 1889, shortly after Alcott’s death, was it 

published in Alcott’s own name.  Yet even the 1889 reviews return to the puzzle of 

                                                
23 In Between Men, Eve Sedgwick argues that the homosocial triangle is one of the most 
important shaping elements in the Western literary tradition.  In this construction, which 
commonly “[involves] bonds of ‘rivalry’ between males ‘over’ a woman,” Sedgwick 
argues that gender is of primary significance and that its significance has been 
traditionally undervalued (23). 
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determining the author, claiming either that Alcott’s authorship was (or was not) largely 

suspected when the novella was released in 1877.24 I suggest that the nature of the 

original publication of A Modern Mephistopheles has always affected the way the reader 

approaches the question of authorship.  The mystery of authorship adds excitement and 

anxiety to the reader’s obligation, an obligation that requires that the reader be aware of 

the author’s function in producing the text.   

The “function” of the author, which is central to Alcott’s author mysteries, has 

been explored and defined in various ways in twentieth-century theory.  Michel Foucault 

has shown that authorship and author function comprise a variety of aspects that extend 

far beyond the limits of the author’s relationship to a text.  Foucault describes “author 

function” as a complex set of qualities that are compounded, often in an author figure.  

Thus while the author figure is a site of contradiction and plurality, the author function is 

a product of ideology and culture: “The author is . . . the ideological figure by which one 

marks the manner in which we fear the proliferation of meaning” (Foucault 119). While 

accepting Foucault’s notion of the author as an ideological construct, when referring to 

the author figure in Alcott’s writing, I find it fruitful to also consider the characters who 

identify themselves as or are identified as authors or author figures.  Because the public 

recognition that is often reserved for the author of a text is placed on a character who may 

not be the author, Alcott presents author function as an individual’s relationship to the 

reading public that recognizes him as an author.  The public desire to recognize and 

conceptualize the author according to social conditions and cultural factors creates an 

                                                
24 See Clark Louisa 202-203. 
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author figure.  However, this recognition varies depending on the amount of knowledge 

that the public has (and some of these publics are very small).  For Alcott, the author 

figure and the author function are extremely malleable; allowing her characters to 

represent author figures helps Alcott demonstrate the varying nature of the relationships 

between author, text, and reader. Foucault’s meditation on the question, “What is an 

author?” supports the possibility of a mutable author figure; he predicts that “at the very 

moment when it is in the process of changing, the author function will disappear” 

(Foucault 119).  If the author function may eventually disappear, then the “plurality of 

self” (112) that Foucault attributes to the author could also be expressed in the plurality of 

author for a text.   Several authors could and can exist, inside and outside the text.  Other 

critics like Edward Said have also participated in the construction of the idea of shifting 

authorship and authority. Said argues, “Authority is nomadic: it is never in the same 

place, it is never always at the center, nor is it a sort of ontological capacity for 

originating every instance of sense” (23).   

Shifting authorship helps to illustrate the contrasting positions of the characters 

Felix (the man who is recognized as an author) and Jasper (the man who has in fact 

written the work). One of the most complicated and interesting characters, Jasper is not 

merely an author, but a great author.  He is the creator of the work that is presented to the 

world as Felix’s.  This text is described as  

A metrical romance, such as many a lover might have imagined in the first 
inspiration of great passion, but few could have painted with such skill.  A very 
human story, but all the truer and sweeter for the fact.  The men and women in it 
were full of vitality and color; their faces spoke, hearts beat, words glowed; and 
they seemed to live before the listener’s eye, as if endowed with eloquent flesh 
and blood. (Alcott MM 64) 
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Although Jasper is the actual author of the metrical romance, the reading public 

recognizes the text as one that is authored by Felix.  Thus Jasper does not possess or 

employ author function except in his most private—or secret—interaction with Felix.  In 

other words, it is only when he is alone with Felix that Jasper identifies himself as author 

or accepts recognition as author.  For most of the novella, Felix is the only character who 

associates Jasper with an author function.  The privacy of this author/author figure 

relationship allows for a unique understanding of the author figure between the two men.  

Secrets of authorship, like all secrets that are shared, mandate a certain intimacy, just as 

secrets that are not shared hinder intimacy. The secret of A Modern Mephistopheles 

infuses the relationship between Jasper and Felix with a power dynamic that is mirrored 

in the sexual attraction between them.  The secret of authorship here enables another, 

equally secret, homoerotic relationship, in which Jasper is the dominant partner.  

Moreover, if it weren’t for these secrets, it seems likely that most of the heterosexual 

relationships in the story would fall apart.  Felix’s attraction to Olivia seems at least in 

part to be related to the fact that she once rejected Jasper.  Jasper’s oblique attraction to 

Gladys stems from the fact that he forced Felix to marry her.  Felix’s eventual 

appreciation of Gladys comes as he begins to recognize her independence and to see her 

as a way for him to gain his own independence (emotional, creative, and financial) from 

Jasper.  Just as importantly, Felix also perceives that Jasper is attracted to Gladys.  

Conversely, Olivia’s attraction to Gladys (because, ultimately, everyone is attracted to 

Gladys) may stem from a desire to make herself an object of desire to both men. The 

attraction between the two men, though often hidden, is the strongest bond between 
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characters.  It is the most developed in the narrative and it is connected by their secret of 

authorship. 

Because Jasper’s authorship remains secret for much of the narrative, readers of 

the metrical romance believe it to be written by Felix.  Felix, then, more generally 

receives recognition as an author.  It is Felix who celebrates the success of the work, 

going to parties and accepting the praise bestowed on him as author.  “I have done my 

task, now let me play” (MM 68), says Felix, as he embarks upon a series of celebratory 

adventures, a reflection of his sense of pride in “his” achievements. Neither Gladys nor 

the reader is yet aware of the true authorship of the text.  Thus the contention that Felix 

has “a right to be proud” (MM 68) may be held without issue by characters and readers 

alike.  The narrator confirms that the metrical romance is “so excellent” (MM 68) that no 

one will doubt its greatness, at least not before authorship comes into question.  As in the 

case of the Italian book in “Enigmas,” the reader has no direct access to any portion of 

the text and the mystery surrounding it takes on the dimension of performative play. 25 At 

the moment when Felix’s authorship becomes an uncertainty, the entire project of the No 

Name Series becomes more pronounced; the reader’s dilemma mirrors the character’s 

                                                
25 Stuart Hall discusses this complex situation with reference to the similar question 
addressed in V.N. Volosinov’s Marxism and the Philosophy of Language.  Although 
there was once some question about whether that text was written by V. N. Volosinov, 
Mikhail Bakhtin, or whether it was a joint-authored work, most critics and theorists now 
believe that Bakhtin was the actual author (Hall 16-17).  Although members of Bakhtin’s 
social circle confirmed this fact, “Bakhtin refused to sign the document which was 
prepared, at his request, in 1975, to clarify the question of authorship” (Hall 17). Hall 
argues that the mystery of authorship has both a serious aspect—“it has to be placed in 
the context of the threat to unorthodox intellectual work”—and a more flexible, playful 
aspect: “for it has also to be understood in the context of the love of pranks, games, 
verbal wit, ingenuity, and play” (17). 
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problem.  When an author could potentially be one person, or another, or both, the fixity 

of authorship and its normative function wavers.  This opens several possibilities for the 

reader and the author and begins a series of questions for the reader. Once it becomes 

clear that Felix is not the real author of the metrical romance, however, the notion that 

Felix is playing (or rather, performing) the role of author figure becomes much more 

obvious.  

 

3.4 Performance as/of Authorship 

Although I suggest that performance has a special significance in Alcott’s author 

mysteries and to Alcott’s larger questions of authorship, the trope of performance is one 

that characterizes the entire body of Alcott’s writing, from her children’s literature to her 

adult fiction and nonfiction. Mary Chapman writes, “[Alcott] uses the theme of acting to 

examine the performative nature of gender and class identity, to underline the inherent 

risks of masquerade in a culture of self-making, and to explore the conflict between self-

expression and self-control” (“Acting” 3).  In A Modern Mephistopheles the characters’ 

involvement in performances and their relationships to acting highlight multiplicities and 

contradictions. Alcott constantly intertwines ideas about gender and power in A Modern 

Mephistopheles within the scenes of scripting, directing, acting and performing.  

Frequently it is the female characters who perform in positions of dominance, both 

theatrical and practical.26 The powerful woman is often the most titillating and revolting 

                                                
26 See also Kane, especially 112-4. 
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figure in Alcott’s thrillers. Performances allow the characters to distinctly and directly 

engage with the idea of the audience and the text. 

In A Modern Mephistopheles, Alcott develops a complex version of the female 

performer.  Gladys, the performer in A Modern Mephistopheles is both a replica and the 

antithesis of Alcott’s better-known performing character, Jean Muir.  The protagonist of 

Alcott’s 1866 sensational work, “Behind a Mask,” Jean Muir is designed to be a 

somewhat frightening character, as her unmasking scene reveals.  After presenting herself 

as the well-mannered and demure young governess, Jean goes to her room, drinks 

alcohol, takes off her false teeth and hair, and removes the paint from her cheeks, 

revealing a “haggard, worn, and moody woman of thirty at least” (BM 12).  Gladys, on 

the other hand, is never supposed to be frightening—and certainly not ugly—although 

she is a woman who frequently dominates the scene. Gladys must have all the power of a 

character like Jean in order to operate successfully in the roles of author figure and 

performer, but she is clearly a different kind of heroine. It is a sophisticated performance 

that allows Gladys to profoundly influence all of the characters yet retain her angelic air. 

The effectiveness of Gladys rests not only in her surprising power over those around her, 

but also in her ability to appear fragile, delicate, even inchoate, a work in progress.  An 

1877 review in The Woman’s Journal observes, “The chief charm of the book centers 

about ‘Little Gladys,’ to whom all the others become of secondary interest, and whose 

loveliness turns the story into a poem” (Clark Louisa 291).  This statement acknowledges 

Gladys’ appeal as a sentimental heroine (she is martyred Clarissa-fashion at the end of 

the novel, after all), but it also reveals her author function and her ability to transform the 
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genre of A Modern Mephistopheles into something else. 27 Gladys’ effect over the text, 

her ability to change it from fiction to poetry, is exactly what her character does when she 

assumes and performs the author function. 

 Although it is Felix who takes credit for the metrical romance and Jasper who has 

written the greatest portion of that text, Gladys intervenes as an editor, and in this way 

controls how the text develops.  When Jasper reads the text aloud to Gladys and Felix, he 

asks Gladys her opinion of the work, but Gladys has been so transported by the effects of 

the text and Jasper’s reading, that at first her only response is to sob. The sob attests to 

the success of the text she has just heard (and, of course, Jasper’s reading is a 

performance in itself), but, more importantly, this is also the moment where Gladys 

asserts her authorial sensibilities, which differ from the men’s. Gladys instructs Felix on 

how he must rewrite his work: “Felix, you must not kill that man: I cannot have him die 

so.  Let him live to conquer all his enemies, the worst in himself; then, if you must end 

tragically, let the woman go; she would not care, if he were safe” (MM 66).  This is 

certainly not a moment of overt feminism, and it is a statement that reveals the 

complexity of Gladys’ character. 28  The sacrifice of the female character in the metrical 

romance at the hands of another female character (Gladys, who is here assuming author 

function) is a poignant occurrence, one in which Gladys embodies the infantile 

submissiveness of “Little Gladys” while still voicing and demanding action upon the text.  

When read as an action other than performance, it is also the type of moment that is most 

                                                
27 Alcott was reading Richardson (both Clarissa and Pamela) at the time she was writing 
the earliest version of A Modern Mephistopheles (Journals 156). 
28 Monika Elbert persuasively reads it as a metaphorical killing of Gladys. 
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difficult for the feminist reader to embrace. Yet, in spite of the sacrificial sentiment of 

Gladys’ suggestion, there is more at stake.  Jasper rejects Gladys’ editorial suggestion to 

let the hero live, arguing that the “dramatic point” (MM 66) will suffer if the heroine does 

not pine after the tragic loss of the hero.  But Gladys holds her own, maintaining that the 

“moral point” (MM 67) is more important than the dramatic point.  The irony is evident. 

That Gladys’ character will eventually be sacrificed in Alcott’s tragic ending certainly 

adds to the dramatic effect of A Modern Mephistopheles, as does the disruptive power of 

this action when considered metaphorically in the question of authorship.  When Felix 

makes the changes to the manuscript, he affirms Gladys’ authorial power.  The alteration 

of the manuscript signifies Jasper’s loss of control over Gladys and Felix and over his 

own writing.  As his authorial voice is compromised, his Mephistophelean powers are 

also diminished.  Meanwhile Gladys has quietly gained control both in the domestic 

setting and the world of textual production. 

 The method of securing control of situations, both domestic and textual, involves 

a series of performances, including the staging of tableaux vivants and spoken/sung 

performances.  The social/entertainment function of theatrical performances in 

nineteenth-century middle-class homes was significant, and this was an arena that 

generally fell under the jurisdiction of women (Dawson 19). Additionally, the home 

theater could provide the stage for a performance of disruption and resistance, one that 

offered women the possibility of communicating their needs and desires in new ways: 

[The theatrical scene] participates in a cultural debate about the uses of a dramatic 
literacy by depicting strikingly ambiguous actresses, women, who, in their 
reliance on a dramatic literacy, are at once frightening and compelling, vengeful 
yet sympathetic, skillful yet coerced, outrageous yet solidly conventional in their 
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values and desires.  These texts [that feature domestically staged performances] 
present as their major interest the combined potentials and dangers of a dramatic 
literacy as it was employed in the home, with an attention to the ways in which 
even “ordinary” women could reach for acting skills in moments of crisis. 
(Dawson 20) 
 

Performance allows the performer to “be” someone else, to communicate and speak from 

a different subject position, and so does authorship.  In the four performance scenes in A 

Modern Mephistopheles, “ordinary” people have access to new language and expression. 

The first performance I consider is an accidental performance, in which Olivia sees 

Jasper and Felix playing chess as Gladys watches; Olivia comments that they appear to 

be performing a tableau vivant.  This inspires the group to stage the second performance, 

a series of tableaux vivants, in which Gladys and Olivia perform.  After analyzing the 

tableaux vivants, I discuss performances that feature the use of spoken word, through the 

recitation of verse.  Through the progression of performances in A Modern 

Mephistopheles, Alcott reveals that performance is essential to her conception of 

authorship; it is through performance that authorship is constructed as unstable and 

multiple. 

Although Alcott includes scenes of domestic theater performances in other stories 

including “Behind a Mask,” the tableaux vivants in A Modern Mephistopheles have an 

origin that is distinct from the situation in “Behind a Mask.”  In “Behind a Mask,” the 

calculating protagonist Jean Muir clearly desires the opportunity to perform, and she is 

able to use the tableaux vivants to make men fall in love with her.  But as a professional 

actress-turned-fortune-hunting-governess, Jean orchestrates the effective theatrical 

opportunity for her own benefit.  She is highly conscious of the fact that her performance 
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is being watched, even between scenes when she is presumed to be at rest.  In the actress 

Gladys, Alcott presents a rare and natural talent, a form of genius.  Without any training 

in theatrical performance, Gladys finds she is as effective a performer as the actress Jean 

Muir, but because she maintains the air of child-angel throughout the novella, there must 

be a way to reasonably explain Gladys’ adept performance on the domestic stage.  One of 

the explanations Alcott provides to justify Gladys’ skill as an actress adds a new 

sensational element: for at least one of her performances, Gladys is drugged on hashish!  

Although Gladys retains her angelic position, the device of hashish allows her to 

represent an ambiguous figure like those Dawson describes; she is both powerful and 

innocent. Similarly to the way cross-dressing allowed Monica to return to a part she 

“liked so well” and performed naturally and effectively as a male author in “Enigmas” (E 

481), in A Modern Mephistopheles, hashish makes Gladys more herself rather than 

distorting her character.  As Elizabeth Lennox Keyser explains, “Gladys in her opium 

trance seems to be acting out a truth of her own nature” (Whispers 130).  As Gladys 

performs in each tableau vivant, she creates new a text and thereby comes fully into her 

role as author.  Gladys’ performance of the author figure mimics, parodies, and threatens 

gender and genre norms. Just as Judith Butler argues that gender is performed and 

accepted as natural through a “stylized repetition of acts” (“Performative” 519, emphasis 

Butler’s), authorship in A Modern Mephistopheles is also performed.  Yet the effects of 

this author performance result in the destabilizing of naturalized assumptions, rather than 

working to naturalize ideas of authorship. 
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All theatrical stages, even those constructed within domestic or informal spaces, 

may provide the setting for the development of a unique perspective. The theater 

generates a special condition, one in which there is an understood relationship between 

audience and performer and an accepted line between reality and performance. To 

emphasize this distinction, Butler considers the figure of the dangerous other; in the 

nineteenth century this clearly could be an independent woman, even the female author.  

Watching the dangerous figure onstage is very different from the experience of 

encountering the dangerous figure outside the theatrical space.  The latter experience may 

produce anxiety, even violence.  Butler explains, “In the theater, one can say, ‘this is just 

an act,’ and de-realize the act, make acting into something quite distinct from what is 

real….On the street . . ., the act becomes dangerous, … precisely because there are no 

theatrical conventions to delimit the purely imaginary character of the act” 

(“Performative” 527).  The distinction between performance and reality in the theater 

exists in a related form between text and reality in an author-reader relationship.  The 

book or text held in the reader’s hand is in itself another theatrical space, a space where 

the impossible is possible, and taboo is no longer forbidden. 

 Once Gladys crosses into theatrical space, she begins her destabilizing work.  

Rather than donning an identity that is contradictory to her own when she occupies the 

theatrical space, Gladys positions herself to control her environments--both onstage and 

offstage--by confusing the limits of genre.  Before Gladys formally performs in the 

tableaux vivants, she is part of an informal (or accidental) tableau while she watches 

Felix and Jasper playing chess.  It is Olivia who calls attention to this tableau, Gladys’ 
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first performance, comparing it to a well-known image from an illustration by Moritz 

Retsch. It is this accidental tableau that leads to the formal performances that will 

follow.29  “Don’t speak, don’t stir; let me enjoy the fine tableau you make,” Olivia 

comments (MM 82). This impromptu tableau is compared to a scene from Faust.  The 

narrator confirms this: “It certainly was [a fine tableau] to an observer; for Canaris, 

flushed and eager, looked the young man to the life; Helwyze, calm but intent, with his 

finger on his lip, pondering that last fateful move, was an excellent Satan; and behind 

them stood Gladys, wonderfully resembling the wistful angel, with that new brightness 

on her face” (MM 82).  Yet while Gladys is successful in her angelic role, she refuses to 

follow Olivia’s directive; she will not refrain from speaking, and she will not hold still.  

Instead, she demonstrates agency by first showing Felix which chess piece he must move 

to win the game against Jasper.  Then she speaks in a commanding tone, directly to 

Olivia, and indirectly to Jasper, “I have won him; he is mine, and cannot be taken from 

me any more” (MM 82). The actual situation mirrors a textual situation (Faust) and the 

textual situation uses the metaphor of “play” to represent life. This scene demonstrates 

the limits of the theatrical genre of the tableau.  As a type of hybrid genre, the tableau 

already contradicts the conventions of the stage in its attempt to use living actors to create 

                                                
29 The use of this scene shows another connection to reproduction and the popular art 
forms of Alcott’s time. Moritz Retsch was well-known for his illustrations of Goethe’s 
Faust.  Not only was this Retsch (also Retzsch) image fairly well-known, but it was 
copied by other artists of the nineteenth-century, like M. E. Binkley in “The Game of 
Life: A Pen and Ink Drawing after Retsch” which was exhibited in the Washington Art 
Association’s 4th Annual Exhibit in 1860.  See the Smithsonian’s Pre-1877 Art Exhibition 
Catalogue Index.  Retsch’s “Game of Life” is also the subject matter of the tableau vivant 
that is performed in Susan Warner’s novel Melbourne House, which was published by 
Carter Brothers in New York in 1865. 
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a motionless and silent image that looks less like a stage play and more like a painting or 

photograph.  The tableaux vivants in Alcott’s work contrast the stasis of the portrayed 

image with the movements and effects of the performers who create the image.  Gladys 

demonstrates her ability to embody the wistful angel, but being a participant is not 

enough; she desires to break out of the static image and rewrite the scene, which she does 

by speaking and disrupting the game.  Although chess is designed as a private game to be 

enjoyed by just two players, Gladys interferes in the contest between Jasper and Felix, 

and points out the winning move, breaking the conventions of both the game and the 

tableau by doing so.  The game, (or Gladys’ interference in the game) takes the form of 

the “staging” of Gladys’ interruption to the complicated relationship between Felix and 

Jasper.  By speaking, “in a low, intense voice, never heard from her lips before” (MM 

82), in this recurring visual representation of the homosocial triangle, Gladys ruptures 

both the image of herself as the feminine angel and the final convention of the tableau 

performance: silence. 

 Having thus established herself as an accomplished performer within the genre of 

the tableau, and then as adeptly destroying the tableau, Gladys moves on to perform in a 

series of intentionally staged domestic tableaux vivants.  The suggestion of performance 

brings all the potential author figures into a contest for the power of scene selection.  

Jasper attempts to orchestrate a scene in order be the sole male spectator (and the 

controller of the performance) by suggesting that Olivia use Felix in a staging of 

Goethe’s “The God and the Bayadere.” “Amuse Felix,” Jasper tells Olivia, “he is falling 

in love with his wife, and it spoils both of them for my use” (MM 77).  The staging of the 
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tableaux will play out the power relationships of the complicated quadrangle. Olivia 

comes at Jasper’s request, but she does so to satisfy her own desires, and she is not 

always compliant with his demands.  Jasper orders her to “take Felix” (MM 83), but 

instead, Olivia, who senses Jasper’s attraction to Gladys and wants to employ her own 

powers of staging/scene-writing, insists on taking Gladys.  In doing so Olivia expresses 

her own desire to possess Gladys and a desire to remove Gladys from Jasper’s company.  

Here the homosocial triangle is reconstructed, this time with two female characters to a 

single male character.  Once again Gladys is positioned in the middle. 

 As Olivia becomes more prominent in the staging process, and thus figures more 

prominently in the narrative, the two female characters, who are supposed to be rivals, 

unite, effectively unsettling Jasper and Felix’s male privilege.  When Olivia takes the 

position as stage director, she opens the space for Gladys to articulate her artistic 

perspective again.  The scene repeats another theatrical experience that occurred very 

early in the novella, in the first conversation between Felix and Gladys.  In that early 

scene, Felix and Gladys spontaneously enter into a recitation of Percy Shelley’s “To a 

Skylark.” In this poem, the speaker addresses the mysterious figure of the skylark, 

beseeching the “sprite or bird” (line 61) to instruct the speaker and all of humanity on 

how to express beauty.  The poem, like A Modern Mephistopheles, examines the position 

of the poet/artist/author and its relationship to art and public. Here Gladys demonstrates 

that even though she is young and innocent, she is as competent a reader as any of the 

other characters.  Her skill as a reader establishes her aptitude as an author.  In the initial 
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conversation between Felix and Gladys, Felix overhears Gladys singing in the garden, 

and recites Shelley’s lines to her,  

 Like a high-born maiden 
 In a palace tower,  
 Soothing her love-laden  
 Soul in secret hour 
 With music sweet as love which overflows her bower. 
 
Felix’s recitation emphasizes Gladys’ skill as a vocalist.  Her response, however, refers 

not just to the sung performance but also to the poetic demands of composing the song. 

Gladys responds by reciting the stanza that precedes the stanza Felix has quoted.  She 

refuses to merely continue where Felix left off, but instead goes to the origin, reciting the 

passage that leads into Felix’s passage. Gladys demonstrates artistic superiority over 

Felix in her choice:  

 She smiled back at him, and answered with unexpected aptness, in lines that were 
 a truer  compliment than his had been— 
  “Like a poet hidden  
  In the light of thought,  
  Singing hymns unbidden,  
  Till the world is wrought  
  To sympathy with hopes and fear it heeded not.”30 (MM 8). 
   
In addition to being a “truer compliment,” the stanza carries the ambiguity of suggesting 

that either Felix or Gladys may represent the “poet hidden.” As in the informal tableau, 

Gladys asserts her will and shows she will not be silenced and she will not merely pick 

up where Felix left off. 

 In her crafting of the scene Alcott incorporates Shelley’s stanzas directly into the 

text.  “To a Skylark” is included in A Modern Mephistopheles as a form of extended 

                                                
30 This stanza immediately precedes the stanza Felix has quoted. 
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quotation rather than mere allusion. According to Said, the use of quotation in literature 

serves many purposes, but regardless of the desired effect, it always results in the 

unsettling of the text.  Quotation, then, “is a reminder that other writing serves to displace 

present writing, to a greater or lesser extent, from its absolute, central, proper place” 

(Said 22). Neither Shelley nor the poem is named in A Modern Mephistopheles. Alcott 

expects readers to recognize the source, as Gladys does.  Through this demand on the 

reader, Alcott suggests the mutability of authorship in its demands to conflate reading and 

writing. Additionally, the idea of the hidden poet has a third significance for this 

particular text of mysterious authorship.  Gladys’ recitation of Shelley in the garden 

shows that (even without the hashish that seemed to enhance her later performances in the 

home theater) she is an adept reader and performer; she is, in fact, more accomplished 

than Felix.  Like Alcott herself, Gladys, the text’s other “poet hidden,” has the makings 

of the great author.  Lest this point be forgotten, it is repeated much later in the staging of 

scenes from Tennyson’s Idylls of the King. 

 The Idylls scene follows the pattern of this garden scene, using large sections of 

quoted text from Tennyson.  Although there are several moments in A Modern 

Mephistopheles in which Alcott calls on the work of her literary predecessors and 

contemporaries (through allusion, reference, mimicry, paraphrase and quotation), this 

scene alone features such extensive use of quotation.  Tennyson’s language is essential to 

the performance that occurs in Alcott’s text.  It follows logically and directly from the 

experiences of the characters.  The Idylls of the King becomes the text within the text, but 

even more importantly, it is the performance within the performance.  Jasper and Felix 
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first see the scene when the curtains open.  Surprised by the vivid execution of the scene, 

Felix comments, “How well they look it!” (MM 84). The voice that follows this comment 

is not Jasper’s, but rather the narrator’s, confirming Felix’s opinion: 

 They did; Olivia as 
   “An ancient dame in dim brocade; 
  And near her, like a blossom, vermeil-white, 
  That lightly breaks a faded flower-sheath, 
  Stood the fair Enid, all in faded silk.” (MM 84) 
 
Alcott mixes the text of Tennyson’s Idylls with the speech of her characters’ conversation 

and her narrator’s voice.  Tennyson’s description of Enid doubles as Alcott’s description 

of Olivia.  The movement between texts continues as Gladys begins to sing: 

Gladys, clad in a quaint costume of tarnished gray and silver damask, singing in 
“the sweet voice of a bird”— 
 “Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel, and lower the proud; 
 Turn thy wild wheel through sunshine, storm and cloud; 
 Thy wheel and thee we neither love nor hate.”  (MM 84) 
 

Alcott’s use of Tennyson in this scene of A Modern Mephistopheles works on several 

levels.  First, it works at the level of allusion, reminding the reader of the larger world of 

literature, referring to the effects of a well-known text on the lives of the readers and the 

characters in the novella.  This refreshes the reader’s questions of authorship, 

reemphasizing the fact that A Modern Mephistopheles is written by a well-known author, 

and that it is the reader’s duty to attempt to uncover this author’s identity.  Idylls of the 

King even engages with many of the same questions of performance and identity.31  

                                                
31 Gareth, for instance, poses as a kitchen hand and his identity as a Knight and a Prince 
is only revealed after he has demonstrated his skill by defending Lyonors.  The role of 
authorship in this episode is also emphasized: “He that told the tale in olden times / Says 
that Sir Gareth wedded Lyonors, / But he, that told it in later, says Lynette” indicating 
Tennyson’s conscious departure from Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur. (57) 
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Second, it re-constructs the Idylls of the King.  Tennyson’s poem is fragmented and 

quoted out of order.32  Third, it re-signifies Idylls of the King.  The poem has a new 

meaning here.  When Gladys sings about fortune, she is not only singing about Enid and 

Geraint, but also about Jasper, Felix, Olivia and herself.  In the next tableau, when Gladys 

adds another of Vivien’s verses into her performance, she is rewriting the performance 

both to reflect her individual desires and to provide a specific experience of Tennyson’s 

Idylls for her highly engaged audience of male admirers. The verse she sings, 

 My name, once mine, now thine, is closlier mine,  
 For fame, could fame be mine, that fame were thine;  
 And shame, could shame be thine, that shame were mine;  
 So trust me not at all or all in all. (MM 86) 
 
reflects and foreshadows Gladys’ understanding of the complex exchange of power 

happening within her performance and the authorial arrangement between Jasper and 

Felix.  This language can be read as Gladys’ self-identification as part of a multiple 

author figure.  While she acknowledges the participation of other authors in her 

performance of authorship, the repetition of “mine” and “thine” indicates a demand for 

recognition of her own role.  This is not done for the glory of personal recognition, 

especially since it is connected to the concept of shame, but rather it is a demand for a 

recognition of multiple and mutable authorship.  Gladys realizes that her position as 

author can only be fully appreciated and fully understood in a model of mutable 

authorship. 

                                                
32 While the phrase “the sweet voice of the bird” immediately precedes the Fortune song 
in A Modern Mephistopheles, there are over a dozen lines that occur between them in 
Idylls.  This functions as a reminder of Gladys’s previous performance of “To a Skylark.”  
Gladys is again able to manipulate the language of others for her own purposes. 
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 The double drama between Tennyson’s Idylls and Alcott’s Idylls is mirrored by 

the double—or multiple—experiences of the characters.  For example, as the only 

character who is aware that Gladys is drugged, Jasper is watching the performance on 

several levels himself and realizes that “for him, a double drama was passing on that little 

stage, and he found it marvelously fascinating” (MM 86).  When the performance 

signifies on multiple registers, the line between reality and performance is broken.  As 

performance becomes something with multiple meanings and experiences, so too do 

gender and authorship.  The performances in the text require that the reader recognize 

that the conventions that are frequently understood as singular or fixed can be 

undermined and recast in different forms.  By allowing several characters to present 

themselves or be presented as author figures, this novella introduces a scenario where the 

author figure does not possess or perform author function.  Because author function as 

Foucault defines it is a fiction created out of artificial social and ideological 

constructions, the mutable author figure is a site of possibility because she is not 

restricted by falsely constructed limits.  As the distinction between performance and 

reality blurs, the seemingly fixed ideas of authorship weaken.  Chapman sees this as 

Alcott’s demand for a different idea of the artist, arguing for “Alcott’s rejection of the 

trope of the woman artist as mother and an indication of her insistence on an ungendered 

model of the artist” (“Gender” 33).  In Chapman’s analysis, Gladys’ death functions as 

the termination of her ability to operate as author, and the androgynous Felix steps in as 

the new author figure.  In this reading, Felix is presented as the by-product of the artistic 

or intellectual union of Jasper and Gladys.  Considering Gladys’ death as a performance, 
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however, allows other possibilities to evolve.  Gladys’ author function does not end with 

her death, nor does it preclude the ability for another character to be seen as an author 

figure, with or without embodying author function.  Chapman’s reading of Alcott’s 

demand for the “ungendered model of the artist” might also be read as Alcott’s petition 

for the mutable model of the author.   

Alcott’s use of quotation as the ultimate performance of—and simultaneous threat 

to—authorship renders less powerful the privilege attributed to the male author.  By using 

the language of Tennyson, Shelley, and other recognized and admired male authors for 

Gladys’ purposes, Alcott effectively becomes her own modern Mephistopheles, 

displacing and replacing Jasper. But in the end, by rescripting the death of the sentimental 

heroine as a performance that ensures the female author figure gets to “have the last 

word” (Monika Elbert 27), Alcott disrupts a gender- or genre-based system of 

classification.  While Jo March, the most famous of Alcott’s author characters, must give 

up writing at the end of Little Women, Gladys’ death works to reclaim that action.  By 

performatively killing a character with author function, Alcott engages in a complex play 

with the questions of authorship.  She anticipates Roland Barthes, who suggests that 

“writing is the destruction of every voice” (313).  Alcott also foreshadows later responses 

to Barthes’ “The Death of the Author.” Seán Burke, for instance, argues that “Barthes in 

‘The Death of the Author’ does not so much destroy the ‘Author-God’, but participates in 

its construction.  He must create a king worthy of killing” (26).  The position of being 

both invisible (or dead) and important enough to kill (or resurrect) fascinates Alcott.  
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While Alcott’s work uses several structures to discuss the position of the author 

including the visual arts, theater, and various forms of labor, Alcott markedly chose the 

author mystery as the theme for A Modern Mephistopheles, the text she wrote expressly 

for the No Name Series.  It is clearly well-suited for a publication series that was 

designed as an author mystery itself.  The No Name Series depends on the reader’s 

willingness to play detective, as Barthes clearly understands: “Once the Author is 

removed, the claim to decipher a text becomes quite futile” (315).  In the No Name Series 

and in Alcott’s author mysteries, the Author is not so much removed as it is hidden or 

obscured.  In this way the act of deciphering means reading to find the author, and it 

elevates the secret of authorship to one of primary importance. This primary position 

seems central to Alcott’s repeated writing of the mystery of authorship.  

 

3.5 Repetition of (Authored) Acts 

All of the author mysteries provide explanations for why characters engage in 

author secrets, and all feature poverty and desperation (in addition to issues of power and 

control) as a part of this answer.  The poverty of her family throughout Alcott’s 

childhood and early adult years is largely what drove Alcott to writing as a profession.  

Poverty and labor are recurring struggles for her characters in virtually every genre of her 

writing.  Alcott readily took on the role of family provider, though not without occasional 

bitterness.33 In this capacity she supported her parents, her sisters, and her niece and 

nephews.  By serving as the female provider of a nineteenth-century family, she queered 
                                                
33 See Journals 167, 171, 191, 214 for examples of Alcott’s ambiguous relationship to 
her profession and family contribution. 
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a normative economic model for the patriarchal family.  Being a professional writer also 

put Alcott at odds with the figure of the genius writer.  The nineteenth century offered 

some professional and entrepreneurial opportunities to women.  Early in the century, 

writing was often seen as a profession and a source of income for American women, but 

not necessarily a craft or a calling (Baym 32).  However, by the time Alcott and her 

American contemporaries like Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Constance Fenimore Wilson, and 

Elizabeth Stoddard were receiving recognition, questions about how a female writer 

works within paradigms of genius were much more developed.34  Alcott’s prominent use 

of the language of “genius” in all of the author mysteries (and much of her other writing) 

demonstrates that the concept was significant for her.  As Christine Doyle suggests, “the 

question of genius was never settled in her own mind” (21).  Doyle speculates that Alcott 

may have worried about the incompatibility of the work of genius and the work of 

popular appraisal: “She may have been anxious lest the world that lionized her as a 

professional writer might not be so kind if she claimed to be an artist; it might say of her 

that her talent was not genius” (21).35  Within the author mystery Alcott can address the 

concept of genius by presenting the author who is not necessarily the figure the reading 

public understands her/him to be. It may also be telling that the public does appreciate the 

work of Alcott’s genius author figures; the Italian political history written by 

Monica/Noel’s father translated by Monica/Noel amazes Clyde, while the poetry 
                                                
34 This shift is the subject of Boyd’s  book.  It also figures significantly in Laffrado’s 
work. 
35 It is telling perhaps, that even though the genius authors in Alcott’s author mysteries 
are highly regarded by the reading public, the texts they write seem more closely aligned 
with the “high” genres (like poetry) than with the popular writing in periodicals, the 
genres in which Alcott was writing. 
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originally written by both Jasper and Kent is well regarded by the reading public. Alcott 

envisioned a way for the genius author figure to be the subject of popular adoration, and 

she also imagined a genius who was not necessarily male. Gustavus Stadler suggests that 

Alcott provides a framework to consider the queerness of genius.  While nineteenth-

century concepts of genius often relied on masculine and feminine polarities (often 

coming together within the genius figure) (Stadler 663), Alcott’s stories about author-

secrets confuse the normative natures of these and other polarities.  She presents the idea 

that the two existing author models--male genius and the female scribbler--are neither 

exclusive nor the only author models. 

The fact that Alcott rewrote her author mystery several times, as she rewrote 

many of her sensational plots (and other plots as well) in different versions for different 

publications, undoubtedly had some economic motivation.  Always the businesswoman, 

Alcott produced a large volume of work and duly collected payment.  Knowing that 

“Enigmas” and “The Freak of a Genius” had each achieved their own moderate successes 

and that all episodes containing Jo March were goldmines, Alcott returned to the author 

mystery plot in A Modern Mephistopheles.  Reusing these tropes would cut down, if only 

minimally, on her labor while increasing the likelihood for general popularity. In A 

Modern Mephistopheles the use of the repeated plot elements might also serve as a clue 

for the astute detective who was reading to determine Alcott’s identity.  Nonetheless, in 

each case the finished text differs noticeably from the author mystery that preceded it.   

The most important motivation behind the author mystery seems less concerned 

with economic realities than with providing a genuinely revised conception of the author.  
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All of the author mysteries utilize performance and secrets of authorship to destabilize 

normative constructions of authorship, gender, and genre.  The re-writing of the author 

mystery plot also destabilizes the concept of performance in general by suggesting that 

the writing itself is a performance.  Like gender performance, the author mystery can also 

be read as a “repetition of stylized acts” (Butler “Performative” 519).  In each repetition, 

the author mystery attempts to validate the queered author or genius figure; each author 

mystery is, in its own way, an act against a binary that would exclude Alcott and her 

female contemporaries from literary regard.  Each iteration of the secret of authorship 

contains two key elements.  First, a figure who seems to be the author of a text is 

covering for another individual who has written the text in its original form.  Second, the 

author mystery complicates the notion of singly-authored texts by showing that the texts 

in question have been created and influenced by more than one individual.  

 

 

3.6 Translation, Performance, and Alcott’s Model of Authorship 

In my earlier discussion of “Enigmas,” I suggested that Alcott raises the question 

of whether a translation counts as an authored work, or rather, whether a translator can in 

fact be an author herself.  The characters in “The Freak of a Genius” study languages, and 

both Monica and Felix are identified as translators, more specifically, as translators by 

profession.  Alcott’s rewriting of the author mysteries offers another way to 

conceptualize translation.  A scan through the meanings of the word translation 

demonstrates that the repetition of the author mystery may also be conceptualized as a 
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translation of a problem that deeply concerned Alcott.36  Translation may be a 

“transference; removal or conveyance from one person, place, or condition to another,” 

“the action or process of turning from one language into another,” “a version in a 

different language,” “the expression or rendering of something in another medium or 

form,” a “transformation, alteration, change; changing or adapting to another use; 

renovation,” a “transference of meaning; metaphor,” and, finally, “a transfer of 

property.”  These descriptions describe Alcott’s process of writing, and then rewriting the 

author mystery.  Each of the author mysteries that I explore here is a renovation and 

transformation of the concept of mutable authorship.  Today all are considered the work 

of Louisa May Alcott, but at the time of publication and at various points in history, 

readers would perceive these three texts as distinctly authored.  The different author 

mysteries, then, are themselves different figures for a tale or a translation, and they offer 

another performance of the author mystery. 

The mutable author figure presents a structure in which normative models, 

whether they define and restrict gender, sexuality, genre, class, or any other system of 

classification, are challenged. This model of a performed authorship that allows and may 

include more than one individual, a model that is highly conscious of gender without 

being limited by gender, is one that needs the flexibility to mutate, to change form at will.  

It relies on this ability to shift and mutate.  The word “mutable” itself demonstrates 

properties of Alcott’s model.  It is a word that has multiple meanings.  While it indicates 

                                                
36 These definitions are taken from the Oxford English Dictionary, emphasis mine.  I 
have omitted the definitions that are purely scientific in nature, but included here all of 
the other listings. 
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the ability to change form, it also specifically indicates the function of speech 

performance, showing that a speaker can be muted or silenced.  In the author mysteries as 

well as in Alcott’s own career, there is evidence that being a secret or hidden author can 

bring power or other benefits to the author.  Perhaps one of the greatest of these benefits 

is its ability to transform authorship into a category that allows and includes more than 

one person.  While Alcott enjoyed being and creating the secret author, her repeated use 

of the author mystery suggests that she hoped her complex identities as author would be 

discovered by her reading public.   

Within her work Alcott constructs several ways to conceptualize herself as author, 

performer, and translator.  Alcott created a conceptual space for authors and/or geniuses 

from which she could not be excluded.  While she was never quite a part of the inner 

circle of important nineteenth-century American literary minds, she was also never far 

from it. A model of authorship that allowed for flexibility and multiplicity would answer 

Alcott’s need for acceptance and inclusion.  The atypical author need not be excluded 

wholly from the category of authorship.  In these queered constructions of authorship, 

Alcott presents the “freaks of authorship.” The author figure is translated to an enigma 

that might and must include multiple identities, while still demanding difference and 

resistance to the normative structures.  Alcott may have imagined benefits for herself in 

her constructions of performative mutable authorship.  While those were only minimally 

achieved during her lifetime, the work she performed does seem to have eventually and 

slowly entered contemporary critical discussion. This is evident not only in the twentieth-

century interest in author theory but also in a changing conception of nineteenth-century 
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American literature, which is now much more readily considered a literature of multiple 

and even mutable voices. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE AUTHOR TO HER BOOK: NARRATIVE, VISUAL, AND PERFORMATIVE 

AUTHORSHIP IN LITTLE WOMEN AND ITS FILM ADAPTATIONS 

No work is as central to Alcott’s public identity as her 1868-69 novel,  

Little Women, or Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy.  The book has a predominant place in the 

American cultural and print history, as Alcott’s critics and biographers have shown.  Yet 

it also has held an eminent position in the more personal reading histories of many 

individuals.  The book’s readers form a diverse group that has not historically been 

limited by designations of class, nationality, generation, or race.1  Catharine Stimpson 

classifies the novel in terms of the “paracanon,” defining paracanonical texts as those that 

can be considered within a framework that functions as an alternative to the traditional 

literary canon.  Stimpson suggests that the paracanon acknowledges a need for “some 

principles of order” (957), the very need that has been instrumental in the creation and 

evolution of the structure of the literary canon.  Texts that are paracanonical may be 

included in anthologies and canon-centered lists, but they need not be traditionally 

canonical.  They may have been popular in a particular period or over several periods, yet 

they need not be bestsellers.  Rather, the paracanonical text is one that “people have 

loved and do love” (958).   Paracanonical texts take on special value for the reader, 

culture, and literary critical tradition.  They are read, loved, remembered, and 
                                                
1 See Sicherman. 
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internalized.  Readers respond to the paracanon both mentally and emotionally, and their 

reactions are often strong, and, at times, even vehement.  These strong feelings should not 

be disregarded, Stimpson contends, because they connect individual preferences to the 

larger signs and systems within a culture (959).  Little Women belongs to the paracanon, 

and, arguably, to the traditional canon as well. 

The strong responses to Little Women have been consistently documented.  For 

instance, Janice M. Alberghene and Beverly Lyon Clark’s 1999 collection Little Women 

and the Feminist Imagination: Criticism, Controversy, Personal Essays begins with three 

pages of quotations from prominent historical and cultural figures ranging from Jane 

Addams to “Rachel” of Friends.2  While Little Women inspired Simone de Beauvoir to 

reflect, “I identified myself passionately with Jo,” for Camille Paglia, “The whole thing 

[was] like a horror movie” (qtd. in Alberghene and Clark xv-xvi).  The list of statements 

that open Little Women and the Feminist Imagination reflect the impact of this book on a 

long history of readers, and demonstrate the forceful personal reactions (of love, 

adoration, obsession, disillusionment, and also hatred) that readers have experienced in 

response to Little Women.   

                                                
2 The quoted persons also include Teddy Roosevelt, Simone de Beauvoir, Brigid Brophy, 
Isabelle Holland, Cynthia Ozick, Juris Jurjevics, Miss Manners, Ursula K. LeGuin, Gail 
Mazur, Gloria Steinem, Camille Paglia, Sonia Sanchez, Ann Petry, Anna Quindlen, and 
Barbara Kingsolver.  The editors have clearly chosen from a large bank of quotations 
about Alcott and the text, and the list could be much longer.  Not included here are the 
often referenced statements by Henry James, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, S. Josephine 
Baker, M. Cary Thomas, Ernest Hemingway, and Stephen King, among others. 
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Since the original publication of the first volume of Little Women by Roberts 

Brothers in 1868, the book has never been out of print (Armitage).3  Alcott earned 

$100,000 from Roberts Brothers alone on sales of the novel from the time of publication 

to Alcott’s death twenty years later.  To show its comparable value and the nature of 

changing literary opinion, I add that this number is nearly double Henry James’ total 

sales over the same time period and is roughly ten times the amount Herman Melville 

earned in sales over his entire life (Myerson and Shealy 67). The novel has been widely 

translated and adapted.4  The continued presence of Little Women on reading lists and in 

school and public libraries reflects the novel’s enduring appeal.5  While Little Women’s 

popular acceptance “reflects a certain institutionalizing of Alcott,” Alberghene and Clark 

note that the author’s critical acceptance is “less assured” (xxi, xxiii).  Although the 

novel’s cultural importance is unquestioned, threads of scholarship debate the critical 

value of the text.  Some feminist critics argue for its recognition as a masterwork, but 

others apologize for Little Women (Shelden 275) or neglect to consider Alcott’s “better 
                                                
3 The second volume, sometimes referred to as Good Wives, was published in 1869. 
4 A comprehensive bibliography of translations and adaptations is still needed in the field 
of Alcott studies.  However, for three listings that demonstrate the breadth of Little 
Women’s wide reach in translation and adaptation, see Aiko Moro-oka, pp. 377-380; 
Gloria Delamer, pp. 171-188; and H. Philip Bolton, pp. 1-7. 
5 The demand for the novel in print form has declined somewhat from the days at the start 
of the twentieth century when “the Cleveland public library needed 325 copies of Little 
Women to satisfy the constant demand; the New York City branch libraries, more than a 
thousand” (Alberghene and Clark, xxi).  Nonetheless, the cultural relevance continues in 
numerous forms.  In June, 2011, Amazon had over 18,000 listings for “Little Women” 
products, many of which were print books, but the selection also included DVDs, e-
books, paper dolls, recipe collections, children’s books, spin-offs like Little Vampire 
Women and Little Women and Werewolves, and other materials.  A Google search of the 
title at the same time yielded over eighty-five million results (compared to five million 
for The Scarlet Letter, twelve million for Tom Sawyer, and fifteen million for Moby 
Dick), while YouTube included 73,000 Little Women videos.  
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known (and often better, period) works for children” in light of her writing for adult 

audiences (Alberghene and Clark xxxiv). This conflict over Little Women’s problematic 

position justifies its inclusion in a paracanon; it is both related to and somehow outside 

the canon.  The novel’s place in American literary history is conflicted, as is the novel 

itself.  As Beverly Lyon Clark observes, a conflict about female authorship, sometimes 

expressed in a competition between sensational and sentimental forms of writing, “lurks 

just below the surface” (82).6   

Little Women is not unlike the other Alcott texts I have explored in this study. It 

may appear, on the surface, to be an inadequate representation of the body of Alcott’s 

work.  Yet “just below the surface,” one finds overlaps and connections to Alcott’s 

writing for adult audiences. Read critically, Little Women is more than “moral pap for the 

young” (Jo’s Boys 40);7 rather, it conveys the conflict, complexity, and confusion of 

Alcott’s other writing, from the blood and thunder tales she published under pseudonym 

(like Behind a Mask), to the adult fiction (like Work), to her autobiographical writing 

(like “Transcendental Wild Oats”), to her other literature for children (like An Old-

Fashioned Girl). Little Women is an important cultural work, and in this chapter I 

examine what that cultural importance meant for Alcott and for contemporary readers.  I 
                                                
6 Clark examines the conflicted messages about female authorship in Little Women and 
Alcott’s other fiction, suggesting that Alcott was submissive, subversive, and ambivalent 
about female authorship.  She contends Alcott’s strongest and most effective message to 
female readers urged compliance with social expectations and submission. 
7 Further references to this text will be abbreviated JB.  Alcott uses the term “moral pap 
for the young” in her personal writing (Journals 204), but the fact that she also uses the 
expression, to refer to a children’s novel that the character Jo has written, in a text 
directed to her “young” readers of “moral pap,” suggests a level of meta-commentary and 
authorial play.    
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will analyze the paracanonical condition of Little Women, especially as it relates to 

Alcott’s depictions of authorship. By examining authorship in Alcott’s Little Women and 

the film adaptations through narrative, visual, and performative lenses, I contend that 

Little Women in its many forms embodies and enacts the concept of mutable authorship 

that was presented in the previous chapter.  The structures of mutable authorship that I 

have explored in Alcott’s other works in the previous three chapters, including narrative 

reporting, visual art, performance, and translation, also have a place in the depictions of 

authorship in Little Women.  Ultimately, the adaptive and collaborative practices depicted 

in the presentation of authorship in the films continue Alcott’s own concept of mutable 

authorship.  The films, read with and against Alcott’s novel, demonstrate another way to 

conceptualize Alcott and authorship as the literary canon evolves in the twenty-first 

century.   

This paracanonical novel, perhaps because it is paracanonical, inspires 

unorthodox scholarly responses.  Alcott’s critics, it seems, often bring reader response 

into their critiques of the novel.  Just as Alcott enjoyed bringing the names and language 

of Little Women into her discussion of her own life (by signing Jo’s name to letters or 

publicly referring to Abba Alcott as Marmee), critics often allow their experience of 

Alcott’s work to overlap with their criticism of it. Elizabeth Lennox Keyser admits that 

Little Women scholarship “tend[s] to produce readings that answer our own, often 

unacknowledged psychological needs” (Little 19).  Additionally, the critical treatment of 

the novel is frequently expressed in nontraditional, hybrid, and interdisciplinary forms of 
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scholarship.8  The variety present in the critical work appears to address Alcott’s 

problem, a problem produced by and exemplified in Little Women:  after writing Little 

Women, Alcott’s authorial identity was inextricably connected to it.  Because Little 

Women was published separately in two volumes, the novel offers some insight into 

Alcott’s growing awareness of Little Women’s involvement in the shaping of her public 

authorial identity.  The public recognition Alcott received for Little Women and her 

subsequent children’s fiction contributed to Alcott’s desire for a different model of 

authorship.  

In Little Women, Jo, Amy, Meg, and Laurie are all author figures; their actions 

and interactions reflect characteristics embodied by mutable author figures in Alcott’s 

other works.  The three Hollywood feature film versions of Little Women directed by 

George Cukor (1933), Mervyn LeRoy (1949), and Gillian Armstrong (1994) present their 

own constructions of mutable authorship, revealing the role of the narrative, the visual, 

and the performative in new author constructions.  The films replicate Alcott’s mutable 

authors even as they depart significantly from the author figures that Alcott creates in her 

                                                
8 While there certainly are critical and biographical responses to Alcott’s work that are 
more traditional in scope and format (see Madeleine B. Stern’s biography or Elizabeth 
Keyser’s Whispers in the Dark, for example), there are also a significant number of 
responses that bring something personal or hybrid to the analysis.  The question of why 
this text solicits such strong, varied, and enduring responses is the subject of Barbara 
Sicherman’s “The Many Lives of a Text.” Susan Cheever’s recent biography of Louisa 
May Alcott is subtitled “A Personal Biography.” Alberghene and Clark’s Little Women 
and the Feminist Imagination should include various responses to the novel (some 
critical, some personal, and some bibliographic), and this is also the case with Gloria T. 
Delamar’s book Louisa May Alcott and “Little Women.”  Delamar’s book includes a 
biography, a critical section, bibliographies, original text by Alcott, catalogs of adaptive 
work, appendices, and an essay on the contemporary relevance of the novel.  
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novel.  Each film, by bringing in new authors (screenwriters, camera operators, directors, 

performers), all of whom contribute their own authorial concepts, utilizes adaptation as a 

method to redefine authorship and to respond to Alcott’s generative novel.  The films, 

then, like the Alcott scholarship, also include the aspect of personal response.  They are 

symptomatic of a pattern of reading Little Women. Their cultural prevalence has 

influenced the way contemporary readers think about the novel.  With three Hollywood 

studio film versions (in addition to many other adaptive works), the current 

understanding of Alcott’s most famous text has been influenced as much by the films as 

by the history and culture of the novel itself. 

Readers have long enjoyed conflating Louisa May Alcott, the author, with Jo 

March, the character. As Sheryl Englund observes, this slippage between Alcott and Jo 

informs “an American reading tradition” (217).  In spite of the differences in the lives of 

author and character, the simultaneous conflation and disparity of the two reflects my 

central claim about Alcott’s depictions of the author in her body of work.  Because Alcott 

presents a model of authorship that is multiple and mutable, Alcott’s concept of the 

author must be more capacious than the models of authorship advanced by her male 

contemporaries or by the twentieth-century author theorists in order to encompass the 

complexities of a female author in the nineteenth century writing for multiple audiences 

in various genres and using various public authorial identities.  The reading practice that 

allows Alcott and Jo to be one, even while acknowledging their distinct identities, is an 

enactment of mutable authorship that is maintained by both the reader and by Alcott. The 

film adaptations demonstrate a further application of mutable authorship.  Because Little 
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Women has retained a certain popular (if not literary) status for one hundred fifty years, 

the book’s own history is an important part of its role in the continuation of Alcott’s 

concept of mutable authorship. 

 

4.1 The Narrative of Authorship 

Thomas Niles of the Roberts Brothers publishing firm, being well-aware of the 

growing market for children’s literature, noted the success of several novels directed to 

boys, and astutely predicted that a novel intended for girls might achieve mentionable 

success.  Alcott’s initial resistance to the project has become part of the Little Women 

lore.  At the start of the project, Alcott commented, “Niles, partner of Roberts, asked me 

to write a girls book.  Said I’d try.  Fuller asked me to be the Editor of ‘Merry’s 

Museum.’  Said I’d try.  Began at once on both new jobs, but didn’t like either” (Journals 

158).  In 1868, in an often-quoted statement about Little Women, Alcott wrote, “[Niles] 

thought it dull; so do I” (Journals 166, emphasis original).   However, by the time the 

first volume was completed (and well-received), Alcott’s opinion had changed.  In 

November of 1868, she wrote, “Began the second part of ‘Little Women.’ . . . A little 

success is so inspiring that I now find my ‘Marches’ sober, nice people, and as I can 

launch into the future my fancy has more play” (Journals 167).  This comment suggests 

the importance of both her audience and the development of her “fancy” for the 

production of Alcott’s work. 

Loosely based on the experiences of the four Alcott girls, Little Women chronicles 

many episodes in the lives of the Marches: mother “Marmee,” the generally absent (and, 
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when present, silent) father, and their four daughters, Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy.  Set rather 

nondescriptly during the Civil War, the novel send Mr. March away from his as he serves 

his country as a chaplain.  His absence allows for a narrative in which women have 

control of the household and the events that develop in it.  In accordance with the didactic 

nature of much children’s literature at the time, each of the girls has a characterizing flaw 

that she attempts to overcome: Meg is covetous, Jo is tomboyish and hot-tempered, Beth 

is overly shy, and Amy is vain.  These character traits contribute to many of the girls’ 

mishaps and the lessons they learn in the early portion of the novel.  The Marches 

befriend their wealthy neighbor, Theodore (Laurie) Laurence, a boy who is Jo’s age.  

Laurie shares in the games and projects of the March girls and becomes an honorary 

sibling.  Jo begins her work as an inspired writer, moving from writing, directing, and 

performing elaborate plays for her family to publishing some shorter works in 

periodicals.  The youngest sister, Amy, is an aspiring visual artist.  In spite of their 

aspirations, the girls are not free to pursue their artistic interests because of their family’s 

poverty.  They must work as governesses and paid companions to support the family.  In 

the second half of Little Women, the plot more closely resembles Pride and Prejudice, 

and Alcott resolves the March girls’ economic dilemmas by transforming them from 

working (single) women to married women.   

In Part Two, Meg marries John Brooke, and they have twins.  Laurie falls in love 

with Jo, despite all her attempts to dissuade him.  She rejects him, nearly ruining her 

oldest and dearest friendship, and he sets off to “recover” in Europe. While there, Laurie 

reunites with Amy, who has gone abroad to study art.  Jo attempts to make a writing 
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career for herself in New York, and there she befriends Professor Bhaer.9  Bhaer supports 

Jo but does not approve of the sensational stories that she has been writing.  Sensing his 

disapproval, Jo begins judging the work she does, and eventually gives up writing.   

In a well-known sentimental scene, the beloved sister Beth dies; she never fully 

recovered from the scarlet fever she contracted while caring for a poor immigrant family 

years earlier.  Jo returns home. Laurie and Amy return from Europe together, a married 

couple.  Laurie confesses that he will “never stop loving [Jo]; but the love is altered and . 

. . better as it is” (346).  Jo readily accepts her new role as Laurie’s “sister” despite 

feeling lonely.  She is rescued from her solitary place when Bhaer comes and declares his 

feelings for Jo.  They plan to marry, but are delayed by their poverty.  When the wealthy 

Aunt March dies and leaves her home, “Plumfield,” to Jo, Jo and Bhaer decide to start a 

school there. The school at Plumfield, which is primarily a school for boys, becomes the 

setting for the sequel Little Men (1871).  It even becomes a college in the last segment of 

the Little Women series, Alcott’s novel Jo’s Boys (1881).  Jo’s primary employment 

changes from writing to den-mothering. 

The first half of Little Women presents Jo March as a budding literary force.  On 

the first page of the novel, Jo is described as a “bookworm”  (LW 11).  She is, like many 

of Alcott’s female author figures, well-read in addition to being a writer.  Throughout the 
                                                
9 Friedrich Bhaer is referred to by several names within Alcott’s novel and the criticism 
of it.  He is often called “Mr. Bhaer” or “Professor Bhaer,” sometimes simply “The 
Professor.”  Jo calls him “Friedrich” and later, “Fritz.”  Many of the boys at Plumfield 
call him “Father Bhaer,” which evokes the pun of “bear,” evident in Laurie’s affectionate 
moniker for Plumfield, “the Bhaer-garten.”  I will refer to Friedrich Bhaer as “Bhaer” 
from hereon. 
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first part, Jo works away at her craft and takes pleasures in her small successes.  But 

authorship is not restricted to Jo; authorship and writing are important in the lives of all 

the March girls in the first half of the novel.  Ann Douglas considers the novel 

“figuratively speaking, the work of many hands, like the ‘Pickwick Portfolio’ written by 

the March girls” (Introduction 48).  The first part of Little Women features significant 

portions of the March girls’ writing, most notably their own “May 20, 18__” edition of 

The Pickwick Portfolio.  This newspaper is modeled after Dickens’ The Pickwick Papers 

but also is derived from a paper written by the Alcott sisters, who had their own Pickwick 

Club.  The Pickwick Portfolio in Little Women claims to be “a bona fide copy of one 

written by bona fide girls once upon a time” (LW  89, emphasis original).10  Letters are 

another common fixture throughout the novel, one that, like The Pickwick Portfolio, 

reflects a shared experience of writing and literature.  The first chapter culminates in the 

communal reading of Mr. March’s letter home to his family.  The chapters “Camp 

Laurence” and “Letters” include the full texts of letters written by several of the 

characters in the novel.  However, even as Little Women establishes the importance of a 

type of writing that relies on multiple participants, it also suggests that Jo is special or 

unique (or has the potential to be so) for her authorial aspirations and identity.   

The chapter “Castles in the Air” illustrates the position of the author or artist as it 

converses with social, material, and domestic realities.11  In an idyllic scene, Laurie, the 

                                                
10 Harvard’s Houghton Library contains a portion of one of these publications. 
11 In the preface to The House of the Seven Gables, Hawthorne maintains that “castles in 
the air” are assertions of the author’s fancy; any resemblance to actual persons or places 
is irrelevant when one reads the text “strictly as a Romance” (V).  Alcott’s allusion to 
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Marches’ neighbor, witnesses the four March girls wearing costumes and carrying 

bundles and assumes they are having a picnic.  When he sees them settled in “together in 

the shady nook” (LW 115) where they are listening to Jo read as they all complete various 

items of feminine “work” (sewing, knitting, sorting cones, and drawing), he asks to join 

their party.  He is admitted, but only on the condition that he not remain idle, for he has 

intruded upon a meeting of the girls’ “Busy Bee Society.”  While engaged in helping the 

Marches with their assorted tasks, Laurie joins in a discussion of the society members’ 

castles in the air.  He begins by sharing his own castle, the dream of being a great 

musician in Europe.  Meg tells hers next, and it sharply counters Laurie’s artistic 

ambitions with social and material ambitions.  She wishes for “ a lovely house, full of all 

sorts of luxurious things; nice food, pretty clothes, handsome furniture, pleasant people, 

and heaps of money.  I am to be mistress of it, and manage it as I like, with plenty of 

servants, so I need never work a bit.  How I should enjoy it! for I wouldn’t be idle, but do 

good, and make everyone love me dearly” (LW 118).  Meg’s castle is shamefully 

centered on the material; the shame comes directly from Meg, who “seemed to find it a 

little hard to tell hers, and moved a brake before her face as if to disperse imaginary 

gnats” (LW 118).  However, the material possessions themselves (the food, clothes, and 

furniture) are not the most important aspect of Meg’s castle; rather the ability to 

“manage” the castle is integral. Nor is Meg’s dream divorced from the aesthetic.  The 

objects must be selected and once selected, put to their most attractive purpose.  Every 

thing in Meg’s castle is described with an adjective.  The house is “lovely,” the things 
                                                                                                                                            
Hawthorne, then, adds a specifically literary element to the conversation about dreams.  
In this case, the conversation is like an act of authorship. 
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“luxurious,” the food “nice,” the clothes “pretty,” and the furniture “handsome.”  Even 

the people (which we later learn must include what Jo describes as the “splendid, wise, 

good husband” and “angelic children”) are, in Meg’s depiction, “pleasant” (LW 118). 

Meg’s castle, while being rooted in the domestic, goes beyond the social or material to 

include an artistic element.  Meg even envisions herself as the exquisite manager.  Not 

content to merely live in a “lovely” house without direction or vision, she sees herself in 

a position of being able to “do good” and not be idle. She will, therefore, use her 

privilege as manager to create something superior to other women’s fine houses.12  

Meg’s castle is markedly more domestic than Laurie’s or Jo’s, which is shared 

next.  Jo chooses the author’s life for her dream, commenting, “I’d write out of a magic 

inkstand, so that my works should be as famous as Laurie’s music.  I want to do 

something splendid before I go into my castle,--something heroic, or wonderful,--that 

won’t be forgotten after I’m dead. . . . I think I shall write books, and get rich and 

famous; that would suit me, so that is my favorite dream” (LW 118).13   Just as the telling 

of Meg’s domestic dream is sandwiched between two artistic dreams, Jo’s dream of being 

a writer is framed by two domestic castles in the air.  It presents not only Jo’s dream of 

escaping a life structured by heterosexual romance (the escape being obtained through 

                                                
12 It appears she is successful in this endeavor, because even though she lives humbly 
without finery, her home is still “a woman’s happiest kingdom” and “her highest honor 
the art of ruling it” (LW 313).  Furthermore, the much wealthier Sallie Moffat enjoys 
going there because she recognizes that the Brooke home possesses a “charm” that her 
own house, “full of splendid loneliness,” lacks (LW 313).  
13 Linda Grasso views the magic inkstand as symbolic of the “myth of regeneration” that 
is present not only in Alcott’s novel but also in the pattern of regenerating the story of 
Little Women for film and other modern adaptations. 
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writing), but as Lynda Zwinger shows, it is an “aversion . . . to becoming her mother” 

(58).  Unlike Meg’s dream of managing and mothering a household, Beth’s domestic 

dream, which immediately follows the discussion of Jo’s, does not include aesthetic 

qualities or the aspect of management.  Nor does it include the material element.  Instead, 

Beth prefers “to stay at home safe with father and mother, and help take care of the 

family” (LW 118).    

Beth’s dream is unlike all of the others, including Amy’s, the next to be shared, 

which is to “be the best artist in the whole world” (LW 118).  While the others have 

dreams that require artistic and aesthetic involvement, the dreams, as expressed here, are 

even more focused on public acceptance and recognition than on the actual artistic 

product.  It is not that Beth lacks the capacity to be creative or to produce art—she is both 

an authorial contributor to the Marches’ Pickwick Portfolio and the most accomplished 

musician in the family—rather, Beth lacks the capacity to be a public artist.  Even Meg’s 

domestic dream depends on making “everyone love [her] dearly.”  The pattern of shared 

dreams alternates between domestic and artistic, but the clearer distinction is between the 

public and private, as Laurie observes: “We’re an ambitious set, aren’t we?  Every one of 

us, but Beth, wants to be rich and famous, and gorgeous in every respect” (LW 118).  

Readers have noted that Beth’s lack of “ambition” finally leads to her death.  As Holly 

Blackford observes, “Beth represents the failure to develop from life objects to 

transitional space” (13).  In other words, Beth does not transition from child to woman in 

any of the ways that her sisters do.  Her dream is a child’s dream, and her life ends while 

she is still a child.  She does not become a wife or mother, she does not produce or 
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consume in the larger economy, and she does not become a public artist.  Throughout the 

novel, Alcott invests in establishing Jo’s individual talents and aspirations, yet even as 

she does this, she includes both communal and public components (in addition to the 

author’s need for solitude) in the presentation of authorship.  The conversation in 

“Castles in the Air” shows that women’s artistic and authorial dreams are dependent on, 

similar to, and integrated with domestic dreams, despite a perceived opposition between 

the artistic and the domestic. 14  Alcott chooses to arrange the sisters’ dreams so that they 

contrast and the domestic dreams fit between the artistic dreams. In doing so, Alcott 

suggests that women’s artistic dreams cannot be understood without placing them in 

proximity, opposition, or connection to a domestic environment.  This pattern of 

alternating the domestic with the literary or artistic occurs in the larger arrangement of 

the novel as well as within the chapter.  For example, the chapter “Domestic 

Experiences,” which recounts Meg’s challenges as a newlywed homemaker, immediately 

follows the chapter “Literary Lessons,” in which Jo enthusiastically begins her career as 

the author of sensational literature. 

In the second half of the novel, which was published after Alcott had received 

accolades for Part One, Jo fully recognizes herself in connection with a reading and 

consuming public.  Here she makes her way through various stages of being an author.  
                                                
14 I acknowledge that Laurie’s presence in this conversation could be read as extending 
this interpretation to include all potential artists, regardless of gender.  However, because 
Laurie is operating as an honorary sister in this scene, I read it as one that is rooted in 
social gender expectations.  Laurie’s presence there heightens the gender division, 
because by holding yarn and sorting cones, he is performing actions that are outside the 
social expectations for a man.  He can move more freely between the public and the 
private realms. 
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She transforms from an artist, writing in a “vortex” with passion for her craft, to a public 

author who understands the material reality of her calling, something that depends on a 

consuming public.  Alcott’s description of Jo’s vortex happens near the beginning of the 

second part of the novel.  At this point in the narrative, Jo has already published and 

received payment for some of her writing, and she continues to “[spin] her little romances 

diligently” (LW 191).  Even as she works away at these popular pieces of fiction, Jo has 

higher aspirations: “Great plans fermented in her busy brain and ambitious mind, and the 

old tin kitchen in the garret held a slowly increasing pile of blotted manuscript, which 

was one day to place the name of March upon the roll of fame” (LW 191).  Jo’s writing 

vortex presumably occurs in the space of the garret, and all of the film directors depict 

her there.  The physical space, while important and interesting to Alcott,15 is less 

significant than the mental space, in which Jo’s writing takes place.  In that mental space, 

the author abandons herself to the vortex: 

When the writing fit came on, she gave herself up to it with entire abandon, and 
led a blissful life, unconscious of want, care, or bad weather, while she sat safe 
and happy in an imaginary world, full of friends almost as real and dear to her as 
any in the flesh.  Sleep forsook her eyes, meals stood untasted, day and night were 
all too short to enjoy the happiness which blessed her only at such times, and 
made these hours worth living, even if they bore no other fruit.  The divine 
afflatus usually lasted a week or two, and then she emerged from her “vortex” 
hungry, sleepy, cross, or despondent. (LW 211) 

The language used to describe the vortex, while not grounded in the physical location in 

which the writer works, is grounded in the physical reality of the body.  The vortex itself 

is not grounded; it substitutes the experiences of the world of “the flesh” with those 
                                                
15 For a more developed discussion of the writer’s space, consider my discussion of the 
artist’s studio in Chapter Two. 
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encountered in the “imaginary world.”  It allows the writer freedom from the need to eat 

or sleep or even to maintain human relationships.  It is “divine” and offers its writer “a 

blissful life,” but one that can only be temporary.  Emergence from the vortex, elsewhere 

referred to as an “attack,” (LW 211) leaves the writer faced with the demands of both her 

physical body and her social surroundings.  Thus while the writer’s solitary vortex allows 

an escape into the private realm, it is one that fits (temporarily) between another material 

and public reality.  Alcott suggests that the writing that occurs within the vortex provides 

the author an escape from the demands of the audience. It does not matter if the work 

produced or the time spent producing it bears “no other fruit”; it is fulfilling of itself.  But 

the public author may not write solely from this mental space, and as Jo begins to define 

herself more publicly as an author, she recognizes and demonstrates this tension. 

When Jo begins selling her fiction in New York City, she writes in response to the 

demands of her audience, the readers of the sensational periodical, the Weekly Volcano.  

It is when Bhaer subtly chastises this type of writing that Jo recognizes yet another 

audience for her work, and seen through “the Professor’s mental or moral spectacles, . . . 

the faults of [her] poor stories glared at her dreadfully” (LW 280).  This recognition leads 

Jo through several attempts to produce other writing, including some didactic material 

that she cannot sell and some children’s literature that she does not enjoy writing, until Jo 

finally “cork[s] up her inkstand” (LW 281).  She abandons writing completely until after 

Beth’s death.  When she does return to writing, her relationship to authorship has 

changed. Gone is the passionate author who writes in the vortex; she is replaced by a 
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character who is defined more by her personal relationships and performed and/or 

performative gender roles than by her authorial identity. 

 This transformation has always been a difficulty for the feminist reader and critic.  

Jo seems to lose a part of her authorial identity, and it is the most dynamic part.  By the 

end of the novel, Jo’s identity as an author becomes secondary to her identity as a woman 

and a wife.  It suggests that even for the woman who succeeds in having a literary career, 

there will be significant limitations on what she may produce and how she can live.  This 

shift from Author to lady author to non-author is so distasteful to modern readers that it is 

often ignored, forgotten, or repressed.  Angela Estes and Kathleen Lant observe, “Even 

today, women who as children read Little Women remember Jo at her best, that is to say, 

at her most liberated” (101), suggesting that the reader must “repress her awareness that 

Jo—who never wants to marry, who values her writing above all else—does finally 

marry and abandon the writing she cherishes” (102).  This tendency toward repression is 

captured in the proliferation of images of Jo engaged in writing found not only in Alcott’s 

text but also in visual media like illustrations and film.   

 

4.2 The Vision of Authorship 

 Jo’s evolving authorship is, of course, central to the narrative development.  

However, it is also connected to the visual realm in several ways.  Alcott provides 

language describing what Jo looks like when she writes, including the description of Jo 
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“in the vortex” (211). Some of the novel’s illustrators have also depicted Jo writing.16   

However, the original edition of Little Women, featuring the generally disdained 

illustrations by May Alcott (Gannon 105),17 does not include an image of Jo writing.  In 

fact, Susan R. Gannon notes that May Alcott’s original illustrations do not contain any 

solitary image of Jo, though each of the other sisters receives her own illustration (110).  

Hammat Billings’ illustration “Jo in a Vortex” from the 1869 edition of Part Two is a 

favorite among Alcott buffs and is frequently reproduced. Though Alcott was not always 

pleased with Billings’ work, the “Jo in a Vortex” illustration is often considered to 

successfully capture Alcott’s imagery. 18  Billings’ biographer, James F. O’Gorman, feels 

it negates the impact of Billings’ less successful Alcott illustrations.  Of “Jo in a Vortex,” 

O’Gorman writes, “This is the perfect visualization of aspiring intelligence at creative 

work.  Here Billings made up for his earlier inattention to Louisa May [Alcott]’s words” 

(65).  The illustration shows Jo seated at her desk, with papers scattered all over the floor.  

Her hair is disheveled and the “scribbling suit” she wears resembles the black pinafore 

and cap described in the novel: 

Her “scribbling suit” consisted of a black pinafore on which she could wipe her 
pen at will, and a cap of the same material, adorned with a cheerful red bow, into 
which she bundled her hair when the decks were cleared for action.  This cap was 
a beacon to the inquiring eyes of her family, who, during these periods, kept their 
distance, merely popping in their heads semi-occasionally, to ask, with interest, 
“Does genius burn, Jo?”  They did not always venture even to ask this question, 

                                                
16 Gannon provides a thorough discussion of many of the illustrated editions of Little 
Women. 
17 The illustrations, done early in May Alcott’s career, met with unfavorable critique.  
After studying in Europe and developing her craft, May received praise and recognition 
for her work, even earning a place in the prestigious Paris Salon in 1877.  
18 See Gannon 112. 
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but took an observation of the cap, and judged accordingly.  If this expressive 
article of dress was drawn low upon the forehead, it was a sign that hard work 
was going on; in exciting moments it was pushed rakishly askew, and when 
despair seized the author it was plucked wholly off, and cast upon the floor.  At 
such times the intruder silently withdrew; and not until the red bow was seen gaily 
erect upon the gifted brow, did anyone dare address Jo. (LW 211) 
 

In wearing the scribbling suit, Jo also becomes a text that her family reads.  The position 

of the cap instructs the family in how they should interact with the author.  In Billings’ 

illustration, the cap is high on Jo’s head, pushed “rakishly askew” to indicate an “exciting 

moment” (LW 211).  The expression on her face is focused, the pen is shown in her hand, 

and the papers next to her appear to be still in movement, as if she has just rapidly 

completed a page and begun another.  The visual presentation of Jo as an author is also an 

important aspect of each of the three Hollywood feature films of Little Women.  Each 

film depicts Jo as an author in ways that correspond to the cultural and societal values of 

the time in which the film was produced.  In the following section, before moving into an 

analysis of the visual depiction of authorship in the films, I offer a brief overview of the 

three Hollywood films and their historical contexts. 

 In 1933, RKO and George Cukor’s choice to adapt Alcott’s children’s novel to 

the screen was considered potentially risky, but the film was a success.  Like Alcott, who 

initially resisted Thomas Niles’ suggestion that she write Little Women, George Cukor 

was hesitant when David Selznick first approached him with the recommendation that he 

film Little Women as a “vehicle for Katherine Hepburn,” who was then twenty-five 

(Stoddart 26).   Cukor’s Little Women was preceded by at least two silent films, which are 
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presumed lost.19  Cukor’s film was praised for portraying “wholesome American values” 

and, like many films of the period, for providing relief from Depression-era drabness and 

despondency (Saliba). As Anne Hollander observes, the poverty of the March family in 

the 1933 film “contrasted favorably with harsh modern horrors” of America in the ’30s, 

and instead “had the comfortable glow of nostalgia” (98).  Victor Heerman and Sarah 

Mason, a married couple, won an Oscar for their screenplay, which was collaboratively 

authored in more than one sense.  Heerman and Mason came to the project after “at least 

half a dozen versions of the script” had been authored by other writers (McGilligan 97).  

They took over the writing of the screenplay and worked on the script on location at the 

production set (McGilligan 98), so that its development was influenced by the ongoing 

production work. Hepburn and Cukor developed an enduring friendship while filming 

Little Women.  They made eight films and two made-for-television movies together, and 

“Hepburn eventually became Cukor’s best friend” (Levy 67).  The film is representative 

of Cukor’s style (though he consistently resisted the label of “auteur”) and of Golden-

Age cinematography, featuring lovely close-ups of the March girls in three-point lighting, 

giving the effect of glamour even to a domestic plot.   

MGM’s 1949 film, directed by Mervyn LeRoy, is a remake of this 1933 film and 

uses many of the same scenes and identical dialogue.  Shot in Technicolor, with scenes of 

opulence and consumption, it represents a shift from a Depression-era to a postwar 
                                                
19 In 1917 Samuelson Film Manufacturing Company released a silent film of Little 
Women in Britain.  This film was directed by G.B. Samuelson and Alexander Butler.  In 
1919 Famous Players-Lasky Corporation released Little Women in the United States.  
This silent film was directed by Harley Knoles.  For additional information see the record 
listings within Film Index International. 
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aesthetic.  At the time, one of the film’s best-known performers was child-actress 

Margaret O’Brien, who by 1949 had already won an Oscar for her performance in Meet 

Me in St. Louis.  Because O’Brien was just twelve at the time and much younger than 

Elizabeth Taylor (17), Janet Leigh (22), and June Allyson (32), the script was altered to 

make her the youngest March sister.20  June Allyson’s portrayal of Jo imitates Hepburn’s 

characterization (though perhaps less successfully),21 but Elizabeth Taylor brings a 

unique and dynamic quality to her portrayal of Amy.  Aside from revealing that Taylor 

possessed more star magnetism than Allyson, Amy’s ability to attract more attention than 

the feisty character of Jo, is concurrent with the idealization of the feminine woman with 

few career aspirations in this period.  LeRoy’s film emphasizes Amy’s femininity and 

vanity, while deemphasizing her artistic talent  

Although it was over forty years until Gillian Armstrong made the next major 

Hollywood production of Little Women in 1994, in the interim several made-for-TV films 

and series appeared in America (in 1950, 1958, 1970, and 1978).  The continual re-

envisioning of Alcott’s novel in filmic and other adaptations supports Barbara 

Sicherman’s argument that it is the particular lack of historical specificity that contributes 

to Little Women’s enduring success; each adaptation features its own set of historically 

relevant specifics.22 Armstrong’s 1994 Columbia Pictures film, for instance, responds to 

                                                
20 At the start of Alcott’s novel, Meg is sixteen, Jo is fifteen, Beth is thirteen, and Amy is 
twelve. 
21 Carol Gay expresses a fairly common critique, that Allyson “indicated [Jo’s] tomboy 
qualities. . . but she brought little else to the role” (35). 
22 A new film or television series appears every ten to twenty years, which suggests we 
should expect another soon. 
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the demands of a much more feminist society, and Robin Swicord’s screenplay relies on 

the slippage between Louisa May Alcott and Jo to achieve a film that presents the 

Marches as politically and socially progressive figures.  Like Alcott and Cukor before 

her, Armstrong was not initially interested in Little Women, seeing it as “a little girls’ 

film” (Hurd 98).  It was only when producer Denise di Novi suggested that she “look at 

the book as the story of a family” that Armstrong decided to take on the project (Hurd 

98).  Because the film utilizes a fairly consistent set of costumes, sets, and props 

appearing to correspond to the mid-nineteenth century, the film appears a “period piece,” 

which, Thomas Leitch argues is one of the most prevalent defining characteristics of the 

“genre” of the “adaptation” (111). Richard Hudolin’s art design and Jan Roefl’s 

production design create a visual that critics described as “appealing without excess” 

(Maslin), and Armstrong’s crew worked extensively to create an overall appearance of 

simplicity and naturalness.  As Robyn McCallum notes, Armstrong’s Mrs. March (played 

by Susan Sarandon) teaches her daughters feminist lessons that actually depart notably 

from the lessons imparted by Alcott’s Marmee (84-85).23 Armstrong’s film is more 

politically and socially palatable to a contemporary audience.24  In addition to the 

screenplay that conflates the Alcotts and the Marches, the cinematography, art design, 

                                                
23 At times it is the delivery of Marmee’s advice that changes its meaning.  Although 
Marmee’s comment “Nothing provokes speculation more than the sight of a woman 
enjoying herself” (00:43:08), is no radical departure from the ruling ideology of the 
nineteenth century, Sarandon’s emphasis on the word “speculation” and a tone of scorn 
suggest an ironic turn in the phrase.  Rather than cautioning young women to be wary of 
speculation, Sarandon’s Marmee seems to be encouraging them to enjoy themselves. 
24 For example, the 1994 film emphasizes the anti-racist and abolitionist stance of the 
Alcotts when Meg’s high society friend, Sallie Moffat, announces to a group of young 
women, “Marches haven’t bought silk in years.  They have views on slavery” (00:39:50). 
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costuming and camera work in Armstrong’s film present a vision of Little Women that is 

more woman-centered than that of the two previous films.  

 As in Alcott’s novel, the image of Jo engaged in the writing process is also an 

important component of the Little Women films.  The visual representation of the author 

(Jo) engaged in her craft within each film reflects Alcott’s depiction of the picturesque as 

an aesthetic that connects the visual and the narrative (Johnson 50).25 While the scenes of 

Jo writing, reading, or reading her own writing demonstrate each filmmaker’s relative 

fidelity to Alcott’s visual and narrative presentations of the author, each film visualizes 

the author differently.26 Cukor provides a long shot of the author Jo in the garret. (See 

Figure 1).  Her position in the center of the frame suggests a command of the space (it is 

her garret) and of the text itself.  Shot in profile, Jo’s hands are visible on the manuscript.  

Her widespread legs (clad in bloomers) and feet propped up on the furniture suggest 

androgyny.  The body language may communicate either masculine dominance or 

feminine passivity (or availability).  Jo’s hair is fashioned with a large—one might say 

enormous—bow, Cukor’s interpretation of the “scribbling cap.” In Cukor’s black-and-

white film, the bow is light-colored or white (rather than the red used in Alcott’s novel) 

and matches the bright white of Jo’s bloomers and her manuscript which are emphasized 

by lighting, set design, and shot composition. Set against a backdrop of the dark-colored 

surroundings of the garret and Jo’s black pinafore, the manuscript stands out in the frame.  

                                                
25 Gannon also discusses Alcott’s use of the picturesque and the tableau.  For more on 
Alcott’s use of the tableau to depict the author, see Chapter Three. 
26 For the purpose of this visual analysis, I use stills from each of the films.  These 
function, in a way, as tableaux (see above note). 
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Figure 1.  Jo in the Garret. 1933. George Cukor.  
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 Only Jo’s bloomers are a brighter white.  The shot composition is unique among the 

three films because of the focal length. Cukor’s film alone includes the actress’s full body 

in the shot, reflecting Alcott’s focus on the material and bodily element of the female 

author.  Furthermore, the design of Jo’s writing space emphasizes her own aesthetic.  

While Jo’s propped feet may posturally represent a traditionally masculine aesthetic, 

other objects—a dark chest, an old sofa, pictures and books (all at pronounced angles), 

and the famous bushel basket of apples—create a heavy and angular aesthetic.27  At the 

same time, the garret contains frillier items,28 like the white ruffled curtains hanging in 

the window and a round lamp on a marble table.  The space itself is a visual recreation of 

Jo’s characterization as female author.  She is at the center of a mostly masculine space, 

bringing to it her own complicated identity as the female author.  

At first glance, Mervyn LeRoy’s 1949 presentation of Jo writing in the garret 

appears remarkably similar to Cukor’s.  (See Figure 2).  Similar objects surround the 

author: a barrel, books, picture frames, a lamp.  The camera position is different, 

however, using a shorter focal length and a lower angle.  As Robyn McCallum has 

observed, the shot composition and perspectives utilized in LeRoy’s film are generally  

                                                
27 Jo eats apples in Alcott’s novel and in the films.  Those familiar with the story of the 
Alcotts will remember that the family often had little more than apples to eat. 
28 This may be read as a performance of Joan Riviere’s “masquerade [of] womanliness” 
or Betty Friedan’s “frilly blouse syndrome” (as described by Linda Nochlin), in which a 
masculine intellectual performance is countered by a feminine performance or aesthetic.  
However, it can also be read as a statement of coexisting (rather than competing) 
aesthetic values.  Indeed, in this screen shot, the puffy bow and billowy curtains do not 
seem to contradict the sharp angles of the disheveled books and picture frames; instead, 
each component seems to be a well-defined and integrated element of the mise-en-scène.   
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Figure 2.  Jo in the Garret.  1949.  Mervyn LeRoy 
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 the most conservative of the three; the camera rarely reveals Jo’s perspective, placing her 

instead as the object to be viewed (89). The placement of the manuscript blocks the view 

of Jo’s hand and her pen, thereby comparatively diminishing her visible authority as the 

writer of the manuscript.  The (red) bow is also diminished; it no longer sits on Jo’s head 

as the large representative of her authorial state, but rather ties neatly around her neck.  

Jo’s face fills most of the frame, and she is seen reading her manuscript (as opposed to 

writing it).  She is so moved by the text she has written, that it brings her to tears.  With 

this display of emotion tied to her role as author, LeRoy represents Jo in a more 

traditionally feminine visual.  While the objects that surround Jo are similar to those 

found in Cukor’s film,29 their arrangement in LeRoy’s scene, and the gingham costume 

of Allyson, conveys a stronger sense of nostalgia for home.  Although both shots 

emphasize the author with her manuscript, the postures and performances of Hepburn and 

Allyson combine with the two films’ different camera angles and focal lengths to create 

distinct visuals of the author. 

In contrast, Armstrong shows Jo writing in what at first appears to be a more 

public space within the home.  (See Figure 3).  Her writing space does not, in its first 

presentation, appear to be “the garret.” Jo writes at a desk or table in front of a curtained 

window.  The space appears to be a bedroom or even a corner in the living room or 

parlor. It appears that Jo is not writing in a tucked-away recess of the attic but at a more 

central place in the home, yet it is notable that she is alone in this public space.  The next 
                                                
29 After purchasing the rights to Little Women, MGM also purchased some of Cukor’s 
1933 sets and props, which LeRoy used in the 1949 film (LeRoy and Kleiner 165). 
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shot reveals that Jo is in the garret after all, and that the family’s cast-off junk surrounds 

the tranquil nook Jo has created in front of a window.  She has created a comfortable, 

open work space that imitates a living room, within the garret.  The shot is from over her 

shoulder, so that while Winona Ryder figures prominently in the frame, the viewer shares 

her view of her manuscript--the viewer sees what Jo sees--suggesting the pride of 

ownership.  Because the camera looks over Jo’s shoulder, the focus becomes not the 

writer, whose face is only partially visible, but her work.  As in Cukor’s film, Jo’s hands 

and pen are visible.  Of the three directors, Armstrong presents the clearest (and closest) 

view of the manuscript.    

  The differences in these three images reflect film technology, production, 

and aesthetics as well as the cultural ideals of the period.  While Cukor was known for 

employing limited camera movement (Stoddart 24), accounting for fewer changes in 

focal length, the larger distance between the camera and Katherine Hepburn also 

demonstrates depression-era cultural and aesthetic values.  Just as the cinema was an 

escape from American audiences’ dull economic and social reality, Cukor’s vision of Jo 

shows a complete escape into literature.  The vision of Hepburn’s entire body rather than 

a medium or close-up shot implies the escape is total, rather than partial.  It also 

emphasizes writing, as the bright (white) spot in a somewhat darker interior.  Writing for 

Jo was both an escape from the other demands of daily life and a source of revenue, 

something to alleviate poverty and joblessness, and it therefore also appeals to the dreams 

of the depression-era audience.  Meanwhile, LeRoy’s vision of Jo the author reflects a 

postwar desire for a return to traditional and non-challenging gender roles.  The figure of 
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Figure 3.  Jo in the Garret.  1994. Gillian Armstrong. 
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 Jo will always be somewhat at odds with non-challenging gender roles, since her 

character is fundamentally tomboyish.  Yet LeRoy chooses to de-emphasize the potential 

power that comes with authorship in this shot, and instead emphasizes Jo as the 

emotional reader of her own text.  In his autobiography, LeRoy describes June Allyson as 

“cute-as-a-button” (LeRoy and Kleiner 165), and it is apparent that LeRoy was more 

interested in developing that aspect of Jo’s character than her edgier and more 

ambiguously-gendered qualities.  Finally, Armstrong’s vision of Jo writing displays the 

film’s attempt to present a feminist adaptation of Alcott’s novel (McCallum 84-85) by 

displacing and frustrating a traditional male gaze: Ryder’s face and body are turned away 

from the camera, the central focus becomes the manuscript in front of her.  Thus, this 

frame encourages the viewer to look with Jo rather than at her, emphasizing a twentieth-

century appreciation for the female author’s work and a desire to empathize with the 

woman author rather than make her an object of visual scrutiny.  

 

4.3 Marriage, The Death of the Author, and the Text Left Behind 

 The question of the novel’s ending has proved a problem for filmmakers adapting 

Little Women.  The three films struggle with where and how to end Little Women.  Should 

the ending of the film consider the ending of Alcott’s novel, which makes a jump in its 

last five pages to “five years after Jo’s wedding” (LW 377)?  Should it consider the 

sequels Little Men and Jo’s Boys?  Any choice leaves quite a bit of ambiguity.  At the end 
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of Alcott’s Little Women, Jo has returned to writing after a long hiatus.  She submits 

stories and poems to various publications and receives payment for her work.  Although 

Alcott omits any description of Jo’s writing process in this second phase of her authorial 

life—there is no mention of the garret, the scribbling suit, or the vortex, for instance—Jo 

is achieving a certain degree of success as a professional writer.  No one is more 

surprised than Jo to find that readers enjoy her work.  Writing about Beth’s death, Jo 

produces a story that goes “straight to the hearts of those who read [her work]” (LW 

340).30  Jo’s poem “In the Garret,” which has been published in a “paper that paid for 

poetry” (LW 369), brings Bhaer to see if there is any hope for him.  In fact, when he 

comes to ask Jo if she cares for him, he even shows her the poem.  She is surprised and 

“abashed” (LW 371), and comments “It’s very bad poetry, but I felt it when I wrote it one 

day when I was very lonely.”  She goes on to “tear[] up the verses the Professor had 

treasured so long” (LW 372).  In Alcott’s novel, the poem goes out into the world and 

summons Bhaer.  When he arrives, Jo destroys the poem, which is a stand-in for herself; 

it functions as a double of the author, but only for long enough to bring Bhaer to Jo.  The 

text, one would presume, has reached the end of its life, just as Jo begins her new life, 

which is not outwardly concerned with a literary career.  After accepting Bhaer’s 

proposal, Jo finds her interest in writing redirected to the maintenance of their long-

distance relationship.  Bhaer must work “out West” (LW 373) until he and Jo can afford 

                                                
30 Her achievement is notably like Psyche’s first successful sculpture, the bust of the 
similarly recently-deceased litter sister, “May” that is discussed in Chapter Two.  When 
they attempt to represent life’s experiences without giving much thought to “fame or 
money” (LW 340), Psyche and Jo are both successful. 
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to be together: “Jo and her Professor worked and waited,31 hoped and loved; met 

occasionally, and wrote such voluminous letters, that the rise in the price of paper was 

accounted for, Laurie said” (LW 373).  Her writing then, transforms, from something 

public to something private and traditionally feminine.  Some personal writing is 

included in other parts of Little Women, such as Jo’s letters home, written in journal form, 

in the chapter titled “Jo’s Journal.”  Therefore, although the writing is designated private, 

its inclusion in the novel renders it public.  The sections follow the model of the 

epistolary novel that is a public document pretending to be private.  The writing performs 

a private act in public.  In contrast, the large volume of letters written circulating between 

Bhaer and Jo are not (re)printed in Little Women; they are truly private, or hidden.  No 

one reads them. 

For this reason, and presumably others, Jo’s marriage to Bhaer is often viewed as 

the end of Jo’s creative and intellectual life and as the exchange of her creative life for 

the material reality of marriage.  There is no doubt that Alcott was concerned that 

marriage might prevent the female author or artist from realizing her aspirations; this is 

the conflict she explores in both “Psyche’s Art” and Diana and Persis.32  In “Happy 

Women,” she even makes a case for the varied intellectual, artistic, and humanitarian 

                                                
31 It is evident again that Alcott wrote “Psyche’s Art” in the same period as Little Women.  
“Work and wait” was Psyche’s motto, as well as Alcott’s own, and these words appear in 
her journals around this time.  Here “work and wait” takes on a distinct material and 
heterosexual normative significance. 
32 See Chapter Two. 
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successes women may have if only they will consider not marrying as a viable option.33  

However, the competition between authorship and marriage is just one of the conflicts 

that surfaces with the marriage of Jo to the professor.  Alcott created Friedrich Bhaer in 

response to many factors, including her own sense of humor.  In a letter to Elizabeth 

Powell, she wrote, “‘Jo’ should have remained a literary spinster but so many enthusiastic 

young ladies wrote to me clamorously demanding that she should marry Laurie or 

somebody, that I didn’t dare refuse & out of perversity went & made a funny match for 

her.  I expect vials of wrath to be poured out upon my head, but rather enjoy the 

prospect” (Letters 125, emphasis Alcott’s).34  Marrying Jo to Bhaer, then, functions as yet 

another construction of the mutability of authorship.  First, it allows Alcott’s readers to 

affect the text construction: they want Jo to marry, so Alcott writes a marriage for Jo and 

the readers become authors of the plot.  Yet in the same pen stroke, Alcott thwarts the 

readers’ desire and limits their authorial input by having Jo make a “funny match” and 

marry the man Sicherman describes as “the middle-aged, bumbling German professor” 

(254). Estes and Lant argue that “Alcott could never have allowed [Jo] to marry for 

love—in other words, to love and marry Laurie,” (103) and for this reason “Alcott 

chooses to murder her dearest child [Jo] rather than force that child to live in a world that 
                                                
33 Nan’s choice to remain single and practice medicine in Jo’s Boys is another example of 
Alcott’s defense of spinsterhood, one that corresponds to Alcott’s description of “L” in 
“Happy Women.”   
34 Alcott makes a similar comment in a letter to Alfred Whitman, emphasizing a playful 
sense of humor in the way she has chosen to pair off the March sisters: “All my little girl-
friends are madly in love with Laurie & insist on a sequel, so I’ve written one which will 
make you laugh, especially the pairing off part.  But I didn’t know how to settle my 
family any other way & I wanted to disappoint the young gossips [inserted after crossing 
out “little dears”] who vowed that Laurie & Jo should marry.  Authors take dreadful 
liberties ” (Letters 120).   
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is hostile to her” (104).  This suggests that the marriage to Bhaer is companionate, but not 

one of “love.” It is developed outside a realm of sexuality, and may even be read as a 

symbolic, rather than sexual, union.35 

If it is the creative, expressive self—the author—who is murdered by the 

marriage, what happens to the woman who remains?  Clark asserts that Jo “outgrows” 

writing in conformance to social expectations.  While it was acceptable for Jo to write in 

the first part of Little Women, this becomes a danger, because “fiction allows Jo to enact 

her masculinist fantasies of power” (Clark “Portrait” 84).  As Jo matures, Clark suggests, 

she must comply, and this requires that she relinquish her identity as an author: “Jo 

essentially does stop writing when she marries, and she channels her creativity into 

telling stories to her household of boys” (Clark 91).  Estes and Lant connect the symbolic 

murder of Jo the author to issues of female sexuality.  As Jo watches her older sister Meg 

experience the “first sexual coming of age” in the novel, she begins “asserting a desire to 

usurp masculine as well as social privilege” (Estes and Lant 108).  The March sisters had 

maintained a queer alliance, one that held a strong front against marriage and 

motherhood.  When that alliance breaks down (with Meg’s marriage to Brooke), Jo 

attempts to rebel against heteronormative structures by writing.  Writing would seem to 

                                                
35 The marriage obviously does contains sex, though, since Jo and Bhaer have two sons, 
Rob and Teddy.  Because “Teddy” is Jo’s nick-name for her brother-in-law, Laurie, and a 
name that she alone calls Laurie, naming her son “Teddy” emphasizes the loss of the 
(sexual) marriage of love Jo could have had with Laurie and the seemingly non-
passionate marriage to Bhaer.  This is further indicated by the seamless inclusion of Jo’s 
sons into the blurring mass of pupils and cousins at Plumfield, which makes them hardly 
distinguishable from the children who are not Jo’s biological offspring, many of whom 
also refer to Jo as “mother.” 
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give Jo an escape from a traditional sexual identity.  She refuses Laurie’s marriage 

proposal (to the devastation of millions of young girls, no doubt), stating her preference 

for writing: “You’d hate my scribbling, and I couldn’t get on without it. . . . I don’t 

believe I ever shall marry; I’m happy as I am” (LW 287).  Yet she does marry, creating a 

death of sorts, for Jo (or for one construction of Jo the author).   This death leaves behind 

it a character, who becomes the den-mother, but it also leaves a text and a reader in its 

wake.  What happens to the story of an author, when the author is no longer present? 

With the death of Jo the author, perhaps Alcott anticipates Roland Barthes, 

suggesting that the text (whatever or whomever that is) exists because there is writing, 

and writing necessitates and/or gives birth to a reader: “the disconnection occurs, the 

voice loses its origin, the author enters into his own death, writing begins” (Barthes 313).  

The act of writing removes thought from its purely private and individual space and 

forces it into a wide and generative forum, a forum brought into existence, driven, and 

influenced by readers. Alcott’s acquiescence to her readers’ and publisher’s demand for 

the marriage of Jo and her sisters allows one to imagine the marriage as the removal of an 

author from the text.  But it is this very choice that contributes to Little Women’s power 

to endure.  As Sicherman argues, the death of Jo the author in the form of her marriage to 

Bhaer is what ultimately gives Little Women its immortality: 

If Jo had remained a spinster, as Alcott wished, or if she had married the attractive 
and wealthy hero [Laurie], as readers hoped, it is unlikely that the book would 
have had such wide appeal.  Rather, the problematic ending contributed to Little 
Women’s popularity, the lack of satisfying closure helping to keep the story alive. 
(254) 
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The problematic ending doubly anticipates the problem of readers, especially Alcott’s 

contemporaneous female readers.  Like Jo, they are required to end their escape into 

literature.  By the time they get to Jo’s marriage, they have almost reached the end of the 

book.  Jo’s marriage very nearly coincides with the sadness of finishing a beloved, 

(paracanonical) book.  At the end of the book, the reader will be forced to sadly face the 

reality of living in the material world, and not in the imaginary world of the Marches.  In 

1869, this meant that most readers—female readers, in particular—would be returning to 

domestic duties within in a traditionally structured family.  They, like Jo, might have to 

give something up, to kill an artistic dream, in order to comply with social expectations.  

Although readers tend to remember Jo “at her best” (Estes and Lant 101) and to “repress” 

(Estes and Lant 102) the fact that Jo stops writing, perhaps this very conflict also enacts 

the return of the repressed.  Readers return to Little Women, and to reading in general, 

because it gives them an escape from what they have given up in order to comply with 

social expectations.36 

Barthes would, of course, insist that at the moment Alcott began to write Little 

Women she had already removed “herself” from the text, but by applying the idea of the 

“death of the author” to a fictional character (Jo), I suggest a figurative and playful 

reading of Barthes, one that admittedly demands the reader reinscribe a theory of 

authorship upon the “figure” of an author within a text, thereby attempting to reify that 

which, within the paradigm of Barthes’ theory, cannot be reified.  That impossible 
                                                
36 Alcott’s male readers (a substantial group that is often overlooked) would also be 
ending an escape to a feminine world in which they might temporarily identify with a 
female character.  The reality to which they returned would be substantially different, 
though. 
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reification is the process of reading, and suggests, as Foucault does, that the author figure, 

at some level, though perhaps only the level of “appearances,” is always “outside [the 

text] and antecedes it” (281). In Little Women, it is Alcott who is outside the text, and Jo 

who is within it.  However, as an author character, Jo is also outside and the antecedent 

for the texts she writes, including “In the Garret,” the poem that appears in Little Women 

in its entirety, even though Jo tears up the poem. The poem no longer exists within the 

world of the novel even as it is made permanent for the reader.  The reader of Little 

Women has access to “In the Garret,” because it is printed within the text.  But after Jo 

tears the poem to pieces, neither she, as author, nor Bhaer, as reader, may read the text.  

The certainty and permanence of author and text are aptly destabilized. 

 

4.4 The Fate of the Author 

 In the final pages of Little Women Jo’s future as an author is still uncertain.  Five 

years after her marriage, with her flourishing school for boys and two sons of her own, Jo 

observes, “My greatest wish has been so beautifully gratified” (LW 379).  Her wish, it 

seems, was not for authorship, after all, but for a large family of her own, in which she 

could “nurse, pet, and scold” a mob of rambunctious boys (LW 374).  Amy reminds Jo of 

how she has changed, saying, “And yet your life is very different from the one you 

pictured so long ago.  Do you remember our castles in the air?” (LW 379).  Jo concedes 

the change, without completely obliterating her old hope to be a famous author.  “I 

haven’t given up the hope that I may write a good book yet,” she responds, “but I can 
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wait” (LW 379).  Alcott’s readers would also wait, for nearly twenty years, to find out 

what happens to Jo the author.  They most likely believed their heroine had given up 

public authorship.  In the novel’s 1871 sequel, Little Men, or Life at Plumfield, with Jo’s 

Boys, Jo does not write publicly.  Her writing activity is reduced to the maintenance of a 

private record-book about each of the boys in her school. The work is personal and 

seemingly not literary.  It would appear that her life as a public author is over, but the 

publication of Jo’s Boys, and How They Turned Out: A Sequel to “Little Men” in 1886 

(fifteen years later) reasserts Jo’s right to identify as an author, and even as a famous 

author. Alcott published numerous collections and several novels before completing Jo’s 

Boys.37  The novel, when it finally arrived, disabused any hope for future installments in 

the March saga; Alcott declared Jo’s Boys a final text, concluding with language that 

leaves no room for question: “let the music stop, the lights die out, and the curtain fall for 

ever on the March family” (JB 321). These words both mimic and provide contrast to the 

end of the first volume of Little Women: “So grouped the curtain falls upon Meg, Jo, 

Beth, and Amy.  Whether it ever rises again, depends upon the reception given to the first 

act of the domestic drama, called ‘Little Women’” (LW 185).  While both endings invoke 

the metaphor of the theater, Little Women invites readers to ask for another act, while 

Jo’s Boys tells them that to do so would be useless.  The readers are acknowledged as 

                                                
37 Between Little Men and Jo’s Boys Alcott published Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag: My Boys 
(1872), Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag: Shawl Straps (1872), Work (1873), Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag: 
Cupid and Chow-Chow (1873), Eight Cousins (1875), Silver Pitchers (1876), Rose in 
Bloom (1876), A Modern Mephistopheles (1877), Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag: My Girls (1877), 
Under the Lilacs (1878), Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag: Jimmy’s Cruise in the Pinafore (1879), 
Jack and Jill (1880), Aunt Jo’s Scrap-Bag: An Old-Fashioned Thanksgiving (1882), 
Spinning-Wheel Stories (1884), and Lulu’s Library, Vol. 1 (1885). 
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creative agents in textual production at the end of Little Women.  At the end of Jo’s Boys, 

Alcott asserts herself in a different way, choosing to not write, despite readers’ desire for 

another sequel.  

Alcott acknowledges reader-desire in Jo’s Boys by admitting to the reader’s 

lengthy wait for the sequel.  As her readers were waiting, time was passing for the 

characters.  At the start of Jo’s Boys a lapse of time is also critical: ten years have passed 

since the conclusion of Little Men. The first part of the novel must then engage in 

summarizing the events of a decade.38  Over this time Jo, it appears, has reclaimed 

authorship for herself.  In the chapter “Jo’s Last Scrape,” Alcott describes Jo’s almost 

accidental return to writing: 

The March family had enjoyed a great many surprises in the course of their varied 
career, but the greatest of all was when the Ugly Duckling turned out to be, not a 
swan, but a golden goose, whose literary eggs found such an unexpected market 
that in ten years Jo’s wildest and most cherished dream actually came true.  How 
or why it happened she never clearly understood, but all of a sudden she found 
herself famous in a small way, and, better still, with a snug little fortune in her 
pocket to clear away the obstacles of the present and assure the future of her boys. 
(JB 35) 

This retroactive account of the book focuses only on financial—not aesthetic—outcome; 

the writing process is lost, or compressed.  It appears that Jo’s castle in the air has 

reverted to the dream of being a famous author, or, perhaps, having satisfied her “greatest 

wish” (LW 379) for domestic, moral, and educational achievement at Plumfield, she is 

                                                
38 The wait does not exactly correspond to real time, however, since sixteen years passed 
between the publication of the two novels.  Readers who had encountered Little Women 
and Little Men as adolescents, would have been well-established in their adult lives by 
the time they read Jo’s Boys. 
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able to aspire to yet another dream, one of artistic expression.  Whatever the case, in a 

time of poverty for the Bhaers, “Mrs Jo,” as some of the boys call her, took it upon 

herself to help raise money for the school by writing a book.  Clark argues that this 

writing, while still potentially “morally dubious,” does not represent the full expression 

of the author because it originates from financial necessity and is intended for moral 

rather than aesthetic edification: Jo, like Alcott herself, writes “out of a sense of duty: she 

earned money to feed her family, and her fiction was an instrument of good” (“Portrait” 

92-93).39 It is hard to know how Jo views her writing in Jo’s Boys.  Unlike the end of 

Little Women, where Jo arguably “becomes more object than artist” (Clark “Portrait” 88), 

in the chapter of Jo’s Boys devoted to describing Jo as an author, her work does involve, 

at the very least, focus that takes her away from domestic duties and housework (JB 9) 

and potentially includes a form of expression driven by passion, when Jo “gets into a 

vortex” again (JB 9).   

But Jo’s authorship is the subject of just one chapter and a few scattered 

references throughout Jo’s Boys; it is not the defining element of her identity.  That 

defining element is motherhood, of course, and it is hyperbolic.  Rather than mothering 

just her two boys, Jo acts as mother to over a dozen children (mostly boys) and almost all 

of the men in her community, including Mr. March (her father), Laurie (her would-be 

husband) and Bhaer (her husband). It is significant that Jo mothers little men rather than 

little women.  In psychoanalytic terms, this would be the ultimate resolution to a 

woman’s desire to possess the phallus.  While Jo could never be the boy she desired to 
                                                
39 For more on the economic and business of authorship, see Coultrap-McQuin. 
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be, she becomes the mother to an excessive number of boys.  Yet this narrative 

development also reveals Alcott’s resistance to patriarchal models of both family and 

authorship.  First, by allowing Jo to choose which children will be admitted to the school, 

Alcott grants Jo the right to choose (most of) her children. This choice represents an 

alternative to the contained biological families of Jo’s sisters Meg and Amy.  Second, by 

choosing to mother mostly boys, Jo eliminates the possibility of producing another 

generation of little women and good wives.  This choice is another iteration of letting 

“the curtain fall for ever” on one of the gendered and authorial identities associated with 

Alcott’s best-known work.  Although the depiction of authorship is connected to 

domestic structures throughout Jo’s Boys, the undiluted presentation of Jo as an author is 

less integral to the narrative in this novel, and is also, as Clark suggests, greatly 

diminished from the presentation of Jo as an author at the beginning of Little Women.  

 However, in its ambiguities, the single chapter dedicated to Jo’s authorship in Jo’s 

Boys adds a layer of richness to Alcott’s presentation of Jo’s authorship and authorship in 

general.  The book that gains Jo her literary recognition sounds remarkably like Alcott’s 

Little Women.  It is described as  “a few scenes and adventures in the lives of herself and 

sisters—though boys were more in her line” (JB 35).  Not surprisingly, Jo’s unnamed 

book about four sisters is a huge success, and she becomes famous.  The way Alcott 

describes Jo’s novel reminds the reader of the critical debates surrounding women’s 

popular fiction of the period, and of Little Women’s place at the center of these debates.  

Alcott’s quick dismissal of Jo’s novel as “a few scenes and adventures in the lives of 

herself and her sisters” reflects the nature of at least the first volume of Little Women and 
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acknowledges Alcott’s awareness of the debate.  She recognizes that Jo’s authorship 

depends on a public understanding of what kind of text she has written.  This 

understanding is shaped by several factors, including the popular or commercial success 

of the work.  It also reflects Jane Tompkins’s now infamous question, “But is it any 

good?”, or demonstrates the view that there is a uniform understanding of what makes 

good literature, and that women’s literature was often barred from the category of 

literature.  Tompkins voices the common question in language that would have been 

familiar to Alcott, “You and I know what a good novel is . . . and we both know that 

these [popular] novels fall outside that category” (187).  This debate reiterates the 

structuring principles of the paracanon.  The paracanon allows the text to be considered 

in relationship to the canon, but to maintain a position that is outside the canon yet not 

pejorative.  As Mary Beth Pringle observes, the paracanon removes from critics “the need 

to defend [their] preferences” and it “affirms the value of passionately reading a text” 

(227).  Alcott seems to call out for an alternative placement for Jo’s book and her own.   

Alcott does not take a position on whether she believes Jo’s novel (or Little Women) 

belongs in the literary category.  Rather she suggests that she is aware that its position is 

contested.  When a text’s merit or popularity is contested, it is always the reader and not 

the author who decides.  Alcott works, then, to simply be involved in the conversation by 

affirming its existence.  The decision is something she leaves to the readers, who also 

make an appearance in Jo’s Boys, in the form of fans. 

It will be unsurprising to those who know of Alcott’s distaste for being “lionized” 

(Shealy Little xxix) that Jo balks at the attention from her adoring fans.  The chapter “Jo’s 
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Last Scrape” includes a series of unpleasant letters and visits from Jo’s admiring readers, 

based upon Alcott’s actual experiences with her persistent fans, including the unfortunate 

admirers from Oshkosh, who assured her, “If you ever come to Oshkosh, your feet won’t 

be allowed to touch the pavement,” to which Jo responds, as Alcott did, by resolving 

never to go to Oshkosh (JB 48).40  After a long day of dealing with and avoiding her 

annoying fans, some who plague her with letters, others who show up at her home, Jo 

gives orders to the housekeeper that she will see no one else that day.  Thus her obedient 

housekeeper nearly sends away the long-absent black sheep (and hero of Little Men), 

Dan, who has arrived for a surprise visit.  “To think of my ordering you out of the house 

when I’ve been longing to see you for a year,” Jo says before going “down to have a 

good talk with her returned wanderer, who enjoyed the joke immensely” (JB 54).   

 The title of the chapter, with its triple entendre, serves as another of Alcott’s jokes 

on/with her reader.  At its most obvious level “Jo’s Last Scrape” refers to the fact that Jo 

almost turned away Dan, a “joke” that Dan “enjoys immensely.” In this sense, it has very 

little to do with authorship.  As Clark has shown, the scrape can also be writing itself, the 

potentially dangerous activity in which Alcott engages, but her readers, in order to be 

good girls, probably should not (“Portrait” 91).  In this case, the word “last” is also 

significant.  In this “last” chronicle of the Marches, Alcott suggests that what Jo writes is 

what Alcott writes.  This realization might have led careful readers and critics to realize 

that like Jo March, Alcott had also engaged in the writing of sensational literature.  It 

                                                
40 This story, as it happened to Alcott, is documented in the collection of Alcott Papers at 
the Houghton Library of the Harvard College Library.  See MS AM 800.23. 
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might even have led to a much earlier discovery of Alcott’s other authorial identity, that 

of A.M. Barnard.41 It also suggests a type of double existence for the author, one that is 

both inside and outside the text, both antecedent to and dependent of the text.  In Jo’s 

Boys, Alcott plays with the idea that Jo March has written Little Women, the book that 

gives life to the character of Jo March.  In this way, Alcott self-referentially writes herself 

(as author) permanently into the text and permanently removes herself by replacing 

herself with the character. Alcott playfully acknowledges and rebels against the concept 

that Foucault would describe as the author’s relation as always “antecedent” to the text.   

The last “joke” of “Jo’s Last Scrape” is the real “scrape” of the chapter, the one in 

which Alcott risks casting off the reader, just as she almost cast off Dan.  For “Jo’s Last 

Scrape” is, more than anything else, a diatribe against Alcott’s fans.  It is the fans who 

have generated the sequels that Alcott authored after the first part of Little Women.  They 

are responsible, in their interests and demands, for the production of the second part of 

Little Women, Little Men, and for Jo’s Boys.  In Jo’s Boys Alcott has her last joke at the 

readers’ expense.  Shutting out the reader/fan with the series of insults that comprise 

“Jo’s Last Scrape” could potentially lead to the death of the author in another sense: the 

reader can stop reading at any time.  The author with no readers ceases to exist as a 

public author.  Alcott desires to be free of her readers’ attention, but also realizes that 

without them she loses the defining element of her identity (if not Jo’s).  The joke is 

completed with Alcott’s final action: she removes the reader’s power to shut out the 

                                                
41 That Alcott wrote under the name A.M. Barnard was not discovered until the 1940s.  
For more on Alcott’s pseudonym and sensational writing, see Chapter Three. 
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Marches, by declaring in the novel’s ultimate sentence that there will be no further book 

to “shut out;” Jo’s Boys is the last in the series.  Although Alcott couldn’t have known it, 

it would end up being her last novel.42   

Like the “funny match” Alcott makes between Jo and Bhaer, “Jo’s Last Scrape” 

both complies with and defies the reader’s ability to influence the text.  By reflexively 

engaging the reader in this tension in the chapter, Alcott demonstrates the metaphorical 

and performative aspects of authorship on the text itself.  Because Jo’s marriage can 

function as a structure that emphasizes and symbolizes authorship, Bhaer can also be read 

as a symbolic figure for the author.  His physical and intellectual resemblance to the real-

life authors Hendry David Thoreau, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Charles Follen, and Alcott’s 

most-adored author Johann Wolfgang von Goethe,43 as well as to the “hidden” author 

characters like Jasper in A Modern Mephistopheles or Kent in “The Freak of a Genius”44 

reinforce the likelihood of this possibility.45  Jo’s marriage to another author (even 

symbolically) indicates the possibility for a model of collaborative and mutable literary 

achievement, one that would be more reflective of the communal production of a text like 

the March sisters’ Pickwick Portfolio than of a traditional marriage.  When Bhaer 
                                                
42 The story collections Lulu’s Library, Vol. 2 (1887) and A Garland for Girls (1887) 
were published after Jo’s Boys. 
43 I am indebted to Mary Lamb Shelden, Daniel Shealy, Beverly Lyon Clark, Jan 
Turquist, and the other members of the Louisa May Alcott society who heard this paper 
at the American Literature Association conference in 2011.  They have helped me to 
articulate the symbolic nature of the marriage and Bhaer’s likenesses to other authors 
who were personally and intellectually important to Alcott.  For more on Follen as a 
model for Bhaer see Walls. 
44 For a discussion of Jasper and Kent as hidden authors, see Chapter Three. 
45 Zwinger shows that Bhaer also resembles the two father-authors, the Reverend Mr. 
March and Alcott’s own father, Bronson Alcott, who were also writers. 
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functions as a symbolic author or author figure, the children (“Jo’s boys”), it follows, 

function as (figures for) texts, created through collaborative and multiple production. In 

her journals, Alcott refers to her texts as her “children”  (Journals 163); this 

interpretation is an extension of that idea, one that allows space for more varied and 

complicated authorial contributions, connecting ideas of reproduction to textual 

production. In that same strand of interpretation, which allows the reader to see Bhaer as 

something other than the man who stands between Jo and authorship, Bhaer can also 

symbolize the text itself.  Because Jo destroys her poem, “In the Garret” when Bhaer 

arrives, Alcott suggests that Bhaer is the replacement for that text: he becomes the 

mutable text.  Thus the “funny match” is one in which Jo may manipulate the text—her 

husband—to suit her authorial needs.  In any discussion of Little Women within Alcott’s 

body of work, I find myself returning to the problem of the text.  This text, was indeed, 

Alcott’s problem, because of the way it constructed her as a one-dimensional writer.  

Although Alcott was also widely recognized as the author of other popular texts 

including Hospital Sketches and An Old Fashioned Girl, Little Women was so successful, 

so beloved, and, ultimately, so paracanonical, that it became inseparable from Alcott’s 

public (and personal) concept of herself as an author.  While Alcott understood the 

cultural capital of Little Women to the extent possible during her lifetime, she could not 

have known how enduring her work would be, that it would not be forgotten like so many 

of the popular novels of the time.46  Little Women has endured through generations of 

                                                
46 Many novels by nineteenth-century American women boasted exceptional sales and 
were reprinted many times, like Susan Warner’s The Wide, Wide World, but proved to be 
less timeless than Alcott’s novel. 
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readers.  Its history is something Alcott could not have predicted, but the book’s 

impressive cultural legacy was well-understood by each of the filmmakers who adapted 

it: the films engage with the importance of Little Women through their representation of 

authored texts. 

All of the films demonstrate a magnified investment in the text that Jo produces.  

In each film, rather than writing the poem “In the Garret” as her call to Bhaer, the text 

that Jo produces is a book.  This provides a striking difference between the ending of 

Alcott’s Little Women and all three films.  Furthermore, in each film the book is 

published with Bhaer’s help.  This odd divergence is crucial to the films.  The book is 

presented visually as a paper-wrapped package in Cukor’s film; its cover is never shown.  

Yet it is what brings Bhaer to Jo’s door and inspires the first conversation of the reunited 

lovers.  “My little friend,” the professor says, “I was just here to leave your book.  I 

wanted to tell you my friend published it and he thinks it has great hopes” (01:53:14).   

Cukor’s Little Women is generally considered to be an adaptation that generally adheres 

to the plot of Alcott’s novel.  It is similarly episodic in structure and Cukor believed it 

“mirror[ed] the novel so beautifully” (Stoddart 26).  Nonetheless, the fact that Jo writes a 

book and Bhaer helps her to publish it is a significant deviation from the novel’s plot.  

While it emphasizes Jo’s dedication to writing and suggests the possibility of an ending 

other than the fulfillment of Jo’s domestic dream at the cost of her authorship, it is also 

telling that Bhaer is involved in the publication of this text.  At one level, this diminishes 

Jo’s independence as an author.  At another, it suggests that the films may enact the 

concept of Bhaer as a contributor and collaborator to Jo’s creative expression. 
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 In LeRoy’s and Armstrong’s films, the book has more visual importance and 

receives a significant close-up in each.  In both of these films, the book makes its 

appearance wrapped in paper, and Jo must open the package to bring out (give birth to) 

the text.  The book that Jo writes in LeRoy’s film takes the title of one of Jo’s poems, 

“My Beth.”  “My Beth” is a sentimental poem that appears in the second part of Little 

Women.  It expresses Jo’s love for her sister, who is cast as a domestic angel in the poem.  

The poem contrasts with the more vivacious examples of Jo’s writing that are included in 

the first half of the novel.  Clark describes “My Beth” as “nonartistic” (“Portrait” 90) and 

“pedestrian” (91).  Yet in LeRoy’s film, “My Beth” has become a book-length work, 

reinforcing the idea of women’s writing as feminine and sentimental.  LeRoy includes a 

two-second close-up of this book, revealing its red-leather cover and the gold, scripted 

letters of the title.  Like many of the film’s props, the book emphasizes the showy 

brightness of Technicolor. The author is identified in letters nearly as large as those of the 

title as “Josephine March.”  As Jo unwraps the book and holds it in her hands, Amy 

exclaims, “Jo, your book!” and Laurie responds, “Published!” (01:59:45).  

In Armstrong’s film an even greater meta-discourse occurs; the text Jo writes is 

none other than Little Women itself. While the shot of the book is shorter, lasting less 

than one second, Jo’s response to actually seeing her work in print is much more 

substantial. “My book!” she exclaims after opening the package. “Someone’s publishing 

my book!” (01:50:51), a phrase she repeats to her only listener, the housekeeper, Hannah. 

The book that Jo receives in Armstrong’s film appears to be a set of page proofs, rather 

than a bound volume.  Thus the camera focuses on a title page and not a cover.  As 
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Englund observes, the information on the title page does not reflect the historical 

publication of Little Women.  Aside from identifying the author as Josephine March, 

rather than Louisa May Alcott, the title page names James T. Fields as the publisher, 

although Alcott’s novel was published by Roberts Brothers, and sets the location of the 

publisher in New York, rather than Boston. Englund sees this misremembering of the 

publication history as the film’s attempt to “raise Alcott’s cultural capital further by 

associating her with today’s literary industry in New York City” (200).  She also notes 

that the conspicuous absence of a publication date (1868), works both to render the novel 

timeless and simultaneously to modernize it (Englund 200).  Armstrong’s choice of 

James T. Fields as the publisher of Jo’s novel is an interesting one, given that Fields 

famously advised Alcott to give up writing since she had no talent, to which she defiantly 

responded, “I can write and I’ll prove it” (Journals 109).  His name on the title page 

would appear a humorous dig to viewers who were familiar with Alcott’s life: Fields had 

effectively eliminated the possibility of being the publisher of the best-selling novel by 

telling the author she could “not write” (Journals 109).   

The films’ insistence on having Jo publish a novel reemphasizes the importance 

of authorship even in the marriage plot, and attempts to transform Little Women in its 

film adaptations from a bildungsroman to a künstlerroman.  The films reflect a twentieth-

century need to continue the repression of the idea that Jo, the beloved tomboy, author, 

and heroine, could stop writing.  Instead, she must be immortalized through the 

publication of a book she has written.  This detail in the plot of the films is a modern 

indication of the cultural power of Alcott’s novel.  While Alcott did not recognize how 
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much Little Women would change her public identity, the filmmakers came to their 

projects knowing about the cultural capital of the text, and directors LeRoy and 

Armstrong were well aware of the cultural successes of the films that preceded their own 

adaptations.  Their adaptations recognize and pay homage to the cultural work this novel 

has performed, work that extends into the twentieth century.  The films respond to a 

desire (on the part of both directors and twentieth-century audiences) to reinforce the 

slippage between the authors Jo March and Louisa May Alcott.  However, in each case, 

the film has Jo March become a successful novelist like Louisa May Alcott, but has her 

do so with help from Bhaer, who gets the novel published; the publication requires 

collaborative effort. 

 

4.5 Collaborative Performance 

 In the films, as in the novel, authorship is presented as something that can be 

communal, that can incorporate multiple voices, and that can transcend social 

expectations.  The films all show Jo’s reliance on others as she develops as an 

artist/author.  For example, in Cukor’s film, Jo’s early writing career is lauded and 

supported by her dearest friend, Laurie.  When Jo reads her first published story, “The 

Phantom Hand,” aloud to her sisters and Laurie, Laurie can hardly wait to tell Meg and 

Amy that Jo is the “celebrated American authoress” (00:47:38). The film shows Laurie as 

a great supporter of Jo as an author. He insists on being included in Jo’s writing process, 

and Jo, after some resistance, accepts his involvement. This scene also emphasizes the 
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performative concept of authorship. Jo’s reading of “The Phantom Hand” is dramatic.  

Katherine Hepburn uses a low, loud voice and overly affected facial expressions to reveal 

that Jo is “acting” the part of reader, and, as her sisters soon find out, also the part of 

author. The dramatic reading compounds what becomes the dramatic revelation that Jo is 

in fact the author of the performed story, a secret in which Laurie had been included, but 

Meg and Amy were not.47 

 While Laurie is one of the figures involved in Jo’s relationship to her writing, he 

is not the most influential.  That designation must, of course, go to Bhaer.  In every 

version of Little Women, Bhaer has an important role, and his criticism effectively 

changes Jo’s writing.  The most obvious example of this occurs in LeRoy’s film, when 

Bhaer gives Jo his “honest” opinion of her work, telling her, “I was disappointed.  Why 

do you write such artificial characters, such contrived plots?” (01:44:14).  In this scene, 

LeRoy begins with a shot-reverse-shot to show Jo’s interest in receiving Bhaer’s critique, 

but then the camera focuses predominantly on Bhaer, heightening his critique and 

diminishing Jo’s reaction.  The back of June Allyson’s head comprises most of the take.  

When Jo does react (by crying), her face is still mostly hidden from the camera.  Bhaer’s 

response,  “What a blundering fool I am!” (01:44:36) completes the scene, emphasizing 

Bhaer’s critique, and diminishing Jo’s involvement in the production of the text.  Bhaer’s 

criticism of Jo’s sensational fiction in Alcott’s novel and the other film versions is more 

subtle, but LeRoy’s interpretation of this critique demonstrates one of Alcott’s recurring 

issues of authorship: the power of the reader over the choices the author makes.  June 
                                                
47 In Chapter Three, I suggest that secrets of authorship may stand in for sexual intimacy. 
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Allyson performs Jo at her most submissive, hiding her face from readers (being effaced) 

and working to satisfy their demands.  She performs the author’s humble compliance, at 

times even against her preferences, with the demands of her audience.  Jo’s submission to 

Bhaer’s literary critique reflects Alcott’s acquiescence to the demands of her publishers 

and readers for a story that ended in a marriage for Jo.  What is missing from this 

presentation of Jo’s compliance in LeRoy’s film, is the presence of an authorial “joke.”  

With the exception, perhaps, of Rossano Brazzi’s stilted delivery or June Allyson’s 

melodramatic tears, there is nothing funny about the content of Bhaer’s critique, or Jo’s 

submission to it.  LeRoy leaves no possibility for an ironic or double interpretation.   This 

may be the strongest example of the influence of  the “post-World War II antifeminist 

ideology that sought to remove women from the workforce and reinstate them in the 

home” on LeRoy’s film (McCallum 84).  Jo’s final achievement with the publication of 

My Beth, a sentimental text about domestic values, resituates Jo’s authorship 

unthreateningly in the world of women/girls and the home. 

 In the most recent of the Hollywood films, Jo’s development as an author is again 

rooted in her relationships with others, and it makes use of the space of home, reclaiming 

it, possibly in a more feminist way, for the author.   In the scene of Jo writing what would 

appear to be her novel, Little Women, she is guided by the voices of the most important 

people in her life.   The first shot in the scene includes Jo’s hand and the manuscript, 

placing the text first in the consideration of authorship, and reversing Foucault’s idea of 

the author as antecedent to the text.  The camera tilts up to frame Winona Ryder’s face, in 

concentration, lips slightly moving.  In a 360-degree pan shot, the camera moves about 
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the writing space, revealing that Jo is in the garret, and not the parlor, as it appeared at 

first.  The camera pans to old issues of the Pickwick Portfolio, broken objects, toys, old 

clothes and costumes, Beth’s chest, and cast-off pieces of furniture (01:44:46). Without 

sound, it would screen as a scene of independent work; however, the voiceovers of Jo’s 

sisters, Laurie, and herself (played by Claire Danes, Kirsten Dunst, Trini Alvarado, 

Christian Bale, and, of course, Winona Ryder) create a sense of collaborative rather than 

purely individual work.  As the camera pans around the room, Armstrong depicts objects 

that have appeared earlier in the film in conjunction with the characters in Jo’s life.  The 

voiceovers accompanied by instrumental score stop near the end of the pan shot and the 

score changes to an a capella song that was performed earlier in the film, at Meg’s 

wedding, suggesting a movement from childhood and an arrival into adulthood.  This 

scene reveals the extent to which others are involved in the act of authoring a text in ways 

that extend beyond providing emotional support or literary critique.  It effectively 

deprivileges a masculinist notion of the author as isolated and god-like.   

 The films deal with Jo’s authorship in conflicted and complex ways, just as Alcott 

does.  They present authorship as something that demands a purely individual focus, an 

independent writing space, and the ability to freely express oneself.  At the same time, 

they emphasize the fact that writing cannot be something that happens purely in the realm 

of the individual, because it is a public act.   It depends on others, on collaboration, on 

changing viewpoints and positions, on performances by authors and author figures, and 

on the reader and the text.  Each film, according to the cultural and social ideas of the 

time in which it was produced, demonstrates an attention to Alcott’s fixation on the 
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problem of what it means to be a female author. The films also, by virtue of being 

adaptations, present their own case studies for mutable authorship. 

 As I have suggested, each of the three Hollywood Little Women films responds 

not only to Alcott’s novel but also to the preferences of its primary, contemporary 

audience.  Thus, putting questions of “staying power” aside for a moment, it is 

understandable that each film was created, like Alcott’s novel, for presentation to its 

contemporary viewers.  Cukor responds to the difficulties of the Great Depression with 

nostalgia (for nineteenth-century innovation) and escapism, LeRoy responds to the post-

World War II economy and social climate with a different kind of nostalgia (for 

traditional families and gender roles) and an idealized consumerism; Armstrong responds 

to the 1990s climate of inclusivity and political correctness by emphasizing the Alcotts’ 

progressive politics over the Marches’ substantially less inflammatory social and political 

position.  Because they are adaptations of Alcott’s novel, the films also serve as 

reminders that some texts endure well beyond the period of the initial contemporaneous 

audience.  These three films do not adapt what Jeremy Strong calls “forgotten books” 

(44).  Alcott’s Little Women is paracanonical, and the films will never “overtake the 

sourcetext[] as the dominant form” (Strong 44).  The filmmakers address the 

paracanonical nature of Alcott’s novel by having Jo author a book.  However, the Little 

Women adaptations perform cultural work of their own.  In the twenty-first century, 

individuals may be more likely to have seen one of the three film adaptations than to have 
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read the novel.48  In many cases, viewers are only directly familiar with the film versions, 

and the paracanonical aspect of the novel appears to be subsumed by a contemporary 

knowledge of newer media adaptations.  Thomas Leitch argues, however, that modern 

filmgoers are so familiar with the “genre” of the adaptation, that they are able to 

understand it as an adaptation 49 even without knowing the source text (106).  Linda 

Hutcheon describes watching adaptation as adaptation as “an interpretive doubling, a 

conceptual flipping back and forth between the work we know and the work we are 

experiencing” (139).  Thus the adaptation requires that the viewer’s personal experiences 

of the text in other forms become part of the viewer’s experience of the text in its current 

form; herein lies the “pleasure” of adaptation (Hutcheon 114).    

Little Women is by no means unusual as a novel that has more than one filmic 

adaptation, but it is distinguished from the equally formidable category of novels that 

have been adapted only once.  The pattern of adapting and re-adapting this novel, like 

Alcott’s repeated return to the trope of authorship in her writing, suggests that filmmakers 

find that there is still more to say about Little Women.  And there is still more to say 

about authorship in Little Women.  This is perhaps not surprising, given that film 

adaptations, as Leitch defines them, demonstrate an “obsession with authors, books, and 

words” (112).  This obsession, which does indeed exist in all of the Little Women films, is 

                                                
48 This has been my experience when speaking about Alcott’s work to general audiences. 
49 I italicize “as an adaptation” here to acknowledge Linda Hutcheon, who italicizes the 
expression throughout A Theory of Adaptation.  In doing so, I attempt to suggest the 
mimetic and ultimately adaptive process of applying her theory to my analysis of the 
Little Women films, and to show the “pleasures” (Hutcheon 114) of recognizing and 
experiencing adaptation as adaptation.  
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most obviously depicted in the addition of Jo’s book into both the narrative and visual 

structures of the films.  It is more subtly apparent in scenes of reading and writing, the 

use of textual inserts, and references to other literary texts.   

The interest of adaptations in authorship coincides with the question the 

adaptation seeks to answer: how do adapters render a novel in a new medium?  Linda 

Hutcheon describes the process of adapting a text as one that involves “(re-)interpretation 

and then (re-)creation,” which may also be understood as “appropriation” and 

“salvaging” (8).  In its very nature, by virtue of the process of reinterpreting and 

recreating, the act of adaptation expands the concept of authorship to include many more 

participants.  Credits for the Little Women films name Alcott and the screenwriters 

(Victor Heerman, Sarah Mason, Andrew Solt, and Robin Swicord)50 as authors, but the 

nature of film production further expands the definition of authorship to include many 

other contributors.  While screenwriters complete the first level of adaptation, music 

directors, composers, costume designers, and set designers also have significant roles in 

adaptation (Hutcheon 81).  Additionally, Hutcheon suggests, in a way that reflects 

Alcott’s utilization of dramatic performances in many of her texts,51 the possibility that 

actors, the people who embody the characters in the new medium are also adapters (81).  

In this way Katherine Hepburn, June Allyson, and Winona Ryder each bring a material 
                                                
50 The 1949 film by Mervyn LeRoy lists Alcott, Heerman, Mason, and Holt as writers.  
This film includes just a few new scenes and changes to the screenplay that Heerman and 
Mason wrote for Cukor’s film.  Solt’s involvement in the creation of the screenplay 
clearly employs a significant amount of “appropriation” and “salvaging” (Hutcheon 8).  
The 1949 film is as much an adaptation of the 1933 film as of Alcott’s novel. 
51 For more on the dramatic performance of authorship in Alcott’s writing, see Chapter 
Three. 
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body to Jo’s constructed identity, and allow another (embodied) way for readers/viewers 

to think about the author figure, who can exist in the mind, on the screen, and on the film 

set, as well as in memory.   

Memory is a key component of experiencing adaptation as adaptation because 

film adaptations do much more than retell a story.  Criticism has tended to focus on a 

hierarchy in which the source text 52 is privileged over the adaptation.  Hutcheon finds 

this hierarchy limiting because it constricts analysis of adaptations to issues of fidelity 

between the source and the adaptation.  Moreover, this hierarchy does not always 

accurately describe the audience’s engagement with the text: “[W]e may actually read  or 

see the so-called original after we have experienced the adaptation, thereby challenging 

the authority of any notion of priority.  Multiple versions exist laterally, not vertically” 

(Hutcheon XIII).  There are plenty of twenty-first century readers who will read Alcott’s 

Little Women, or, to exemplify the question at hand, one of the novelizations of the film 

(which provide yet another level of adaptation),53 and will imagine Jo as Winona Ryder, 

or visualize the “bumbling” (Sicherman 254) Professor Bhaer as the more sexually 

appealing Gabriel Byrne.  The film adaptations, by powerfully influencing the experience 

of reading, bring a level of mutability to ideas of authorship, allowing for a new set of 

potential authors or author figures.  As the adaptations proliferate, it becomes more 

difficult to determine an author, or at least a single author, as antecedent to the text. 
                                                
52 Hutcheon attempts to destabilize this privilege by referring to this as the “adapted 
text.”   
53 Describing the two novelizations of the 1994 Little Women film, both authored by 
Laurie Lawler, Englund writes, “Both novelizations are based on the screenplay, and as 
such, are rewritten, ‘modernized,’ abridged, and rearranged” (215). 
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 Although each of these directors has a recognizable style, in each case it appears 

to have been developed consciously, and through collaboration with others.  Like Alcott, 

they too have demonstrated their aesthetic through repetition and variety.  Each of the 

film adaptations relies on narrative, visual, and performed presentations of authorship, 

and these presentations suggest their own treatments of mutable authorship.  While the 

films suggest a potentially different outcome for Jo as an author, as the author of a 

particular book, they echo trends in Alcott scholarship by allowing something personal to 

shape their readings of this paracanon. Each of the films hails the viewer as reader/author.  

The viewer becomes involved in what Peter Wollen describes as “the operation of 

decipherment” (77).  She is implicated in the text; she is involved in the 

“(re)interpretation and (re-creation)” of authorship (Hutcheon 8).  The viewer, in 

experiencing the adaptation as adaptation, by “conceptually flipping back and forth” 

between the text on the screen, her experience of Alcott’s novel (whether based on first- 

or second-hand knowledge), and her understanding of contemporary and historical 

context, must consciously read (and then mentally write) her own authorial concept of Jo.  

The viewer is a final instance, then, of the mutable author as Alcott presents her, an 

individual who simultaneously performs both readership and authorship.  
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CONCLUSION 

A PERSISTANTLY MUTABLE AUTHORSHIP  

 Many people have laid claim to the posthumous Louisa May Alcott.  Ednah Dow 

Cheney took possession of the Alcott papers in order to publish the first, highly-edited 

collection of Alcott’s personal writing in 1889.  Some of the original documents that 

were in Cheney’s position have been lost.  Because this text, Life, Letters, and Journals, 

was published so soon after Alcott’s death, while many of her relatives were still alive, 

the work is understandably “careful.”  As time passed, other individuals expressed their 

own connections to Alcott in written form.  Clara Gowing, for example, recounted 

several mundane encounters with Alcott and her family in her 1909 book, The Alcotts as I 

Knew Them.  The most interesting claims on Alcott at the turn of the century came from 

men who believed they belonged inside the narrative of Little Women.  While there is 

little debate over the identities of the real-life counterparts of the four March sisters, the 

muse for Theodore Lawrence (Laurie) has been attributed to several individuals, 

including the two people Alcott identified as models for the character: her young Polish 

friend (and possible romantic interest) Ladislas Wisniewski, and her friend and former 

neighbor Alfred Whitman.  In an 1869 letter to Whitman, Alcott admitted, “‘Laurie’ is 

you & my Polish boy ‘jintly.’  You are the sober half & my Ladislas (whom I met 

abroad) is the gay whirligig half, he was a perfect dear” (Letters 120).   For many of the 

men who believed themselves to be the inspiration for Laurie Lawrence, it was not 

enough to accept the honor: they had also to write about it.  In 1901 and 1902, twenty 

years after Alcott’s death, Alfred Whitman wrote two articles about Louisa May Alcott.  
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In each of these articles, Whitman identified himself as Laurie.  The first, published in 

Ladies Home Journal, was titled, “Miss Alcott’s Letters to Her ‘Laurie.’”  In this article, 

Whitman suggested that although he only lived in the Alcott/Pratt circle for a year, it 

contributed to all of his “permanent” memories of Massachusetts (qtd. in Shealy 101).  A 

year later, Whitman would capitalize on his role in Little Women with his article “Meg, 

Jo, Beth and Amy.  Told by Laurie.”1  In this way, Whitman appropriated Alcott’s most 

famous novel and inserted his own narrative, a retelling from the perspective of the 

character he claimed to be.   

In his defense, Alcott had informed Whitman that he was a model for Laurie’s 

character, but others assumed this status of their own accord.  A 1913 article in the 

Morning Globe of Boston features the headline, “Miss Alcott’s Laurie found.”  The 

article states that Frederick Llewellyn Willis, who had boarded with the Alcotts for a 

brief time in Still River, Massachusetts, was the inspiration for the fictional Laurie.  

Apparently, Dr. Willis had kept to himself the knowledge that he was the “original of 

Laurie” until just before publishing his memoirs (Louisa May Alcott Papers).  Although 

Willis died before Alcott Memoirs was published in 1915, he claimed to be the 

unrecognized figure for Laurie and also to have taken Alcott’s first manuscript to press.2  

As odd as Willis’ claims are, he was not alone in his desire to be part of the fictional 

                                                
1 Both of Whitman’s articles are reprinted in Shealy, Alcott in Her Own Time (2005). 
2 In asserting Willis’s claim to the character, the Globe also refutes other contenders: 
“Various biographical sketches of her mention the Polish boy as the original of Laurie, 
while others say the original of Laurie was a divided honor.  None, however, makes the 
claim with any degree of positiveness nor advances any proofs” (Louisa May Alcott 
Papers). 
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American family.  Julian Hawthorne also published two articles about Louisa May 

Alcott, based on his connection to the Alcott family.3  In 1922, he too claimed to be the 

model for Laurie (Shealy 199). 

 Clearly, at the turn of the century, Alcott’s writing, and especially Little Women, 

was a powerful and unifying presence.  Little Women was so significant that other 

writers--including those like Whitman and Willis who had professional lives in other 

fields--utilized it to write themselves into the culturally dominant narrative.  Not only was 

Alcott’s novel an important piece of cultural and literary capital at this time, but it evoked 

a certain response from readers, one that inspired them to become authors themselves, to 

write themselves into the national narrative.4  The process of writing the self into the 

existing text, of rewriting the text as another person, enacts mutable authorship; Alcott’s 

text gave birth not just to new texts but to new author figures and new authors.  Though 

Alcott did not live to see any of these responses, she may not have found them surprising.  

As this study has shown, Alcott envisioned many forms of authorship including 

collaborative and derivative forms of writing.  The Alcott responses have continued, 

across genres, into the twenty-first century. 

 In the last chapter, I discussed the Little Women films as contemporary responses 

to Alcott’s novel.  Alcott’s life (in addition to her texts) has also been a source for 

                                                
3 Hawthorne’s “The Woman Who Wrote Little Women” (1922) and “By One Who Knew 
Her: Julian Hawthorne’s Memories of Old Concord Days When Louisa Alcott Did Not 
Take Her Talents Seriously” (1932) are reprinted in Shealy, Alcott in Her Own Time. 
4 Sicherman shows that writers like Cynthia Ozick and Simone de Beauvoir specifically 
connected their careers to reading Alcott. 
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filmmakers.  With the publication of Harriet Riesen’s 2009 biography Louisa May Alcott: 

The Woman Behind Little Women came the accompanying documentary made for PBS’s 

American Masters.  The documentary, written by Riesen and directed by Nancy Porter, is 

an eclectic film that combines a variety of visual and narrative techniques.  The 

documentary is dramatized, and the screenplay is comprised completely of Alcott’s actual 

language, taken from journals, letters, and published and non-published literary texts.  

The dramatized scenes are filmed in what the filmmakers identify as “original 

locations.”5  Alcott’s language is excerpted and then combined into conversations, staged 

and delivered by actors that play Alcott (Elizabeth Marvell), her father (Daniel Gerroll), 

Ednah Cheney (Jane Alexander), Henry David Thoreau (Beno Chapman) Ralph Waldo 

Emerson (Ken Cheeseman), and others.  The actors are consistently dressed in period 

costumes.  The film, then, is an enactment of Alcott’s life and work, a performance of 

Alcott’s authorship in the film medium.   

In addition to the period dramatizations, the film also features interviews and 

narration from prominent Alcott scholars including Madeleine Stern, Leona Rostenberg, 

Joel Myerson, Daniel Shealy, John Matteson, and Sarah Elbert.6  The director of Orchard 

House, Jan Turnquist, appears in the film, as does Geraldine Brooks, author of the 2005 

novel, March.  While the actors represent Alcott (and her circle) in her own time, the 

critics and experts represent Alcott’s readers in the twenty-first century.  The film 

                                                
5 The film locations include Codman House, Fruitlands Museum, Jeremiah Lee Mansion, 
Lyman Estate, Monroe Tavern, Mass Audubon Society Habitat Education Center, 
Nichols House Museum, Orchard House, Ralph Waldo Emerson House, and Nichols 
House Museum. 
6 Stern and Rostenberg both died before the release of the film. 
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unites—or, at the very least, juxtaposes—different time periods and various filmic and 

critical approaches.  Additionally, Porter’s documentary includes animation.  Important 

events in Alcott’s life, like her contemplation of suicide and the fever visions she 

experienced after contracting typhoid, are not dramatized but instead depicted through 

stylistic animation, featuring gyrating cutouts and disproportionate figures.  The resulting 

film, which won Booklist and Providence Film Festival awards, is at times chaotic and 

disjointed.  It combines numerous visual and narrative formats, and the combination is 

not always harmonious.  Like Alfred Whitman, Frederick Willis, and Julian Hawthorne, 

the filmmakers appropriate Alcott’s work and her world—and they do not limit 

themselves to Little Women, but instead work through the oeuvre.  Alcott’s language, her 

setting, her house, and her belongings are scripted, visualized, and performed in Porter’s 

Louisa May Alcott.  In its often jarring and always arresting eccentricity, the documentary 

goes beyond merely providing biographical information.  The disjunction and 

inconsistency of the film presentation has been attractive rather than off-putting to critics. 

Ed Symkus argues that “Porter and Reisen’s master stroke is to break the fourth wall, to 

have different people in the film talk directly to the viewer.”  Similarly, James Plath 

argues, “Viewers aren’t just told about the life of [Alcott]; they relive it.”  The film 

solicits strong engagement from its viewers and provides its own reading of Alcott as 

woman and author. Porter’s film is a multi-generic construction of mutable authorship. 

 As these examples show, Alcott’s writing not only depicted other forms of 

authorship; it produced them.  Other texts that are directly connected to the work of 

Louisa May Alcott are the joint autobiographies by Leona Rostenberg and Madeleine 
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Stern.  In Old Books, Rare Friends (1997), Rostenberg and Stern alternate authorship 

throughout the double first-person narrative of their partnership in the rare book business, 

their discovery of Louisa May Alcott’s pseudonym and sensational literature, and their 

enduring friendship.  In the prologue, they explain their project as one of both unity and 

difference: “Our contract calls for a book in which detection and Finger-Spitzengefühl 

[an untranslatable term the authors connect to recognizing a great find] play a major role 

in rare books and in the unmasking of Louisa May Alcott’s double literary life.  It also 

calls for a ‘different story.’ . . .. All that is here in the ‘joint autobiography’ of two friends 

who led and are still leading their ‘different story’” (4-5).  The story of the two scholars’ 

lifelong research on Louisa May Alcott is integral to their personal and professional 

histories.  Rostenberg and Stern’s research of Alcott is narrated into the stories of their 

personal and business lives, as well as into their reading of Alcott’s texts.  Rostenberg 

and Stern acknowledged that they, like Alcott, differentiated themselves from most of 

their friends by never marrying.  Just as Alcott queered marriage by taking “her pen for a 

bridegroom” Rostenberg and Stern professed “a deep, deep love” that was nonsexual 

(3,4).  Writing about Alcott is the structuring mechanism that allows for the development 

of these joint autobiographies.  In Rostenberg and Stern’s work, three authorial voices are 

combined, and many stories are incorporated into one narrative. 

The “Laurie accounts,” the documentary, and Rostenberg and Stern’s joint 

biographies write themselves into Alcott’s life and work in forms that are basically 

nonfictional.  Within the mode of fiction, however, contemporary writers have found 

even more freedom to explore Alcott and authorship.  In 2010, Kelly O’Connor McNees 
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launched her first novel, The Lost Summer of Louisa May Alcott. The Lost Summer is a 

fictional account that imagines a summer romance for Louisa May Alcott.  In The Lost 

Summer, a twenty-two-year-old Louisa, who aspires to be a published and highly 

regarded author, meets the young grocer, Joseph Singer.  The novel is fairly imitative in 

its plot, stringing together memorable moments from a long literary tradition.  Like 

Alcott’s Jo March, McNees’s Louisa wants nothing to do with men or marriage and 

dismisses Joseph without much thought.  And like Elizabeth Bennet in Pride and 

Prejudice, Louisa learns that her opinions of Joseph have been prejudiced by a lack of 

information.  As she learns that Joseph is a better person than she realized, she begins to 

fall in love with him, even though her better instincts tell her to remain true to her dream 

of being an unmarried literary woman, what Alcott referred to as the “literary spinster” 

(Letters 125).  After trying to ignore her feelings for Joseph and then unwisely reading 

the passionate poetry of Walt Whitman, which she and Joseph discuss,7 Louisa spends 

one night with Joseph.  She nearly runs away with him, but in the end she leaves him 

waiting at the train station, like a tragic copy of Rick Blaine in Casablanca.  In a scene 

that resonates of the same dissatisfaction of the belated and unconsummated reunion 

between Newland Archer and Ellen Olenski in Edith Wharton’s The Age of Innocence, 

Louisa meets Joseph twenty-five years later, after she has become a great author and 

Joseph is a widower. The two would-be-lovers reflect bittersweetly on their lives, 

                                                
7 McNees’ novel takes place in 1855, right after the publication of the first edition of 
Leaves of Grass.  The copy of Leaves of Grass that Louisa reads is one that Ralph Waldo 
Emerson has given to her father, Bronson Alcott.  Later in The Lost Summer, Joseph 
Singer gives Louisa her own copy of the book, so that she does not have to sneak her 
father’s.  Its contents were considered too shocking for a young woman.   
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standing next to one another watching their love letters—the last piece of evidence of the 

aborted relationship—burn in the fireplace. 

McNees’ novel is historically possible but not plausible.  Alcott’s contemporary 

readers have frequently noted Julian Hawthorne’s contention that a “nature so 

imaginative, romantic, and passionate” as Alcott’s would have been more likely than not 

to have a “love affair” (qtd. in Shealy 193).8  It is unlikely, however, that Louisa May 

Alcott had a romance at this stage of her life, and even less likely that it would happen 

where it does in this novel, in Walpole, New Hampshire.  For a woman of Alcott’s moral 

character and social position, it would be incredible to enter into an extramarital and 

sexual relationship with a neighbor, or, after doing so, to choose not to marry.  These 

qualms are irrelevant to McNees; her novel is interested in something else.  She brings 

her imagined story to the edge of historical reality.  The world of The Lost Summer is 

fictional, but it connects to—it touches—historical reality.  It is evident that McNees 

researched Alcott’s life and that she read Alcott’s fiction and the literature of the period.  

Like Porter’s film, her novel incorporates Alcott’s language and the language of other 

nineteenth-century writers.  The names, dates, and places align with historical facts.  

What McNees chooses to do in her narrative is to acknowledge but then break from facts.  

As the author of The Lost Summer, she asserts a privilege of authorship that allows her to 

                                                
8 While critics in Alcott studies and fans have latched on to Hawthorne’s statement 
because it acknowledges the passionate identity that many readers have appreciated in 
Alcott’s fiction, Shealy reminds the reader that Hawthorne may have made the statement 
out of a desire for personal or individual recognition.  Additionally, because his 
memories of the Alcotts were published in 1922, he may have written or remembered the 
Alcotts inaccurately (189). 
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narrate what she chooses about the “author” figure, who is, in this case, her fictional 

heroine, Louisa May Alcott.  By making a character of the author, McNees imitates 

Alcott’s presentation of mutable authorship and reinscribes her own writing over 

Alcott’s. 

The Lost Summer is by no means the only fictional text to be inspired by Alcott’s 

work.  One of the most successful novels to fictionalize the Alcotts came in 2005, with 

Geraldine Brooks’ beautiful and imaginative Pulitzer Prize-winning novel, March.  

March chronicles the story of the Reverend March, the largely absent father character in 

Alcott’s Little Women.  In the tradition of Jean Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea, March narrates 

the story of a character whose absence renders possible the plot of Little Women.9  While 

Reverend March is barely present in Little Women (even after returning from the war), 

Brooks demands that her readers pay attention to this character by giving him a story.  

His story is the war-story and love-story that could never be contained in the pages of the 

novel for girls.  It is emotional, erotic, violent, and graphic.  Like The Lost Summer, 

March also includes extramarital affairs. The first occurs between the Revered March and 

Abba (Marmee) prior to their marriage. The second even more surprising relationship 

develops between Revered March and the fictional character Grace, a slave. By bringing 

sexual encounters into Little Women and the story of its author’s life, The Lost Summer 

and March do more than calibrate nineteenth-century plots to twenty-first-century tastes.  

                                                
9 Rhys’ Wide Sargasso Sea (1966) gives voice to Antoinette (Bertha) Mason, the 
character who originates in Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre.  Like Wide Sargasso Sea, 
Brooks’ March emphasizes race, class, ethnicity, and sexuality as important aspects of 
the previously untold story. 
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Rather, Brooks and McNees respond to the qualities that Julian Hawthorne identified in 

Louisa May Alcott: imagination, romance, and passion.  Their novels reflect an attempt 

to put into narrative form those aspects that are essential to Alcott’s writing.  Any attempt 

to respond to Alcott’s writing in the twenty-first century demands attention to sex, 

sexuality, and desire, for these elements characterize the tension and aesthetic of Alcott’s 

work.  While writers in the nineteenth century may have felt pressured to separate sexual 

and sensual expression from more public forms of writing (as is evident in Alcott’s 

publication of blood and thunder tales under pseudonym), writers in the twenty-first 

century feel the need to reconcile the public and the private.  In making public the 

(imagined) love affairs of the fictional Alcott and Revered March, McNees and Brooks 

practice a form of collaborative and mutable authorship, joining their work with existing 

texts to create new narratives and authorial identities. 

This impulse also propels another trend in contemporary publishing.  Little 

Women has suffered the dubious fate of being at least twice reworked into the horror 

genre. Porter Grand’s Little Women and Werewolves and Lynn Messina’s Little Vampire 

Women were both published in 2010, the same year as The Lost Summer.   These two 

projects are examples of the fanfiction-like phenomenon of the classic/horror mashup 

project exemplified in Seth Grahame-Smith and Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice and 

Zombies.10  Like Pride and Prejudice and Zombies, Little Women and Werewolves and 

                                                
10 Fanfiction of the variety published on Fanfiction.net and other online venues is rarely 
published in print form.  The trend of publishing in print and giving dual credit to both 
the original author and the adapting author is a fairly recent phenomenon.  The basic 
principle, using existing characters and settings as the basis for another narrative, is not 
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Little Vampire Women give Alcott half of the authorial credit and use large sections of 

Little Women verbatim, producing a mashup rather than a simply derivative text.  While 

the two story-lines are often incongruous, the steps taken to combine the plots are 

interesting of their own accord.  Reverend March’s conversion to a werewolf in Little 

Women and Werewolves, for instance, provides another way to cast this male presence 

out of the family in order to recreate the domestic space as a female space.  

I cannot know, of course, but I believe that Alcott would have liked the idea of the 

horror mashups, though she might not have enjoyed their execution or the perversion of 

her own texts.  Bringing two authors and two stories together under a single book cover is 

in many ways the kind of freedom Alcott envisioned with her mutable author figures.  

And just as The Lost Summer and March responded to issues of the body, gender, and 

sexuality in Little Women, Little Women and Werewolves and Little Vampire Women 

explore new models of materiality and sexuality through the figures of werewolves and 

vampires, figures made popular (and sexy) by Ann Rice and Stephenie Meyer.  While the 

vampires and werewolves of Twilight fanaticism work to reinforce traditional ideas of 

heteronormative gender performance and Christian morality, the mashups present a more 

conflicted and ambivalent role of sexuality and moral responsibility.11  Furthermore, like 

                                                                                                                                            
new, however.  The unauthorized Part II of Don Quixote stands as an early example.  
Works like Brooks’ March, as discussed earlier, have a similar fanfiction quality. 
11 For instance Meyer’s vampire Edward Cullen is romanticized for the restraint he 
exercises, by not eating Bella (even though he really wants to consume her) and by not 
killing other humans.  His moral high-ground, as exhibited by this restraint, has tangible 
rewards. The restraint is presented as justification for Edward’s assumption of the 
paranoid and controlling boyfriend role.  In contrast, the werewolves of Grand’s narrative 
act out the revenge plots that never occur in Little Women.  They are both sexually 
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Alcott’s sensational literature, the mashups emphasize sexuality, transgression, and 

repression. 

 That all of these novels respond to Alcott and her work as they do reflects 

Alcott’s own treatment of authorship in much of her writing, a treatment that is the 

subject of this study.  That the novels respond to Alcott in this way in this time reflects 

what is clear in the current trends in scholarship as well as in fiction: Louisa May Alcott’s 

work is especially relevant (or relevant again) at this moment in time.  I did not know 

when I began my work on Alcott several years ago that my interest in this unusual 

woman and author would coincide with the interest of so many other scholars.  When I 

began my project, people tended to think I was doing something quaint.  No one was 

more surprised than I to realize that my work on Alcott would surface in a period in 

which there was a lively scholarly and popular interest in my subject.  Yet this should not 

be surprising, because long before me critics have explored the flexible temporality in 

Alcott’s work.12  “Little Women, Mutable Women: Louisa May Alcott and the Question 

of Authorship” comes out of Louisa May Alcott’s interests as much as out of my own.  

Alcott’s argument for a mutable author echoes my own hope for a mutable scholar.  Just 

as Alcott envisioned a possibility in which authors could write in more than one way, 

with and as more than one person, I continue to hope for a form of feminist academic 

                                                                                                                                            
desirable and unrestrained.  In one scene, the werewolves kill Mr. Davis, who humiliated 
Amy March by punishing her in front of her class.  The werewolves complete the March 
family’s and the reader’s desire for vengeance. 
12 See Barbara Sicherman. 
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writing that values collaboration, interdisciplinarity and the forms of mutability that I 

have yet to discover.
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